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Abstract

In addition to cells, multicellular tissues are made up of context-specific complexes of

secreted proteins that are assembled dynamically outside cells to produce the physical

characteristics of the vertebrate body and organs. The resistive strength of tendons, the

elasticity and impermeability of skin and the support structure of the skeleton are func-

tional largely because of the extracellular matrix (ECM). The development and mainte-

nance of these tissues requires careful orchestration between assembly and degradation of

components. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are one of the enzyme families known

to degrade ECM. Matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2), my enzyme of interest, is known

to have roles in pathologies such as arthritis, where its function is protective, and cancer

metastasis, where it is activated as part of the migration and invasion of metastatic cells. It

is an enzyme that requires post-translational activation by proteolytic cleavage, and there-

fore its role cannot be fully described by either mmp2 transcript patterns or Mmp2 protein

accumulation. Using a transgenic zebrafish line with the epitope-mediated MMP activa-

tion (EMMA) assay construct, for the first time we can localize activation of Mmp2 in

vivo, and here I describe its presence and activation during embryonic development.

Though endogenous Mmp2 is expressed ubiquitously during the development of a

zebrafish embryo, I show here that it is proteolytically activated in a much smaller set of

structures. It is most strongly activated in the notochord, epithelium, fin folds and neu-

ral tube. Active Mmp2 has a role during the morphogenesis of the notochord, a driving

structure in vertebrate development, and in the fin folds where actinotrichia are collagen-
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based ECM structures that form the basis for fin rays. Further, I show that the activation

mechanisms of Mmp2 are tissue- and stage-dependent: mechanisms that require met-

alloproteases are required for the activation of Mmp2 during fin fold development, but

mechanisms dependent upon serine proteases are involved in the activation of Mmp2 in

the notochord during notochord elongation and straightening. This is the first description

of activation patterns in vivo and offers a starting point from which to examine the re-

quirement of metalloproteases during development and to interrogate their mechanisms of

activation.
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Introduction

1.1 Outside the Cell

The cell is not an isolated unit of biological activity. Cells communicate with each other

to create signalling networks in multicellular organisms such that many trillions of cells

can act as a whole. Cells create an environment for themselves, and this architectural

extracellular matrix (ECM) is intimately entangled with the evolution of multicellularity.

The ECM is a varied environment that gives tissues many of their physical properties

(rigidity, elasticity), as well as a highly responsive context for signalling networks. It sends

signals directly to cells through ECM receptors, modulates the diffusion of soluble signals,

and can itself be broken down to form soluble signals. Its structure and composition are

highly dynamic, not only during development and morphogenesis during which it is being

established, but also as part of normal tissue homeostasis.

1.2 Matrix Structuring and Deposition

Extracellular matrix is generally classed into the two broad categories of basement mem-

brane and interstitial ECM (as in, for example, KEHLET et al. 2018), but has tissue-specific

composition and structure. Basement membrane (also called basal lamina or abbreviated

as BM) has been well studied because of its integral role in the formation and mainte-

nance of epithelial layers of cells (for a more detailed review of basement membranes,

see: POZZI et al. 2017). Interstitial ECM must respond to many different challenges de-
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pending upon its context, and its composition changes in response to age, wounds and

chronic inflammation (reviewed in FRANTZ et al. 2010). Cells grown on ECM extracts

from their tissue of origin better maintain their expression identity than those grown on

artificial ECM or on ECM from other tissues (ZHANG et al. 2009), illustrating that ECM

is biologically distinct from tissue to tissue.

Cells respond to and organize ECM in a dynamic way mediated largely through a

family of proteins called integrins. Along with cadherins that mediate cell-cell contacts,

integrins mediate cell-ECM contacts to create adhesive networks (see reviews: WEBER

et al. 2011; MCMILLEN and HOLLEY 2015a). There are 18 alpha and 8 beta integrins

in vertebrates that associate into non-covalent heterodimers and exist in combinations that

allow them to sense ECM composition, transmit cellular signals and create adhesive trac-

tion forces between the cell and surrounding ECM (further reviewed in KECHAGIA et al.

2019). Cells are sensitive to physical force, and the mechanical load on the ECM can

expose cryptic signalling ligands (reviewed in LI et al. 2016). Maruthamuthu et al. (2011)

showed, using molecular force microscopy, that the balance between cell-matrix and cell-

cell biomechanical loads is maintained and responds to the structure and composition of

ECM, facilitating whole tissue changes associated with development, aging and disease

(additional review: MCMILLEN and HOLLEY 2015b).

Matrix components must be expressed by cells and then secreted into the extracel-

lular environment to assemble into ECM. The several hundred genes that encode these

components in metazoans (HYNES and NABA 2012) have splice variants and often exten-

sive post-translational modification including both proteolytic cleavage and glycosylation

(FRANTZ et al. 2010). The most abundant constituents of ECM are collagen, fibronectin,

laminin and glycosaminoglycans like hyuluronic acid. The complexity of the in vivo ma-

trix can be approximated in vitro in a limited capacity (KYBURZ and ANSETH 2015);

however, in vivo extracellular matrix is not only chemically structured, but also structured

by cells and tissues both mechanically and enzymatically. Collagen fibril spacing can be
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affected by pH, and fibril organization by ion availability (JIANG et al. 2004); whereas

in vivo, integrin clustering on epithelial cells is an important step in fibronectin matrix

assembly (reviewed in SINGH et al. 2010) and the organization of laminin in the basal

lamina also relies on integrin interactions (reviewed in HOHENESTER and YURCHENCO

2013). Structure is fine-tuned by enzymatic crosslinking via lysyl oxidase or transglu-

taminases, hydroxylation and proteolytic cleavage (summarized in MOUW et al. 2014 or

FIDLER et al. 2018, for transglutaminase see BENN et al. 2019). Having the right ECM

constituents in the right place and at the right time does not yield an organized matrix

alone: the receptors, chaperones and enzymes provided by cells are important to matrix

structuring.

1.3 Matrix Degradation

The ECM is continually being dynamically rearranged as part of normal homeostasis and

tissue morphogenesis. This requires a balance between secretion and structuring of the

ECM components and their degradation. Remodeling of the ECM often requires the

degradation of components in the extracellular matrix, a process carried out by various

proteases. The ECM may also sequester growth factors (such as fibroblast growth factor-

2), which bind to heparan sulfate proteoglycans in the matrix, releasing them as degra-

dation products, and can itself provide signals in the form of some of its components:

for example, laminin break-down products stimulate growth via epidermal growth factor

receptor activation in MDA-MB-231 cancer cells (SCHENK and QUARANTA 2003). Sig-

naling sites can be exposed during degradation, and the breakdown products of most, if

not all ECM components can also be signaling factors (reviewed further in SCHENK and

QUARANTA 2003). Remodeling processes are key during development and morphogene-

sis, but also during wound healing and in disease contexts.
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1.3.1 Enzymes known to Degrade ECM

There are hundreds of proteases in the human genome that could theoretically be active in

the extracellular environment (FEINBERG and WEISS 2009). Parasite proteases, largely

serine and cysteine proteases, can also modify the extracellular environment of their hosts

(SAJID and MCKERROW 2002; TANG et al. 2015; WANG et al. 2013a; CONWAY et al.

2014; REECE et al. 2010; YANG et al. 2015; BACKERT et al. 2018), and can have pro-

found effects on homeostatic remodelling, as in the case of osteomyelitis caused by S.

aureus which secretes a protease that decreases the osteoblast cytotoxicity (CASSAT et al.

2013). Serine proteases are a large family of proteolytic enzymes that function primarily

at acidic pH; in addition to digestion they are essential in blood clotting and are abundant

in interstitial fluids (PAGE and DI CERA 2008). Two key metalloprotease protein families

involved in the degradation of ECM are the ADAM (a disintegrin and metalloproteinase)

family, and the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), the latter named for their ability to

degrade ECM components.

1.3.1.1 Serine and Cysteine Proteases

Some of the earliest described proteolytic activity was associated with the pancreas and

digestive proteases (ROBERTS 1881). Cathepsin G, plasma kallikrein, plasmin, tryptase,

chymotrypsin-like elastase 3A and thrombin are secreted in the gastrointestinal system.

These proteases are hypothesized to also have a role in the maintenance of the mucosal

layer of the intestinal tract, as well as in digestion. Elevated levels of these proteases are

associated with pathologies such as irritable bowel syndrome (DENADAI-SOUZA et al.

2018).

Plasmin and a number of cathepsins are present in interstitial matrix and play roles

in collagen and proteoglycan turnover in bone matrix (reviewed in CAWSTON and YOUNG

2009). Cathepsin S, a cysteine protease, remodels 3D collagen gels into tubules, and as

well as having collagenolytic and elastolytic activity, its loss decreases angiogenesis (SHI
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et al. 2003). The serine protease HTRA1 is required for osteogenesis, and its loss in-

creases adipogenesis (TIADEN et al. 2012). Extracellular cathepsins are associated with

atherosclerosis, and may have complex roles in the remodelling of vascular ECM (re-

viewed in CHENG et al. 2011).

Tissue-type plasminogen activator, and one of its downstream targets plasmin, con-

trol focused proteolysis of fibrin clots, or fibrinolysis (LIJNEN 2001). These proteases are

translated as zymogens, requiring proteolytic activation, and are the classical examples

of extracellular serine proteases. Urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA), a closely

related serine protease, is involved in other forms of tissue remodeling as well as cell mi-

gration, and, for example, is required for axon regeneration in the CNS (MERINO et al.

2017). Neuroserpin, a serine protease inhibitor expressed in the nervous system, is se-

creted from axons to control ECM remodeling required for synaptic plasticity and brain

development (OSTERWALDER et al. 1996).

1.3.1.2 Metalloproteases

Metalloproteases are a broad mechanistic class of proteases that include serralysins, astacins,

adamalysins and matrixins. The last two families are the most studied and they have func-

tions in the release of growth factors from the cell surface or the ECM, shedding of re-

ceptors and cell adhesion molecules from the surface of the cell and activation of other

metalloproteases as well as degradation of the ECM (overview in GILL and PARKS 2008).

ADAMs (a disintegrin and metalloproteinase) are a family of secreted and trans-

membrane proteins with metalloprotease domains. Almost half of the membrane tethered

ADAM family do not encode functional proteases, but for the ones that remain functional

they are implicated in the shedding of receptors and signalling molecules from the outer

membrane of cells. They have roles in immune system signalling, growth factor signalling,

and are essential for the proper development of epidermal tissue (reviewed in EDWARDS

et al. 2008). Aberrant expression of the related family of ADAMTS (ADAM with throm-
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bospondin motifs) proteins is associated with arthritis and cancer, and they have biological

functions in ECM assembly and degradation, organogenesis and angiogenesis (reviewed

in WAGSTAFF et al. 2011).

The matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are named for their ability to degrade struc-

tural extracellular matrix proteins. The first MMPs were originally discovered during

tadpole tail resorption (GROSS and LAPIERE 1962). MMP-1 (at that time called simply

collagenase), is highly upregulated during this largescale tissue remodeling, and can be

purified in large quantities (NAGAI et al. 1966). Since then, twenty-four members have

been added to the family, and numbered more or less by order of discovery.

MMPs in general are made up of several domains (summary in Figure 1.2). First,

they are almost all translated with a signal peptide that targets them to the secretory path-

way and is removed during the process of targeting (VON HEIJNE 1990). They are also

initially translated as zymogens: their inactive forms have an N-terminal propeptide that

contains a cysteine switch that binds and inactivates the catalytic zinc in the active site

of the catalytic domain (WART and BIRKEDAL-HANSEN 1990). This propeptide is fol-

lowed by a furin recognition motif in several cases, allowing those MMPs to be activated

following translation and during their transit through the secretory pathway to the cell

membrane. In all other cases, alternative proteolytic removal of the propeptide is required

for effective catalysis. In the case of MMP-2 and MMP-9, the catalytic domain also in-

cludes a series of fibronectin type-II repeats that are capable of binding substrates as well

as inhibitors. Most MMPs also include a hemopexin domain that is likely involved in the

recognition and association with substrates, inhibitors and other proteins, and one MMP

includes an immunoglobin-like adhesion domain. Approximately half of the MMPs are

membrane tethered or transmembrane, and therefore include GPI linkage or transmem-

brane domains.

Of the membrane-type MMPs, MMP-14 (membrane-type-1 matrix metalloprotein-

ase, or MT1-MMP) is by far the most studied in the literature (see Figure 1.1). It is known
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for degrading a handful of other extracellular proteases, collagen types I-III and a num-

ber of other extracellular matrix components. MMP-14 null mutations in mice are lethal

with defects in lung, submandibular gland and skeletal development as well as tissue fi-

brosis and angiogenesis (ITOH and SEIKI 2006). Zebrafish knock-downs of MMP-14 dis-

rupt convergence and extension during gastrulation as well as craniofacial morphogenesis

(COYLE et al. 2008).

1.3.1.3 Gelatinases

In this thesis I am particularly interested in MMP-2, which, along with MMP-9, makes up

the gelatinase subfamily of MMPs. MMPs are often grouped into categories based on their

similarities in structure and/or substrate specificity. The gelatinases, MMP-2 (gelatinase

A, 72 kDa type IV collagenase) and MMP-9 (gelatinase B, 92 kDa type IV collagenase),

are closely related in substrate specificity and homology, and are the most studied of the

MMPs (Figure 1.1). They contain collagen binding motifs in their catalytic domain, and

readily degrade denatured collagen (gelatin). They are relatively easy to assay for in crude

protein extracts using gelatin zymography, in which they produce distinct proteolytically

clear bands in an SDS-PAGE gel co-polymerized with gelatin (denatured collagen). De-

spite their name, they have been found intracellularly, and an increasing body of work has

been describing their intracellular roles (reviewed in Jobin et al. 2017).

MMP-2 and 9 can degrade denatured collagen, collagen type IV, collagen type V,

proteoglycans, fibronectin, laminin and transferrin in vitro (NAGASE et al. 1991). MMP-2

is crucial for the degradation of collagen in connective tissue (CREEMERS et al. 1998). In

a cell culture proteomics model, MMP-2 was confirmed to degrade previously known sub-

strates: monocyte chemoattractant protein-3 (MCP-3), decorin, galectin-3, distroglycan,

osteonectin, as well as collagens type I, III, IV, V, and VI (DEAN and OVERALL 2007).

New candidate substrates identified from this screen include procollagen C-proteinase en-

hancer, osteopontin, osteoglycin (mimecan), and several growth and cell migration factors.
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This proteomics assay also picked up proteins that are reduced in the secreted medium as

a result of MMP-2 presence, and these include thrombospondin-1 and clusterin amongst

others (DEAN and OVERALL 2007). These proteins may have been subject to increased

recycling in response to MMP-2 activity. MMP-2 is able to digest amyloid precursor pro-

tein in vitro (LEPAGE et al. 1995), but amyloid-b is unconfirmed as a substrate in this

proteomics study (DEAN and OVERALL 2007). It is important to distinguish in vivo sub-

strates of MMP-2, and there are quite important differences between cell culture and whole

organism ECM. Initial work to look at degradation in a whole organism context has also

turned up intracellular targets for Mmp2, such as myosin (FALLATA et al. 2019).

MMP-2 and 9 knockout mice have surprisingly subtle phenotypes, but a zebrafish

antisense morpholino knock-down of Mmp2 had a much more severe phenotype. MMP-

9 null mice have defects in wound healing (KYRIAKIDES et al. 2009), consistent with

Mmp9 knock-downs in zebrafish that are more susceptible to bacterial infection because

of defects in the migration of macrophages (SHAN et al. 2016). MMP-9 null mice also

have delayed myelin formation (LARSEN et al. 2006), have better outcomes after stroke

due to a reduction in disruptions to the blood-brain barrier (WANG et al. 2009), and may

have decreased neurotoxicity in intracerebral hemorrhage (XUE et al. 2006). MMP-2 null

mice respond more poorly to a model of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis,

despite predictions that lowered MMP activity would ameliorate inflammation (ESPARZA

et al. 2004), but in general develop normally, though they exhibit a smaller body size

and reduced tumour progression of implanted tumours (ITOH et al. 1997; ITOH et al.

1998). Multicentric osteolysis with arthropathy is associated with inactivating mutations

of MMP-2 in humans, and the MMP-2 mouse has subclinical phenotypes of osteolysis

and arthritis that result in skeletal defects (MOSIG et al. 2007). Conversely, the knock-

down of Mmp2 expression in zebrafish using a morpholino exhibited gross developmental

abnormalities that included abortive trunk formation and lack of somites (ZHANG et al.

2003).
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There are several possible explanations for why the zebrafish Mmp2 morpholino

had a greater effect on development than has been seen in other models. Firstly, zebrafish

development happens much faster, and may have a much lower tolerance for mishaps

than mouse development. More importantly, zebrafish have lower diversity amongst their

secreted MMPs. They have a simpler complement of the collagenases, no evidence of

homologs to the matrilysins and a reduced complement of stromelysins (WYATT et al.

2009). Less redundancy makes the role of Mmp2 more crucial, and there could be fewer

compensatory mechanisms available to zebrafish with impaired Mmp2 expression.

1.4 Extracellular Protein Clearance

Once proteases have cleaved large extracellular matrix proteins, where do the pieces go?

What happens to misfolded or aggregating extracellular proteins? Most work on the clear-

ance of extracellular debris has focused on age-related diseases that involve the extracellu-

lar deposition and aggregation of misfolded proteins. The main proposed mechanism for

clearance is endocytosis, but there are several other possible modes summarized graphi-

cally in Figure 1.3.

In Parkinson’s disease, a-synuclein, which is typically an intracellular protein, accu-

mulates extracellularly and in aggregates in the extracellular matrix that are toxic to cells.

Fibrillar and oligomeric aggregates of a-synuclein are cleared by endocytosis, though

monomers are able to translocate across the plasma membrane in the absence of endo-

cytic mechanisms (LEE et al. 2008), but specific receptors or transporters have not been

suggested (see review: TEIL et al. 2020). Alternatively, the clearance of extracellular ag-

gregates of the amyloid-b protein, that is a hallmark attribute of Alzheimer’s, has been

linked more strongly to proteolysis and systemic clearance from the brain tissue, though

lysosomal removal could still have a role in the clearance of specific associated proteins

(reviewed in NALIVAEVA and TURNER 2019).
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ECM receptors are recycled during directed endocytosis along with, often, the ex-

tracellular proteins they interact with. During migration integrins are cycled into the cell

at the trailing edge and moved to the leading edge in vesicles (PIERINI et al. 2000), and

could represent a mechanism for clearing extracellular debris associated with migratory

degradation of the ECM. In cell culture models, the aVb5 integrin receptor regulates the

internalization of vitronectin (PANETTI and MCKEOWN-LONGO 1993), and fibronectin

turnover is dependent on a1b1 regulated by caveolin-1 as well as MMP-14 (SHI and SOT-

TILE 2008; SHI and SOTTILE 2011). Clusterin is an example of a chaperone that com-

plexes with misfolded proteins extracellularly, and could represent a generic mechanism

for protein clearance. Clusterin binds and sequesters specific oligomeric forms of the

amyloid-b peptide in vitro, and may exacerbate the pathogenic aggregation of amyloid-b

(NARAYAN et al. 2012), but is also known to be cleared more quickly from circulation

when bound to mis-folded proteins in an in vivo rat model (A. R. WYATT et al. 2011).

Another chaperone called SPARC (also known as osteonectin) is a major non-structural

component of ECM that is upregulated in response to heat shock. It cycles in and out

of the cell, carrying with it various ECM components, and is proposed to be a scavenger

chaperone important to the process of clearing degraded ECM components (CHLENSKI

et al. 2011).

1.5 Putting It All Together: Developmental ECM

As a vertebrate embryo develops, it shapes itself from one single cell, to a ball or disc-

like blastula and then to an organism with a dorsal hollow nerve tube, pharyngeal arches,

a notochord that elongates the embryo along its anterior-posterior axis and organizes the

deposition of the spinal cord, paraxial somites that are progenitors to muscle and skeletal

structures and complex circulatory and digestive systems. Cells and matrix intertwine

during development to produce tissues and organs. Cells sense ECM structure directly, are
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directed by signalling molecules bound by ECM, and respond to the mechanical forces of

their surrounding ECM.

1.5.1 Notochord ECM During Body Elongation

Vertebrates undergo body axis specification and lengthening during early embryogenesis.

This process requires the segmentation and patterning of the anterior-posterior axis, as

well as the concerted movement of cells and the notochord. As early embryonic cells

divide, they converge on each other to produce an extension of the body axis. Cell-cell

contacts are likely more important in this process during gastrulation, when very little

structured extracellular matrix is present. Cell culture biomechanical sensors show that

integrins are an important force communicator between the extracellular matrix and the

cytoskeleton of the cell (NORDENFELT et al. 2016), but also sense the composition of

the ECM and allow the cell to respond to its environment (LEGATE et al. 2009). There

is evidence that disrupting these interactions between cells and fibronectin, one of the

earliest detectable components of the embryonic ECM, can disrupt body elongation. The

notochord is considered a driver of tail elongation (STEMPLE 2005), but if the balance

between migration rate and cell coherence in paraxial mesoderm is abnormal (LAWTON

et al. 2013), or the ability of cells to interact with fibronectin is impaired (DRAY et al.

2013) then tail morphology is disrupted and/or the notochord buckles.

The notochord’s function in body elongation relies on the structure of the notochord

sheath. The notochord sheath cells lay down a thick basement membrane on the outer mar-

gin of the notochord that can resist the pressure of the inflating vacuoles in the notochord

cells. This sheath is a tri-layered matrix with an inner laminin rich layer, a middle layer of

collagen fibres and an outer layer of collagen fibres running obliquely to the middle layer

and interspersed with elastin fibres (PARSONS et al. 2002; SCOTT and STEMPLE 2004;

GROTMOL et al. 2006; TRAPANI et al. 2017).

Defects in the straightening of the notochord can be caused by treatment with dithio-
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carbamate copper sequestration (TILTON et al. 2006) as well as with 2-mercaptopyridine-

N-oxide thought to inhibit lysyl oxidase (LOX) via copper sequestration (ANDERSON et

al. 2007), a mechanism confirmed by separate inhibition of lysyl oxidase that recapitu-

lates the wavy notochord phenotype (GANSNER et al. 2007), and mutants that interfere

with copper metabolism (MADSEN and GITLIN 2008). Lysyl oxidase (LOX) is an en-

zyme that catalyzes the crosslinking of elastin and collagen, is important to many other

biological functions that involve its activity both inside and outside the cell (reviewed in

CSISZAR 2001). LOX requires proteolytic processing that can be inhibited by serine pro-

tease inhibitors (LÓPEZ-JIMÉNEZ et al. 2017) and increased by upregulation of ADAMs

(ROSELL-GARCÍA et al. 2019). Cross-linking is important in the maturation of the noto-

chord sheath, and the proteolytic processing of Lysyl oxidase is required.

1.5.2 Nervous System ECM During Development

Specific collagen, laminin and proteoglycan subtypes have roles in guiding nerve develop-

ment, and the architecture and accessibility of ECM components is regulated in part by its

remodelling. Morpholino knock-down of Mmp25b in zebrafish results in touch-insensitive

embryos with impaired neural development and motor-control (CRAWFORD et al. 2014).

The remodelling of ECM is also required for the migration of neurons through neural tis-

sue, and is often organized by cellular protrusions called podosomes. These structures

are characterized as cellular protrusion(s) driven by F-actin that are rich in integrins, vin-

culin and paxillin to sense ECM structure and are also capable of degrading the ECM with

membrane-type and secreted MMPs (reviewed in DI MARTINO et al. 2016). MMPs re-

main important modulators of plasticity and nerve repair into the adult brain (reviewed in

VERSLEGERS et al. 2013).
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1.5.3 ECM in the Development of Zebrafish Muscular Junctions

During development, fibronectin-rich somite boundaries form between developing somites

in zebrafish. By 48 hpf, this boundary develops into a mature muscle junction by transi-

tioning to a laminin and collagen rich ECM. Somite boundary maturation is characterized

by a reduction in fibronectin associated with the localization of Mmp11 to the myotome

boundaries, and is dependent on Mmp11 activity (JENKINS et al. 2016; MATCHETT et

al. 2019). The mature myotome must transmit force between muscle cells and ECM, and

therefore has a highly specialized basement membrane. Between the specialized basement

membranes of the myotomes are fibrillar collagens I and II, which organize to handle the

force transmitted between muscles (zebrafish MTJ development reviewed in: WOOD and

CURRIE 2017). In a mature myotendinous junction, the collagens of the ECM jut into

the muscle tissue with protrusions that increase the surface area between the ECM and

the muscle cells to increase tensile strength, and the amount of collagen is increased by

resistance training (JAKOBSEN et al. 2017).

1.5.4 Cell Migration and Interactions with ECM

There are three general forms of cell migration: protease-independent, sometimes also

called amoeboid; protease-dependent, termed mesenchymal, migration; and collective cell

migration. Amoeboid migration is characterized by cells that adjust their shape in order

to move through the fibres of the ECM, and mesenchymal migration requires the action of

proteases that modify the ECM to allow the cells to better squeeze through ECM pores.

The transition between the two is thought to be triggered by nuclear deformation: when

the matrix spaces are too small for the nucleus to fit through without a change in shape,

a program of protease expression is initiated (WOLF et al. 2013), and when migration

through proteolysis is inhibited, HT-1080 and MDA-MB-231 cells transition to amoeboid

migration (WOLF et al. 2003). It is likely that both of these first two types of migration

are involved in most cell migration in vivo. The initiation of cell migration and naviga-
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tion of migrating cells is influenced by growth factors and cellular signalling, but is also

controlled and mediated by the surrounding ECM. Cells can migrate in response to ma-

trix stiffness, the expression of proteases to degrade ECM can be initiated in response to

nuclear deformation, and attachment to specific ECM molecules allows cells traction to

migrate through ECM (reviewed in WOLF et al. 2013). Cells can also migrate collectively,

requiring largescale remodeling of the ECM during the process (reviewed in MAYOR and

ETIENNE-MANNEVILLE 2016).

In protease dependent cell migration, MMP-14 is considered a driver, though it

is limited by its transmembrane domain to pericellular proteolysis. MMP-14(-/-) cells

have decreased pericellular proteolysis of collagen while removal of each of the other

collagenolytic MMPs does not reduce proteolysis (SABEH et al. 2009). As might be ex-

pected, the inhibition of metalloproteases affects migratory processes. Phenanthroline (a

divalent cation chelator that can bind zinc, and therefore can inhibit metalloproteases) in-

hibits intersomitic vessel infiltration and neural crest migration (ELLIS and CRAWFORD

2016), and the specific activity of MMP-14 in the stroma is required for mammary ep-

ithelial cells to to invade during mouse mammary gland development (FEINBERG et al.

2018). Understanding the mechanisms of developmental cell migration will allow a better

understanding of cell migration in pathogenic contexts.

1.6 Misregulation: Disease Contexts

Misregulated ECM remodelling is implicated in cancer metastasis, heart disease, arthritis,

and degenerative brain disorders. The proteases that control degradation of ECM have

been well-studied for the last several decades under the allure of reducing the effects of

aging, halting cancer progression or reversing the damage of degenerative brain disorders

by better understanding their roles and specificities. Clinical trials of MMP inhibitors have

been halted due to adverse side effects, off-target interactions and instability of inhibitors
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(reviewed in: PETERSON 2004; FIELDS 2019). Our basic understanding of the biological

roles of ECM degradation needs to be more sophisticated to make the best use of the

promising medical contexts in which ECM degradation may be an important target.

1.6.1 Cancer Microenvironment and ECM

The ECM has a critical role to play in many of the processes of cancer as the substrate to

which cells attach and respond. Metastasis is the single greatest cause of cancer deaths

(MEHLEN and PUISIEUX 2006) and as a result is a strong candidate for clinical interven-

tion. Traditionally, metastasis is characterized as a cell’s migration through the basement

membrane, intravasation, circulation, immune evasion, extravasation, and then coloniza-

tion. This stepwise progression turns out to be an oversimplification, as many steps of

metastasis may be happening at the same time (reviewed in: MEHLEN and PUISIEUX

2006; VALASTYAN and WEINBERG 2011).

Migrating cells must move through the ECM substrate during cell migration and

invasion (CROTTI et al. 2017). A stiffer matrix can in and of itself stimulate a cell

to undergo an epithelial to mesenchymal transition and begin to migrate (CHANG et al.

2017; MEKHDJIAN et al. 2017). Atomic force microscopy on optic tumours from mice

shows that a correlation between ECM stiffness and tumour progression also applies in

vivo (WALTER et al. 2017), and localized reduction of tumour stiffness by the application

of heat can reduce the severity of outcomes in a mouse model (MARANGON et al. 2017).

Neural crest cell migration requires stiff, dense, fibronectin-rich matrix to migrate along.

The fibronectin matrix that neural crest cells migrate through is comprised of fibrils of sev-

eral diameters and incorporates differing amounts of hyaluronic acid and collagens type

I and III (ROVASIO et al. 1983), and it seems that cancer cells take advantage of similar

fibronectin structures in their metastatic concerted migration (reviewed in ERDOGAN and

WEBB 2017). Invadopodia at the leading edge of invasive cells, characterized in part by

their upregulation of MMPs, are involved in cancer cell migration (reviewed in CASTRO-
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CASTRO et al. 2016; CHAN et al. 2020). Invadopodia have similarities to podosomes

found throughout healthy tissue and during development, but are generally considered

distinct (reviewed in SEANO and PRIMO 2015). Traditional in vitro assays for migration

that use a matrix extract or artificial matrix as a substrate may under- or overestimate the

invasive potential of some cells that would invade under conditions that might be found

in the tumour itself. Instead in vivo models such as xenografting that involve the implan-

tation of cancer cells in mouse or zebrafish are increasingly used to examine interactions

with tissues, organs and the complex ECM that defines them.

1.6.2 MMP-2 and MMP-9 in models for Multiple Sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a degenerative disease of the central nervous system that presents

as plaques that form in the brain and spinal cord resulting in a broad range of symptoms.

These plaques affect the myelin sheath of neurons and inhibit axon transmission or cause

axonal damage that can result in permanent injury.

The extracellular matrix and its remodelling have intimate ties with multiple scle-

rosis. Changes to the ECM associated with active demyelinating lesions include down-

regulation of tenascin-C and -R, versican, aggrecan and neurocan, and an upregulation of

hylauronan, vitronectin, fibronectin, and basement membrane proteins (VAN HORSSEN et

al. 2007). Macrophages in active lesions secrete MMPs (VOS et al. 2003; VAN HORSSEN

et al. 2006), which may be responsible for the loss of the tenascins. As might be expected,

increased serum activity of MMP-2 and the ratio between MMP-9 and TIMP-1 both corre-

late with disease progression: serum levels of MMP-2 and MMP-9 are higher in different

MS subtypes (AVOLIO et al. 2003; AVOLIO et al. 2005). Basement membrane components

not usually found in the brain parenchyma (such as heparan sulfate proteoglycans, fibro-

nectin and collagen) are detected in the areas around the lesions, indicating misregulation

of matrix deposition as well as degradation. Inhibition of basement membrane formation

to prevent their accumulation may have therapeutic effects in MS (VAN HORSSEN et al.
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2007), and modulation of the ratio of MMP-9 to TIMP-1 may also have beneficial effects

(BOZ et al. 2006).

1.6.3 ECM and Bone Disease

Bones are a critical innovation that has allowed the evolution of large land-based organ-

isms, but they require a specialized toolkit of extracellular matrix proteins and associated

regulators that must be carefully orchestrated. ECM is important in mechanotransduc-

tion, and mechanotransduction in turn is important in the regulation of osteoclast activity

(DUNCAN 2007). Osteoclast over-activity is one of the causes of osteoporosis, and there

are ECM receptors that correlate to progression in ostoporosis.

The effect of MMPs 2 and 9 have been studied extensively in bone ECM remod-

elling. Mutations in MMP-2 can cause nodulosis, arthropathy and osteolysis (NAO syn-

drome). Mice lacking MMP-2 show increased bone density in some locations, and de-

creased bone density in others (INOUE et al. 2006), and upregulation of inflammatory

cytokine osteopontin and other bone sialoproteins (MOSIG and MARTIGNETTI 2013).

Even MMPs with very similar substrate specificities, such as MMP-2 and MMP-9 can

have different effects on ECM structure. Nyman et al. (2011) show that loss of MMP-2

results in weaker bones that have decreased mineralization density and increased poros-

ity, whereas loss of MMP-9 results in brittle bones that have lost their bending strength,

and suggest that Mmp9 -/- osteoclasts may not be able to properly migrate to ossification

centers. One thing that is becoming clear throughout the literature is that loss of MMP

expression does not result in consistent increases in ECM density, and sometimes results,

counter-intuitively, in increased remodelling processes. This highlights the need for a

better understanding of feedback and regulatory mechanisms.
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1.6.4 Tuning ECM: Matrix Metalloproteinase Inhibitors

MMP inhibitors were first developed to treat arthritis by slowing down collagen degrada-

tion. They are envisioned as an option for treating rheumatoid or osteo- arthritis, osteo-

porosis, periodontal disease, and atherosclerosis. Inhibiting MMPs could prevent some of

the damage during an aneurysm or heart failure, or prevent neoplastic metastasis in can-

cer progression. Most drug development has been abandoned either because clinical trials

failed to show any efficacy, had poor bioavailability or because of side effects that often

include tendonitis-like symptoms. The side effects are largely attributed to off-target ef-

fects (see reviews: PETERSON 2004; FIELDS 2019). More recent strategies include more

specific inhibitors and more localized and/or targeted delivery. Ultimately, a better under-

standing of the basic roles and regulation of MMPs will allow better drug development.

1.7 Control Over ECM Degradation

Degradation of the ECM is highly regulated. Signaling networks and regulatory mecha-

nisms can control when and where extracellular matrix components are being made and

secreted, but when it comes to the folding and multimerization and the structuring or

degradation of existing structures, cells needs to secrete enzymes to accomplish matrix

remodeling. Regulation of MMP activity is summarized in Figure 1.4.

The first levels of control over MMP activity are the standard levels of control over

any protein: transcription (Figure 1.4 1 ), translation efficiency and mRNA stability 2

and localization 3 . All but one of the MMPs contain a secretory peptide at the N-

terminus that targets them to the secretory pathway, so they end up expressed on the sur-

face of the cell or secreted into the extracellular surroundings. The exception, MMP-23,

is targeted to the secretory pathway post-translationally using an internal type II secretory

signal (PEI et al. 2000).

MMPs have additional levels of control, in that they are produced initially as inactive
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zymogens. They require the proteolytic removal or chemical inactivation of the cysteine

switch in the propeptide (Figure 1.4 4 ) in order to realize their full activity. All of

the membrane-type MMPs (as well as MMP-11 and -23) have a furin recognition motif

between the propeptide and catalytic domain that ensures that they are activated during

transit to the cell membrane, simplifying the connection between expression and activity.

TIMPs (tissue inhibitors of matrix metalloproteinases) are a family of proteins named

for their ability to inhibit the activity of metalloproteases. The TIMPs along with other pro-

teins such as RECK (WILLSON and DAMJANOVSKI 2019) are known to inhibit members

of the MMPs and the related groups of matrixins, ADAMs and ADAMTSs (Figure 1.4

5 ). TIMPs are broad-spectrum inhibitors (BREW and NAGASE 2010) whose inhibition

of MMPs is concentration and context dependent. Finally, MMP activity is controlled by

their persistence in and/or clearance from the extracellular environment 6 . MMP-2 can

be activated by several plasma proteases, but is rapidly degraded by another (KOO et al.

2009), which could allow for temporal pulses of activity in response to the upregulation of

MMP-2. In HT-1080 cells LRP has been demonstrated to play a role in endocytic clear-

ance of MMP-2, and is capable of directly binding pro-MMP-2, MMP-2, TIMP-2 and the

complex between TIMP-2 and pro-MMP-2 (EMONARD et al. 2004). Megalin/LRP-2 has

a similar role in BN16 cell culture (JOHANNS et al. 2017).

In this thesis, I am particularly interested in the control over proteolytic MMP acti-

vation. One approach used to study MMP activity is to attempt to map their activity with

either in vivo zymography (IVZ, KEOW et al. 2011) or an activity probe (KEOW et al.

2012). IVZ substrates fluoresce strongly only when cleaved, and activity probes preferen-

tially label the catalytic site of active enzymes. There is MMP activity in the notochord

sheath, ventral caudal hematopoietic tissue, myotome boundaries and in a patchwork pat-

tern in the epithelium of the zebrafish embryo (KEOW et al. 2011), and active enzymes are

found in similar locations (KEOW et al. 2012). One of the limitations is that these meth-

ods cannot distinguish between MMPs that have closely related substrate specificity and
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binding pockets, and so it is difficult to identify the candidate protease for developmental

processes.

It is in some ways more challenging to study secreted MMPs. Transmembrane and

membrane tethered MMPs are activated via a furin recognition motif, and therefore should

be found in an active form wherever they are present. As membrane proteases, they are

almost always directly associated with the cells in which they are expressed, which al-

lows inferences about activity from in situ hybridization and RT-PCR data. The secreted

MMPs, however, have two added complications. Transcriptional mRNA expression pat-

terns or levels do not predict where the protein will get localized, and protein location and

abundance still do not necessarily predict where the enzymes are active. Therefore it is

difficult to relate expression data to the biological roles in which these proteins participate.

1.8 Specific Activation Mechanisms

Since the discovery and description of the auto-inhibitory prodomain, much work has

been done to describe the conditions and enzymes required for propeptide removal. For

example, using cell culture models and in vitro work, plasmin has been shown to activate

MMP-1 (GRANT et al. 1987; DECLERCK et al. 1991; SANTALA et al. 1999), as well as

several other MMPs (reviewed in DERYUGINA and QUIGLEY 2012).

MMPs often rely on proteolytic cascades of MMPs as well as other secreted pro-

teases for their activation. Plasmin itself requires proteolytic activation, and its activa-

tor also requires proteolytic activation. The activation of MMP-9 can be accomplished

by coordination between plasmin and MMP-3 in cell culture (RAMOS-DESIMONE et al.

1999) and in vivo (FLORES-PLIEGO et al. 2015). MMP-3 activation occurs in response to

netrin-1 signals (HADI et al. 2018), and can be accomplished by neutrophil elastase and

cathepsin G in vitro (OKADA and NAKANISHI 1989). MMP-13 can be activated by MMP-

2 and MMP-14, but not by plasmin (KNÄUPER et al. 1996). MMP-2 can also be activated
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by reactive oxygen-nitrogen species in the context of heart function, in both physiological

and pathological contexts (RAJAGOPALAN et al. 1996).

1.9 Cell Culture Model for Activation of MMP-2

There is some controversy around the activation of MMP-2, which can be activated chem-

ically in vitro using APMA (p-aminophenylmercuric acetate, PEPPIN and WEISS 1986).

Its biological activation has been studied extensively in human cell culture models. One

line of evidence exists that one of several serine proteases are responsible for MMP-2 ac-

tivation, and the other that MMP-14 is the main rate-limiting protease responsible. The

proposed models are illustrated in Figure 1.5.

Cell culture work suggests that MMP-2 is activated in a two-step process, of which

the first step (Figure 1.5A–C) is usually considered rate limiting. This exposes the rest

of the propeptide of MMP-2 to autocatalytic cleavage (NISHIDA et al. 2008, Figure 1.5I),

or to thrombin/Factor Xa and plasmin cleavage at two arginine residues in the remaining

propeptide (KOO et al. 2009; BARAMOVA et al. 1997, Figure 1.5II). Factor Xa has less

specific proteolytic activity that can quickly degrade the active MMP-2, likely providing

an additional mechanism for control of MMP-2 activity (KOO et al. 2009).

The first cleavage required for initiation of activation is under more discussion in

the literature. HENDERSON et al. 2007 report an experiment where the addition of col-

lagen I can induce the activation of MMP-2 in a cell independent manner (depicted in

Figure 1.5A), but to my knowledge this work has not been pursued. One of the two

more well-supported models in the literature requires serine protease activity to make

the first cleavage in MMP-2 activation (Figure 1.5B). In one experiment, simultaneous

antibody-mediated inhibition of three serine proteases (neutrophil elastase, cathepsin G

and proteinase-3) was required to abolish activation, while inhibiting other catalytic classes

of protease had no effect (SHAMAMIAN et al. 2001, Figure 1.5B), suggesting some plas-
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ticity in which enzymes are capable of activating MMP-2. MMP-2 activation has also

been correlated with the expression of other serine proteases: specifically a 40 kDa serine

protease in periodontitis (KOROSTOFF et al. 2000), and prostate-specific antigen in a cell

culture model (PEZZATO et al. 2004). Some work shows additionally that MMP-14, a

membrane type MMP, though not its catalytic activity, is required for efficient activation

by serine proteases (MONEA et al. 2002).

The other model of activation relies on the catalytic activity of a membrane type

MMP and coordination by TIMP-2 for activation (SATO and TAKINO 2010). Generally

MMP-14 is the membrane-type MMP most often referenced (STRONGIN et al. 1995), but

activation can also be accomplished by MMP-16 (TAKINO et al. 1995). TIMP-2 has been

shown to have an inhibitory effect on the activation of MMP-2, either inhibiting in vitro

autoactivation (HOWARD et al. 1991), or by inhibiting cell-mediated activation (STRON-

GIN et al. 1993) but may conversely be required for its efficient activation in vivo (WANG

et al. 2000). Cell-surface activation of MMP-2 mediated by MMP-14 requires MMP-14

dimerization on the cell surface mediation through the hemopexin domain (ITOH et al.

2001). In the literature, the model that is cited most frequently is the model where MMP-

14 and TIMP-2 are required for activation (as in, for example, the following reviews:

REMILLARD et al. 2014; ITOH 2015; NAIM et al. 2017; HENRIET and EMONARD 2019).

The role that other serine proteases or plasmin may play in the activation of MMP-2 has

largely been buried in the literature, and when it does come up is often the result of a bad

game of telephone (see appendix E for a citation trace of claims from ZHAN et al. 2020).

1.9.1 In Vivo Studies Supporting the MMP-14/TIMP-2 Mechanism

In one of few direct manipulations of MMP-2 activation in a whole organism context,

overexpression of MMP-14 increases the amount of active MMP-2 compared to overex-

pression of a catalytically inactive version of MMP-14 in Xenopus embryos (HASEBE et

al. 2007). Overwhelmingly, however, correlation is used to support the MMP-14/TIMP-2
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model, and the early work suggesting proteolysis by plasmin or other serine proteases is

rarely mentioned. In mouse embryos, the two proteins are expressed in similar patterns and

the proportion of active MMP-2 is proportional to MMP-14 (KINOH et al. 1996). Abun-

dance of MMP-14 and MMP-2 activation in intervertebral disc degeneration (RUTGES

et al. 2008) seems to support this mechanism, as do studies that use the ratio of MMP-

14 and TIMP-2 to predict the activation of MMP-2 in aortic aneurysms (SCHMITT et al.

2019). During fin regeneration in a zebrafish model, the broad-spectrum MMP inhibitor

GM6001 can inhibit recovery, both Mmp14 and Mmp2 are present, and the expression of

the hemopexin domain of Mmp14, to inhibit dimerization, can inhibit activation of Mmp2

(BAI et al. 2005). This is consistent with cell culture work done to support the requirement

for dimerization of MMP-14 on the cell surface for effective MMP-2 activation, but does

not rule out the participation of serine proteases, nor require the direct cleavage of Mmp2

by Mmp14. MMP-2 and MMP-14 are two of the superstars of the MMPs, and if any

MMPs are going to be included in an experiment, it will most likely be these two. Many

papers compare and contrast the levels of these two proteins, finding varying degrees of

support for the MMP-14/TIMP-2 mediated MMP-2 activation model, but most often con-

clusions are based on correlations. There are few studies that show a cause and effect in a

whole organism context between increased MMP-14 (and/or TIMP-2) levels and MMP-2

activation.

1.10 Objectives and Main Conclusions

Activation of MMP-2 has been studied extensively in human cell culture, but there are

serious limitations on the generalization of cell culture work into a multicellular organism,

especially when it comes to the highly variable and often poorly described extracellular

matrix that helps to structure tissues and organs. A previous student in our lab developed

an assay to show when and where Mmp2 is proteolytically activated (JEFFREY 2017). Her
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epitope-mediated MMP activation (EMMA) assay consists of a construct which expresses

catalytically inactive Mmp2 with epitope tags (EMMA-Mmp2) under the control of the

heat shock promoter. Because Mmp2 is present relatively ubiquitously, the expression of

EMMA-Mmp2 does not need to be tissue specific. EMMA-Mmp2 has an HA epitope at

the N-terminus and a GFP epitope at the C-terminus. This double epitope tagged Mmp2

reacts with both anti-GFP and anti-HA antibodies before processing, but only the anti-

GFP antibody after proteolytic activation. JEFFREY and CRAWFORD 2018 used transient

expression to show that EMMA-Mmp2 is proteolytically processed inside muscle cells,

in developing somite boundaries and at the boundaries of epithelial cells, and used tol2

recombination to create a transgenic zebrafish strain that expresses the EMMA-Mmp2

construct.

Using her transgenic line, I set out to characterize some of the patterns of activa-

tion during embryonic development in the zebrafish embryo, and ask whether I can find

support for the proposed activation mechanisms (Figure 1.5) that have largely correlative

support from in vivo models, and are based on work done with cell culture models. If

Mmp14 is required for the activation of Mmp2, then a general metalloproteinase inhibitor,

or inhibitors specific to MMPs should reduce the activation of Mmp2. Inhibiting other

classes of proteases should not have an effect, unless other mechanisms of activation are

important to the activation of Mmp2. Activation of Mmp2 is likely to colocalize spatially

and temporally with areas in which collagen is being remodelling during morphogenesis,

such as somite boundaries. In this thesis, I explore some of the properties and limitations

of this transgenic line, refine associated techniques, map developmental patterns of activa-

tion, and attempt to experimentally perturb the activation patterns of Mmp2 to find support

for described mechanisms of proteolytic activation.

In Chapter 3, I summarize some of the foundational work I have done to validate the

EMMA-Mmp2 model and explore some of its limitations. Quantitative relative measure-

ment of activation levels requires western analysis, but this loses all tissue specific pat-
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terning. The EMMA activation maps generated from immunostains are useful to describe

activation patterns, but need to be interpreted qualitatively. Overexpression of the catalyt-

ically inactive EMMA-Mmp2 limits the availability of active Mmp2 to auto-catalytically

remove the second part of the propeptide as described in the literature, and results in a sur-

prising persistence over time of the unprocessed EMMA-Mmp2. There is a small amount

of signal crosstalk in the immunostains, and large variation in expression in response to

heat shock between embryos; however, this variation in heat shock response results in only

small differences in EMMA-Mmp2 processing as measured by western, and no marked

differences in activation patterns. This basis allows me to interpret relative quantitative

total EMMA-Mmp2 amounts and qualitatively compare embryos between experimental

conditions.

In Chapter 4 I describe activation patterns during development. Mmp2 activation

begins in the notochord at early developmental stages. Almost as soon as somites take on

their chevron shape, Mmp2 activation can be detected in the somite boundaries. Activation

of Mmp2 also occurs in the neural tube, on the cell boundaries of the epithelium, in bright

round cells at the end of the yolk extension, and on podosomes in the fin fold of older

embryos. To get a fuller picture of where collagen remodelling occurs, I use an assay we

implemented in whole mount zebrafish embryos in our lab to detect denatured collagen,

based on the assay developed by Hwang et al. (2017). The areas in which collagen is being

remodeled have higher levels of active Mmp2; however, not all areas with higher Mmp2

activation show denatured collagen. Mmp2 is activated in a patchwork pattern in the

outer epithelium, both the early enveloping layer of younger embryos, and the epidermal

epithelium that matures between one and two days post fertilization. Finally, there is

evidence for its activation as part of podosome-like cell protrusions from mesenchymal

cells of the fin folds.

To experimentally test the activation mechanisms of Mmp2, I use drug inhibition

of candidate protease families in Chapter 5. Somite boundary activation is not obviously
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affected by metalloprotease inhibitor phenanthroline, or by the more specific inhibitor of

matrix metalloproteinases, GM6001. Serine protease inhibition also does not obviously

affect somite boundary activation, but does affect notochord activation. Notochord activa-

tion is not affected by GM6001, and is affected weakly by phenanthroline. Given that the

most common activation model relies on metalloproteases, my data in this thesis suggest

that activation may be mediated by different mechanisms at different developmental stages

and at different developmental times. Later embryos (two days post fertilization) were af-

fected by the GM6001 inhibition where earlier embryos (mid somitogenesis and one day

post fertilization) were not, and even over the course of several hours, the uncurling of the

embryo and straightening of the tail seems to quite substantially change the response to

serine protease inhibition.

The EMMA-Mmp2 model for activation of Mmp2 in zebrafish offers opportunities

to better understand mechanisms of activation, and is also a tool to describe the spatial

distribution of activation. I discuss the results of this thesis and the implications they

have for our understanding of the role of Mmp2 activation in zebrafish development, and

conclude with the questions that my results raise, and the doors they open into future

research with this tool.
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1.11 Figures and Tables

Figure 1.1: Published research focuses on only a few MMPs. The gelatinases (a) are over-
represented in the literature over most other MMPs by an order of magnitude. Collage-
nases (b), stromelysins (c), transmembrane MMPs (d), GPI-linked membrane associated
MMPs (e) and matrilysins (f) indicated with brackets. Counts curated from keyword-
based pubmed searches in March 2020 using as many alternate names for each MMP as
possible, with no filters included for organism/model.
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Figure 1.2: Domain structures of the MMP family of metalloproteases. SS: signal pep-
tide, F: furin recognition motif, TxD: toxin-like domain, IgCAM: immunoglobin-like cell
adhesion molecule domain, TM: transmembrane domain, GPI: GPI-linkage domain, FnR:
fibronectin-like repeat. Molecular shapes loosely based on diagrams and crystallography
from the description of MMP-2 structure in TOCHOWICZ et al. 2011. MMPs without ho-
mologs in zebrafish indicated with ◦ and MMPs duplicated in zebrafish indicated by *
(phylogeny described in WYATT et al. 2009).
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Figure 1.3: Modes of clearance for extracellular proteins.
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Figure 1.4: Levels of control over MMP activation. MMP activity is controlled by sev-
eral levels: 1 transcriptional and gene regulatory control, 2 translation efficiency and
mRNA stability, 3 localization and directed transport, 4 propeptide removal, 5 TIMP
and RECK inhibitory proteins, 6 protein degradation and clearance.
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Figure 1.5: Proposed activation mechanisms for MMP2. Activation has been described to
require dimerized MMP-14 on the cell surface and the coordination of TIMP-2 (A and B),
or serine protease activity as well as MMP-14 and TIMP-2 coordination (B). Activation
cleavage of MMP-2 can be induced by collagen I in a cell independent mechanism (C).
Second step of activation is either autocatalytic (I) or performed by a serine protease (II).
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Chapter 2: Methods

2.1 Zebrafish Husbandry

2.1.1 Zebrafish Maintenance and Breeding

We maintain zebrafish adults according to our breeding and stock maintenance protocol.

They are kept at a 14 hour light, 10 hour dark schedule at 24–28°C. They are fed a mixture

of prepared pellets (Skretting) and live food: 1–2 feedings of Gemma Micro pellets and

one feeding of live brine shrimp daily. To get zebrafish to spawn, a tray of marbles was

added to the tank or select fish were transferred into spawning tanks. If precise staging

was required, males were separated from females with a divider in the spawning tanks.

When the lights came on the next morning, dividers were pulled from the spawning tanks

(if they were used) and the zebrafish were left for an hour to spawn. Alternatively, the tray

of marbles was pulled out an hour after lights go on. For either method, once the fish were

removed (or the marbles from the fish), the water was strained through a sieve to collect the

embryos, and they were rinsed into embryo rearing media (ERM) or fish water. Embryos

were then transferred to clean embryo rearing media (ERM; Table 2.1) with methylene

blue (0.0001%), incubated either at room temperature or in a 28.5°C incubator until use,

and kept for no longer than 120 hpf in accordance with our animal care protocols.

Embryos were screened for the presence of the right transgene (and absence of oth-

ers) and raised to adults on Gemma Micro pellets of increasing size starting at five days

post fertilization, and supplemented with live paramecium and then small live brine shrimp
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as they grow.

2.1.2 Zebrafish EMMA-Mmp2 transgenic

For full details on the origin of the Epitope-Mediated MMP Activation (EMMA) assay

transgenic and the method of construction for the transgene, see JEFFREY and CRAWFORD

2018 or her thesis (JEFFREY 2017). Briefly, Jeffrey injected fish with a DNA plasmid of

the transgene flanked by tol2 recognition sites and the mRNA for the tol2 recombinase,

as done elsewhere (see KAWAKAMI 2007; NI et al. 2016; KWAN et al. 2007), to produce

F0 transgenics, which I then screened for germline transmission. The transgene drives

expression of an N-terminal HA fusion and C-terminal GFP fusion of catalytically inac-

tive zebrafish Mmp2 under the control of the zebrafish hsp70l promoter, with the signal

sequence from Mmp2 N-terminal to the HA epitope to achieve extracellular secretion.

The full transgene name is Tg(hsp70l:SS-HA-ATTB-1-mmp2 E404A-ATTB2-EGFP), with

a record on the ZFIN website under the feature name unb1Tg. Throughout this thesis I

use the short name EMMA-Mmp2 to refer to the protein created by this construct and

emma-mmp2 as a nickname for the gene. See Figure 2.1 for a map of the transgene and

schematic of the product. For details on the cloning methods and transgene insertion see

JEFFREY and CRAWFORD 2018.

2.1.3 Transgenic Breeding

I screened the injected F0 fish for germline transmission by spawning and exposing the

resulting embryos to a heat shock. Eight and seventeen positive offspring from successive

matings a few days apart were grown up, and this F1 generation was outcrossed to nacre -/-

fish, producing F2 fish that were screened for heterozygosity by single fish outcrossing. F2

fish were then outcrossed sequentially to the Tübingen line for two generations to produce

a heterozygous F4 population in a mixed Tübingen/AB background for increased vigour.

These fish were then incrossed and their offspring screened for trangene presence.
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2.2 Zebrafish Experiments

2.2.1 Heat Shock Protocol

Zebrafish embryos (50–200) were placed in a 2 mL tube with 1.5 mL ERM in a water

bath set to 28.5°C. Bath was ramped up to 37°C over 7–10 minutes, and embryos were

incubated for 5-30 minutes (30 min unless otherwise stated). The bath was then cooled

down to 28.5°C over 10–15 minutes, embryos were removed from the 2 mL tubes and

replaced in their dishes or treatments. For drug treatments, drugs are generally applied

just before heat shock, and embryos are heat-shocked in the treatment solution. Collection

timepoint was counted from the point at which the bath reached first reached 37°C, plus

or minus 15 min for sorting, screening and sample collection. Generally, embryos were

fixed 4-5 hours post heat shock (hpHS), except where otherwise stated.

2.2.2 Dechorionation

For smaller experiments, embryos were removed from their chorions using fine tweez-

ers. Zebrafish were dechorionated using Pronase (non-specific protease from Streptomyces

griseus, supplied by Sigma (10165921001)) when large numbers were necessary (all drug

treatments). Pronase was prepared by adding 10 mg to 1 mL water and then diluting with

8 mL ERM in a small embryo dish. Embryos were put into a microcentrifuge tube in a total

volume of 1 mL ERM, and then transferred into the prepared pronase and gently swirled

once to mix. They were incubated for 7 min (for reused pronase, 10 min), then removed

from the pronase and gently mixed with ERM in an embryo dish. Pronase solution was

collected and frozen for re-use. Embryos that remained in their chorions were gently tritu-

rated to remove the chorions. Embryos were then quickly washed three times by draining

and replacing ERM and then swirling. Pronase removal of chorions was always done at

least an hour before any treatment, and embryos were washed extensively.
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2.2.3 Drug Treatments

Drug treatments were diluted into ERM the day of treatment. For each 10 mL treatment,

stock drug was added to 9 mL ERM, and pronase-dechorionated embryos were counted

and measured into a microcentrifuge tube in a volume of 1 mL and then added to the drug

treatment and mixed. They were then transferred back into a microcentrifuge tube and

immediately heat shocked (as Section 2.2.1). After heat shock, embryos were returned

to the treatment dish and incubated until the endpoint of the experiment. Drug stock and

working concentrations can be found in Table 2.3.

2.3 Protein techniques

2.3.1 Protein extraction

Protein samples were prepared by anaesthetizing embryos in tricaine (16.8 mg mL−1 tri-

caine, 1 day old) or cold (2 days and older), and deyolking them (in ERM supplemented

with 1.5 mM EDTA and 300 µM PMSF) with a glass pipette pulled such that its opening

is slightly smaller than the diameter of the yolk. The embryos were immediately pooled

in groups of 5–10 embryos and homogenized in 10 µL extraction buffer (300 mM NaCl,

50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 0.2% Brij-35, 2% NP40, 0.4% sodium deoxycholate

with 1% protease inhibitor cocktail, Sigma, P8340, modelled after FALLATA 2015) per

embryo using a microcentrifuge tube pellet pestle. Samples were centrifuged for 5 min at

21 000 rcf or higher, and the supernatant was aliquoted into tubes that were then frozen at

-20°C until use. Protein samples for quantitative work were not stored for longer than two

months, and only frozen and thawed once.
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2.3.2 SDS-PAGE protein separation

Protein samples were thawed on ice and mixed 1:1 with 2X loading dye (Table 2.4). They

were then boiled for five minutes, and stored on ice until loading. Samples were loaded

onto and separated in 0.75 mm or 1.5 mm 6–12% acrylamide gels using 100–200V for

1–2 hours, depending on separation requirements, using a Bio-Rad Mini-PROTEAN® gel

electrophoresis system. Standard gels for EMMA-Mmp2 detection were 8% acrylamide

gels run at 100V for 1 hour 50 min.

2.3.3 CBB: Coomassie staining of protein gels

After electrophoresis, protein gels were incubated for 2-4 hours in 0.25% Coomassie

Brilliant Blue R-250 (CBB) in a solution of 50% MeOH, 10% glacial acetic acid, then

destained in 40% MeOH and 10% glacial acetic acid for 6 hours to overnight, changing

destain as needed.

2.3.4 Immunoblot Detection

After electrophoresis through 6-12% gels (typically 8% for EMMA-Mmp2), proteins were

transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane using a Mini-PROTEAN® Tetra Cell tank blot-

ting apparatus (Bio-Rad) at 90 V in Towbin buffer (192 mM glycine, 25 mM tris base,

10 % methanol) for 1 hour. Total protein was detected on the blot, when desired, using a

Pierce™ Reversible Protein Stain Kit for Nitrocellulose Membranes (Thermofisher Scien-

tific, 24580) before a 15 min blocking step in 5 % skim milk powder in TBS-Tw (190 mM

tris base, 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, pH 7.4, 0.05 % tween-20). Blots were then trans-

ferred directly from block to primary antibody (see Table 2.5) and incubated for 15 min

at RT to overnight at 4°C depending on the antibody strength and the number of previous

uses (primary reused up to 8–12 times or until signal strength dropped too low). After

primary incubation, blots were washed (rinsed in TBS-Tw, then washed for 1 min, 2 min
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and 5 min in sequential containers), and transferred to secondary (see Table 2.5) for an in-

cubation of 15 min to 2 hours at RT. Secondary was never reused. After secondary incuba-

tion, blots were washed (as between primary and secondary) and HRP was detected using

chemiluminescence (luminol and stabilised peroxide from EMD Millipore (ELLUR0100)

from PerkinElmer (NEL121001EA) or from Bio-Rad (170-5060)). Exposure times varied

between 2s and 300s.

2.4 Staining and Imaging Techniques

2.4.1 General Immunostaining procedure

I first fixed embryos in a crosslinking 4% formaldehyde (unless otherwise stated) or in a

denaturing Dent’s fixative (80% methanol, 20% DMSO) overnight at 4°C. Fixative was

washed off with PBSTx (PBS with 0.1% Triton-X100 detergent) over three fifteen minute

washes at room temperature. Then embryos were transferred into block (5% BSA in

PBSTx, with 0.05% sodium azide as a preservative, 10% DMSO) and incubated at 4°C

for 1-3 days. Embryos were transferred directly from block into primary antibody solu-

tion (at concentrations listed in Table 2.6) made up in block (recipe above). Samples were

incubated overnight at 4°C and then primary antibody was washed off in the same fashion

as the fixative. Secondary antibody, prepared the same way as the primary but with dilu-

tions given in Table 2.7, was applied and embryos were again incubated overnight. Before

imaging, embryos were washed once more, with the same basic protocol as the first wash

step after fixation. After washing, embryos were transferred into PBS without detergent,

mounted on slides and imaged as described in subsection 2.4.3. For experiments focusing

on tail morphology, tails were dissected away from the head and yolk and mounted alone

to facilitate imaging.
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2.4.2 Collagen Hybridizing Peptide

I fixed embryos overnight in 4% formaldehyde at 4°C, and then washed them with PBS (no

detergent, 3x15 min). CHP (Collagen Hybridizing Peptide, Cy3 Conjugate, from 3helix

(RED60)) was activated by incubating for 5 min at 80°C, then quickly quenched on ice

for 30 s to 5 min to reach RT, and applied to fixed embryos. For staining of total collagen,

as opposed to denatured collagen only, embryos were heat treated (5 min at 80°C) after

fixation and washing, then activated CHP was added. Embryos were incubated overnight

at 4°C with probe, and then washed 3x15 min in PBS before imaging.

2.4.3 Confocal Image Collection

Confocal imaging was done on a Leica SP8 microscope, with a 25X water immersion lens

with a numerical aperture of 0.9. Channels for immunostains were collected using frame-

sequential collection mode to minimize signal overlap and allow the use of the same HyD

detector for all signals. This method switches between signal collection such that only

one laser is on and only one signal is being detected at a time. The gains and detection

windows for the HA-channel and GFP-channel remained constant within an experiment.

2.5 Image Processing and Data Analysis

2.5.1 EMMA assay immunostain image processing

Because co-localization is difficult to interpret in an overlay of two coloured channels, I

used ImageJ to process the images to better visualize both extent of overlap and signal

intensity. I calculated G/(G + H) for each pixel in each frame of a stack, where G is

the signal derived from the GFP, and H is the HA signal, to give a value that is close to

1.0 when the GFP signal dominates, and lower when there is more signal from the HA

channel. A custom LUT was then applied to the ratio image, and the resulting RGB image
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was intensity-masked by using the square root of the original GFP signal to produce a final

image in which colour represents the ratio of the signals, and the brightness represents the

signal strength in that voxel (see appendix B for ImageJ script and custom LUT). This

eliminates a lot of the noise created by small intensity values when signals in the GFP

channel are low (i.e. near background), while providing a spectrum of colour for better

visual distinction of EMMA activation within the dynamic range.

2.5.2 Immunoblot Quantification

For immunoblot quantification, I used ImageJ to measure densitometry for the three GFP-

immunoreactive bands for each of at least three replicate wells. Each band was then pre-

sented as a percentage of the total EMMA-Mmp2 signal to normalize between experi-

ments, and I required that standard errors between replicate loadings for this percentage

stay below 5% where possible. Samples were re-loaded in cases where there was too much

variation between replicate lanes.

2.5.3 Morphological Feature Scoring

Morphological features that varied within randomized and blinded data sets were selected,

scored (blindly), and then tabulated subsequently with respect to treatment. Pilot studies

were used to direct data collection, feature selection and sample size. Most morphological

features were categorized as present or absent, though some were assigned categorical

levels.

Tail curvature was measured in ImageJ by drawing a curved ROI along the tail and

measuring the perimeter and Feret’s diameter. These can then be transformed into the

arclength (a) and the subtend of the arc (d) to describe the radius (x) in the following

relationship:

f(x) = xsin(
a

2x
)− d

2
(2.1)
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This equation was then solved using Newton’s method (WEISSTEIN 2020), a modified

Taylor series expansion (TAYLOR 1717), calculated in an Excel spreadsheet courtesy of

Matthew Mabey.

2.5.4 Statistical Analysis

2.5.4.1 Breeding Experiments

Offspring carrier ratios for heterozygotes were tested for biased assortment. With a true

single locus heterozygote, half of the progeny from an outcross should carry the transgene.

The counts of offspring from each cross were tested using a chi-square test (TAYLOR

1997), where the null hypothesis was that there is no bias towards carrying the transgene.

2.5.4.2 Feature Comparisons

Character assortment was tested using chi-square tests, where the null hypothesis was that

occurrence of a feature did not change between treatment groups. A significant P-value

indicated that assortment between groups varied with treatment. Effect size was estimated

using Cramer’s V calculated from the chi-square statistic (χ2), the sample size (n) and the

degrees of freedom (df) as described in Kim et al (2017):

V =

√
χ2

n− df
(2.2)

Radius of curvature was analyzed using a linear model in R. Alpha level for significance

for a given dataset was given a Bonferroni adjustment based on the number of tests per-

formed on that dataset.
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2.6 Figures

Figure 2.1: EMMA-Mmp2 construct map. EMMA-Mmp2 construct consists of native
zebrafish Mmp2 fused into a gateway backbone that adds HA and GFP tags (N and C-
terminally, respectively) all under the control of the zebrafish heat shock promoter (A).
The native secretory signal of Mmp2 is 5′ to the HA sequence to ensure biologically
relevant secretion of the reporter construct. The propeptide, characterized by its cysteine
switch (Cys), is removed during activation to result in a protein that is tagged only with
GFP (B).
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2.7 Tables and Recipes

Table 2.1: Recipe for embryo rearing media from The Zebrafish Book WESTERFIELD

2007. Solutions should be added in order of appearance. Mix well between each addition.
Before topping up to 20 L, adjust pH to within the range of 7.0–7.5.

Amount Component

200 mL Hank’s stock #1
20 mL Hank’s stock #2
200 mL Hank’s stock #4
19 L ddH2O
200 mL Hank’s stock #5
200 mL Hank’s stock #6
ddH2O to 20 L

Table 2.2: Recipes for Hank’s stocks from The Zebrafish Book WESTERFIELD 2007. All
components are anhydrous unless otherwise indicated. Extra Hank’s stock #2 should be
stored in the fridge (4°C).

Amount Component Recipe

200 mL Hank’s stock #1 : 16 g NaCl 0.8 g KCl
100 mL Hank’s stock #2 : 0.358 g Na2HPO4 0.6 g KH2PO4

200 mL Hank’s stock #4 : 2.88 g CaCl2

200 mL Hank’s stock #5 : 4.92 g MgSO4-7H2O
200 mL Hank’s stock #6 : 7.0 g NaHCO3
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Table 2.3: Drug Concentrations

Structure Drug Solvent Stock [ ] Working [ ]

AEBSF
Sigma
76307

aqueous 500 mM 0.1–3.0 mM

Chloroquine
Sigma

PHR1258

aqueous 5 mM 50 µM

EDTA
Sigma

E9884-100G

aqueous 10 mM (10 mM inj.)

GM6001
Ark Pharm
AK468728

DMSO 100 mg/mL 50–100 µM

MG-132
Sigma
474790

DMSO 200 mM 100 µM

Phenanthroline
Sigma

131377-2.5G

95%
ethanol

100 mM 10–100 µM
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Table 2.4: Sample Buffer Recipe (to make 10 mL reducing or 7.5 mL non-reducing sample
buffer). Store non-reducing sample buffer on the bench: the SDS will precipitate if stored
at 4°C.

Reducing Non-reducing

1 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8 1 mL 1 mL
10% SDS 4 mL 4 mL
Glycerol 2 mL 2 mL
b-mercaptoethanol 2.5 mL -
10% bromophenol blue 10 µL 10 µL
ddH2O to 10 mL to 7.5 mL

Table 2.5: Antibodies for immunoblotting.

Antibody Supplier Catalogue Stock Working

mouse anti-GFP Roche 11814460001 0.4 mg/mL 1:5000
rat anti-HA Roche 1186742300 0.1 mg/mL 1:10000
rabbit anti-Mmp2 Anaspec (AS-55111) dc. 0.2 mg/mL 1:500
goat anti-ms HRP Abcam ab6789 2 mg/mL 1:5000
goat anti-rt HRP Abcam ab6845 2 mg/mL 1:5000

Table 2.6: Primary antibodies for immunostaining.

Antibody Supplier Cat # Lot # Stock Working

Mouse anti-GFP Roche 11814460001 0.4 mg/ml 1:1000
Rat anti-HA Roche 1186742300 0.1 mg/ml 1:1000

Table 2.7: Secondary antibodies for immunostaining (Invitrogen).

Antibody Fluorophore Cat # Lot # Working

Goat anti mouse Alexa Fluor® 488 A11029 —— 1:1000
Goat anti rat Alexa Fluor® 555 A21434 1890894 1:1000
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Chapter 3: EMMA-Mmp2 Transgenic

Establishment and Expression

3.1 Introduction to the EMMA Construct

The epitope-mediated MMP activation (EMMA) assay measures post-translational pro-

teolytic activation of a zymogen by endogenous in vivo mechanisms. I use it to detect

patterns and mechanisms of Mmp2 activation during the development of the zebrafish em-

bryo, but it could equally be used to assay the proteolytic processing of other proteins.

Epitope tags, in this case HA and GFP, are added to either end of Mmp2 using a construct

developed by Emma Jeffrey (JEFFREY and CRAWFORD 2018), a previous graduate stu-

dent in our lab. She created a mutation in the sequence of Mmp2 to create an inactive

enzyme, and then recombined it into a custom destination vector to add the N-terminal

HA signal and C-terminal GFP signal (see methods, section 2.1.2, for a brief overview).

It is important to note that the EMMA-Mmp2 protein is catalytically dead, and therefore

is a passive sensor for endogenous activation mechanisms and cannot autoactivate itself.

Throughout this thesis, I will refer to active EMMA-Mmp2 and inactive EMMA-Mmp2,

though neither form should be capable of catalyzing proteolysis. Instead, by active I mean

that the EMMA-Mmp2 has been proteolytically processed in such a way as to expose its

catalytic domain. The colocalization of N-terminal and C-terminal signals indicates the

protein is in an ”inactive” conformation, whereas the dissociation of the two signals indi-
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cates proteolytic removal of the propeptide. Activation should result in a transition from

a protein of predicted molecular weight of 102 kDa to the active protein of a predicted

90 kDa. This should be visible by immunoblot as two bands of different sizes when de-

tecting the C-terminal tag (GFP). One of these two bands should also have HA reactivity

from the N-terminal tag of HA (Figure 3.1).

It is difficult to relate signal intensity to absolute abundance of an antigen using im-

munofluorescence, and particularly so when comparing specimens. The relative intensities

within a specimen, however, can be used to create a spatial map of the relative abundance

of the two epitopes. The image processing I have designed and implemented maps colour

to the ratio ofG (C-terminal GFP signal) to the total signalG+H (sum of C-terminal GFP

signal and N-terminal HA signal), and intensity to the total C-terminal signal, GFP. The

resulting images are bright where EMMA-Mmp2 is abundant, faint where it is not, and

are coloured according the the level of activation. Red to yellow indicate higher levels of

propeptide removal and green to blue indicate lower levels of proteolytic processing (Fig-

ure 3.1). The example figure is a projection through several planes of the epithelium of an

early somitogenesis embryo, where one epithelial cell has a significantly more orange and

yellow signal on its surface, indicating that this cell is activating more or has more active

EMMA-Mmp2 on its surface.

In this chapter I describe the transgenic EMMA-Mmp2 fish and explore some of the

limitations on interpreting immunoblot analysis and immunofluorescence data using this

model for analyzing endogenous Mmp2 activation.

3.2 Transgenic has a Single Heritable Locus of Insertion

The fish I used to generate the embryos for this thesis were single copy heterozygotes.

I screened the F0 generation of zebrafish that Jeffrey generated, and it became apparent

that the injected F0 generation had mosaic germlines, as positive embryos were present
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in offspring at far less than mendelian ratios (less than 25% for tested positives). This is

likely because the tol2 recombination occurred later in development than ideal and there-

fore only successfully integrated in some of the germline stem cells. The EMMA-Mmp2

progeny from the positive F0 progenitor had a single heritable locus that expresses the

transgene. After two generations of outcrossing and screening, approximately half of the

progeny of a given F2 fish when crossed with a wild type individual are positive, con-

sistent with a single copy or locus heterozygote. See Table 3.1 for numbers of positive

embryos from outcrosses of the EMMA-Mmp2 F2 generation. This set of outcrosses did

not produce a statistically significant deviation from the 1:1 ratio expected from a single

copy heterozygote parent.

3.3 Expression response to heat shock

Without heat shock, a low level of expression driven by the hsp70l, particularly in the lens

between 24 and 42 hpf, has been reported (BLECHINGER et al. 2002), but I see no evidence

of EMMA-Mmp2 expression without induction by heat shock. The basic expression of

several heat shock proteins during the development of zebrafish embryos was examined

by the same group (LELE et al. 1997). They describe hsp70 expression at a very low or

undetectable level throughout most stages of development in zebrafish, and induction by

either a longer 34°C heat stress (for 90 min) or shorter 37°C heat shock (30 min). Hold-

ing embryos under continual heat stress at 37°C induced a response for them by 30 min,

maximum expression by 1 hour, and returned to similar hsp70 expression levels as the

controls after four hours of heat stress. They demonstrated that other heat shock genes

can exhibit responses to ethanol stress, but hsp70 exhibits only a small response to ethanol

stress (when exposed to continuous 4% ethanol), and this effect localizes largely to the

head of two-day old embryos (LELE et al. 1997). Using our transgenic, I see no evidence

of induction with four hours of exposure to 4% ethanol, and embryos did not survive a
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24 h exposure. Heat stress causes upregulation of hsp70 along the entire length of the

embryo, but the GFP signal from EMMA-Mmp2 is almost always stronger in the head.

Due to the C-terminal GFP tag, EMMA-Mmp2 expression is visible by epifluorescence

microscopy from approximately 1 hour post heat shock, and it is relatively easy to sort

carriers from non-carriers for processing. To get a high level of expression, shorter heat

shocks of as little as 10 min in young embryos are sufficient, but as the embryos age the

heat shock length needs to be longer. I used a heat shock length of 30 min as standard

unless otherwise stated.

3.4 EMMA-Mmp2 is Processed into Four Detectable Species

of Different Molecular Weights

In order to reliably quantify EMMA-Mmp2 bands by immunoblot, it is crucial to deyolk

the embryos before homogenization. Yolk proteins contribute largely to two bands at ap-

proximately 80 and 100 kDa. When the entire yolk is included these are highly abundant

compared to the rest of the proteins, and interfere with the even transfer of EMMA-Mmp2,

which runs at similar relative mobilities to these abundant yolk proteins (see Figure 3.2A).

I suspect the high density of yolk proteins partially crowds out the EMMA-Mmp2 pro-

teins from binding the membrane. When embryos are manually deyolked, yolk proteins

no longer interfere with the transfer of EMMA-Mmp2, resulting in three distinct GFP-

immunoreactive bands and two HA-immunoreactive bands (see Figure 3.2B).

I predicted that EMMA-Mmp2 would form two distinct bands on an immunoblot.

The higher 102 kDa band would indicate secreted, but inactive, Mmp2 that still contains its

propeptide and would have immunoreactivity with both anti-GFP and anti-HA antibodies.

The lower 90 kDa band would indicate the active protein that has had its propeptide prote-

olytically removed, and would only exhibit immunoreactivity with the anti-GFP antibody.

I instead see three GFP immunoreactive bands on immunoblots of embryos expressing
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EMMA-Mmp2, and two that are HA immunoreactive (Figure 3.3). The band with rela-

tive mobility (Mr) of 103 kDa is both GFP and HA immunoreactive, indicating that this

is the inactive EMMA-Mmp2. The smallest HA immunoreactive band is almost the same

size as the lowest apparent MW band from the GFP signal, but it should be impossible

for a smaller molecular weight protein to contain both epitope tags. Sure enough, if I

run SDS-PAGE longer before transferring, the two bands resolve to have a difference in

molecular weight of a few kilodaltons with apparent molecular weights of 87 kDa and

85 kDa, respectively (Figure 3.3). Occasionally I also see further breakdown products at

lower molecular weights, one of which is weakly visible in Figure 3.3, running below the

85 kDa band on the anti-GFP blot, but as they are often not present I do not include them

in my analysis of the immunoblots.

There is evidence in the literature of a multistep activation process in which an ini-

tial cleavage allows a secondary autocatalytic cleavage to fully remove the propeptide.

N-termini from the human MMP-2 are represented by the sequences APSP, LFVL and

YNFF under normal circumstances (STRONGIN et al. 1993), which correspond to ze-

brafish Mmp2 sequences APSP, LMVL and YNFF by alignment. Alignment of amino

acid sequence around these sites is represented in Figure 3.4. These two cutsites would

produce an intermediate EMMA-Mmp2 product of 95 kDa, and a completely processed

protein of 90 kDa. When traditional activation is blocked using mutagenesis, thrombin and

factor Xa can cleave MMP-2 leaving an N-terminus of CGNPDV with a cutsite directly

next to the cysteine of the cysteine switch (KOO et al. 2009). This would result in an inter-

mediate EMMA-Mmp2 protein of 91 kDa instead of 95 kDa. Figure 3.5B summarizes the

different processed forms that could arise from these proteolytic steps. There is a 5 kDa

discrepancy between the predicted MW of the the mature protein (90 kDa, Figure 3.5B)

and the relative mobility of the mature protein on the immunoblot (85 kDa, Figure 3.3),

making it less immediately clear which of the two intermediate N-termini are likely to

contribute to the Mr 94 kDa band. The cut made by thrombin is quite close to the mature
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N-terminus of active MMP-2, and with a predicted molecular weight difference of 1 kDa

would be extremely hard to detect. I propose, then, that it is much more likely that the cut

with N-terminus LMVL, described by STRONGIN et al. 1993, and attributed to MMP-14,

is contributing to the middle band I see in the immunoblots.

The real surprise is the second HA-immunoreactive band. This species is 16 kDa

smaller than the intact protein, and retains its N-terminal HA tag, so therefore must be

missing its carboxyl terminus. It is relatively common that fusion proteins undergro spon-

taneous breakdown due to mechanical stress on linkers between large domains, and ’shed-

ding’ of a GFP moeity is not uncommon. The molecular weight of GFP is around 26 kDa,

so the lower molecular weight HA-immunoreactive band represents the loss of slightly

more than half of the GFP. While this cut-site is not a biologically meaningful one, it is an

important constraint to keep in mind. If this proteolytic cleavage can happen to all forms

of EMMA-Mmp2, then there could also exist an active form of EMMA-Mmp2 that has

become undetectable because of the removal of most of the GFP as well as the propeptide

containing the HA (Figure 3.5C). If the removal of the C-terminus of the GFP is inde-

pendent of the activation state of EMMA-Mmp2, then the equilibria between each protein

state and its non-GFP immunoreactive correlate should all be the same, and the band in-

tensities of GFP immunoreactive forms should be representative in their proportions of

the total populations of each species. It is important to note that any bias that could be

introduced by an increase in the HA signal or a decrease in GFP signal are conservative

biases that cause an underestimation of the extent of activation.

My proposed model for the processing of EMMA-Mmp2 is illustrated in Figure 3.6

where processes I and II indicate the two steps involved in the removal of the propeptide,

and process III indicates the partial removal of the GFP. Proteins a, b and c are detectable

by their GFP moiety, while species a and d are detectable by their HA moiety. I am go-

ing to assume that the rate constant for the removal of part of the GFP is equivalent for

all molecular species, although I accept that it may not be. With this assumption, the
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interpretation of immunoblots should be unaffected as the only three proteins I am detect-

ing for quantification are the three GFP-immunoreactive species. For the immunostains,

however, protein d will also be contributing to the HA signal I use for my normalization,

thus biasing the assay slightly towards inactive EMMA-Mmp2. As the immunostains are

not quantitative, I should still be able to interpret patterns because they are systemati-

cally underpresenting the activation level and I am interested in spatial patterns of relative

activation.

3.5 EMMA-Mmp2 Expression Peaks at 4 hpHS

As the EMMA-Mmp2 protein expression under the control of the hsp70l promoter is in-

duced, I expected to see progressive activation of the EMMA-Mmp2 that would result

in largely inactive EMMA-Mmp2 at early time points and increasing amounts of prote-

olytically processed EMMA-Mmp2 at later time points. I took samples every two hours

after heat shock to look at the expression and clearance profile of EMMA-Mmp2 (Figure

3.7). The EMMA-Mmp2 protein is most abundant at 4 hpHS, and is no longer within

the detection window by 12 hours post heat shock. The inactive EMMA-Mmp2, repre-

sented by the 103 kDa band, decreased steadily over time after 4 hpHS, but not as fast

as the active EMMA-Mmp2, represented by the 85 kDa band. In fact, as a proportion of

the total EMMA-Mmp2 signal, inactive EMMA-Mmp2 increases over time, while active

decreases. The intermediate (94 kDa) stayed at a relatively constant 10–15% of the to-

tal, which suggests to me that the second cleavage step is not a rate-limiting step in the

proteolytic activation of Mmp2.

Despite what I expected to see, the proportion of active EMMA-Mmp2 did not in-

crease over time. Overall, the active proportion ranged from 10–60% of total EMMA-

Mmp2. There are two main mechanisms that could describe this phenomenon. The first is

that activation mechanisms can respond to the amount of ‘active’ Mmp2. In an overexpres-
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sion context, activation mechanisms would get down-regulated because of the increased

amount of perceived active Mmp2. The second way to explain this decrease in the amount

of processed EMMA-Mmp2 is that there is more aggressive clearance of the active form of

Mmp2. This clearance could also be responding to the increased amount of Mmp2 present,

for instance as a result of an decreased concentration of TIMPs unbound by Mmp2.

3.6 Heat Shock Length Has a Minor Effect on Process-

ing/Activation

I noticed that there were often large differences in total induction between embryos, and to

mimic this effect I varied heat shock length to get embryo extracts with different EMMA-

Mmp2 amounts per unit endogenous protein. I predicted that having a higher amount of

total EMMA-Mmp2 would lower its processing into the active and intermediate forms,

as the activation mechanisms for Mmp2 would become saturated. Induction of EMMA-

Mmp2 protein via the hsp70l promoter responds to heat shocks of as little as five minutes,

and seems to reach a maximum at 25–30 min (Figure 3.8).

While the effect is small, I see an increase in the proportion of active EMMA-Mmp2

and coincident decrease in the proportions of the inactive and intermediate EMMA-Mmp2

bands as total EMMA-Mmp2 protein level increased (Figure 3.8). This is inconsistent

with the first mechanism I proposed in 3.5 (decrease in activation in response to amount of

perceived active Mmp2), and instead suggests an upregulation of activation mechanisms

in response to increasing EMMA-Mmp2.

There is a chance that this small difference is not due to an increase in processing of

Mmp2, but instead increased reliability of detection and densitometry of the smallest band.

To reduce the errors that may be associated with this lower detection limit, I have largely

implemented heat shocks of 30 minutes. If the slight trends I see are not due to technical

limitations, and longer heat shocks do indeed increase processing, the activation mecha-
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nisms may have a way to respond to the total amount of Mmp2 activity (through peptide

products of Mmp2 cleavage or the cleavage of cell-surface receptors), and the catalytically

dead EMMA-Mmp2 is outcompeting the native Mmp2 for access to its substrates.

3.7 EMMA-Mmp2 Concentration Has a Weak Affect on

Activation Patterns

The embryo-to-embryo variation of GFP fluorescence is high during screening and collec-

tion, so for general experiments groups of ten positive embryos were selected regardless

of signal intensity and pooled. Because I can detect the protein concentration equivalent

to a single embryo from this mix, it occurred to me that I could prepare single embryo

homogenates to look at the variation in processing between different embryos. The im-

munoblot of single embryo homogenates (Figure 3.9) was not quantitative because of the

large difference in the total signal between different embryos. The embryo with the highest

EMMA-Mmp2 abundance was de-yolked more effectively, as can be seen by the reduction

of the two most prominent bands from the low and medium intensity extractions; however,

proteins in the 40–60 kDa range are close to equally loaded. The embryo with the least

EMMA-Mmp2 expression did not produce enough signal to quantitate the bands, and the

highest oversaturated the signal (Figure 3.9). Using a larger sample size and adjusted load-

ing volumes, there seems to be a slight difference in the extent of activation of the embryos

with the strongest signal (Figure 3.10). This could be an effect of competitive binding to

the membrane and the lower limit of detection, so I then focused on the effect of different

expression levels on the activation patterns in vivo, using immunofluorescence.

The processing patterns are qualitatively similar between an embryo with a high

level of EMMA-Mmp2 and an embryo with a low level of EMMA-Mmp2 (Figure 3.11).

I have not attempted to quantify the EMMA immunostains, because the detector settings

need to be tuned to each experiment, there are different levels of induction in different
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embryos, and antibody staining in whole mount zebrafish embryos is not quantitative. In

my analysis, note that the colours are arbitrary and it is instead the patterns and relative

differences within a given sample that are informative. Though the embryo with a high

level of EMMA-Mmp2 has much more orange and yellow than the embryo with a low level

of EMMA-Mmp2, they do show similar spatial patterns. The lowest levels of activation

were in the tail for both embryos, and the area with the highest activation was in the

hindbrain for both (Figure 3.11A and B). In magnifications of the head, the same three

hotspots of activation occur in both embryos: the posterior neural tissue, anterior neural

folds and developing eye (Figure 3.11C and D). Similarly, the anterior somite boundaries

have a higher level of activation than the posterior somite boundaries (Figure 3.11E and

F). So, although at first glance the activation maps of these two embryos appear quite

different, they are fundamentally similar in that they show the same spatial distribution of

Mmp2 activation.

3.8 Signal Deconvolution in Immunostained Zebrafish Em-

bryo Tails

The EMMA assay activation map is predicated on the ability to separately detect the N-

terminal (HA) and C-terminal (GFP) tags for a mathematical comparison. It is thus impor-

tant that I have some awareness of how independent these signals are. All of my EMMA

immunostains were collected using a ’frame sequential’ acquisition mode, meaning that

the excitation and emission of one fluorophore is collected for a given focal plane before

the laser and detection window are adjusted for the other fluorophore and the focal plane

is scanned again. This acquisition minimizes spectral crosstalk that can occur either by

including the tail of one signal in the collection of the other, or by cross excitation of

the fluorophores. There still is, however, the possibility of cross-reactivity between the

secondary antibodies, i.e. that one of the secondaries may weakly recognize the other
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primary.

Cross-reactivity between the secondary antibodies would falsely increase the colo-

calization of the signals, and thus also the perceived fraction of inactive EMMA-Mmp2.

In order to test this, I used single primary and no primary controls. There is a residual

GFP signal in no primary controls (Figure 3.12D), due to the natural fluorescence of the

GFP. This is significant after fixation in a cross-linking fixative, but is not completely ab-

rogated in the denaturing fixative used for these controls. This must be due to a fraction

of the GFP that spontaneously refolds into the proper configuration in the physiological

buffer required for antibody staining. The goat anti-rat secondary may weakly recognize

my mouse anti-GFP primary, as there is weak signal present in the red range when using

both secondaries on a sample probed with only the anti-GFP primary (Figure 3.12 C) that

is not present in a no-primary control (Figure 3.12D′).

Neither the residual GFP nor the weak cross-reactivity are mitigated by a longer pe-

riod spent in a denaturing fixative (see Figure 3.13). The residual red signal shows similar

patterns to the anti-GFP signal in the green channel (compare Figure 3.13 B′ to B), but

the residual green signal is distinct from the anti-HA signal (compare Figure 3.13 D to

D′). This further supports the idea that the residual green signal is from a small percentage

of the GFP molecules that either have not been fully denatured, or managed to re-fold in

the PBS, while the residual red signal is due to cross-reactivity of the anti-Rat secondary

with the mouse anti-GFP primary. All overlap is small and hard to avoid (both secondaries

are already cross-adsorbed), and will be disregarded except to comment here that artifac-

tual colocalization will produce bias towards inactive EMMA-Mmp2. Again, because the

immunostains are not quantitative, systematic biases will not affect interpretation.
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3.9 EMMA-Mmp2 Transgenic Features: Summary and

Conclusions

The post-translational processing of EMMA-Mmp2 gives rise to molecular species that

indicate it is recognized by the endogenous zebrafish Mmp2 activation mechanisms. One

minor technical difference is introduced by the cleavage of the GFP epitope, resulting

in two proteolytic products which retain their propeptide, one of which is no longer de-

tectable via the GFP antibody. I have made the assumption that this is unlikely to affect the

different processed forms of EMMA-Mmp2 differently, and would systematically increase

the amount of HA detectable, therefore underestimating the activation of EMMA-Mmp2.

Another small caveat to keep in mind is the increased prominence of the interme-

diate band as a proportion of the detectable EMMA-Mmp2 compared to the two bands

generally visible in both gelatin zymography and immunoblots of native MMP-2 (for an

example, see: TENTES et al. 2007). In some cases, intermediate MMP-2 is detectable

(MORRISON et al. 2001), but does not make up as large of a proportion of the total signal

as in this transgenic . The intermediate can be enhanced when the MMP-2 is catalytically

dead (ATKINSON et al. 1995), presumably because of the autocatalytic nature of the sec-

ond cleavage during MMP-2 activation. The fact that the intermediate makes up an often

significant proportion of the total detectable EMMA-Mmp2 suggests successful inactiva-

tion of the EMMA-Mmp2 by the introduction of the E404A mutation. The autocatalytic

second activation cleavage of EMMA-Mmp2 is thought to require the catalytic activity of

the endogenous Mmp2. The more EMMA-Mmp2 is present, the more I might expect it

to out-compete the dimerization required for the autocatalytic cleavage with dimerization

that cannot process the EMMA-Mmp2 into a fully active protein. The proportion of the

total signal that is found in the intermediate form remained relatively constant at about

10% for 10 hours after heat shock (Figure 3.7), which supports this idea, but the total

proportion also stayed relatively constant for different levels of total heat shock induction,
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where I would expect the differences in the EMMA-Mmp2/native Mmp2 ratio to affect

this balance.

One of the post-translational modifications that I have largely ignored as part of

this thesis is glycosylation. The closely related MMP-9 is known to be O-glycosylated

(VAN DEN STEEN et al. 2006), and MMP-14 activity can be regulated by glycosylation

(REMACLE et al. 2006). MMP-2 also has an O-glycosylation region predicted in the

linker between catalytic and hemopexin domains that is highly conserved (see Appendix

B). Because the relative mobility of the inactive protein is consistent with its predicted

molecular weight, I have not tried to assess the extent of possible glycosylation, and I have

not considered glycosylation as a major contributor to the regulation of MMP-2 proteolytic

activation.

To my knowledge, no one has looked at the in vivo processing of MMP-2 over time

in a pulse-chase experiment, and so it was surprising to find that the relative abundance

of inactive EMMA-Mmp2 as a function of total EMMA-Mmp2 increased over time. This

means that it is likely that clearance dynamics have a more important role in controlling

the active population of Mmp2 than has previously been appreciated. This overexpression

model could be used to start answering questions about what controls the clearance of

Mmp2, though this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Inappropriate signal overlap due to the limited cross reactivity of the secondary anti-

bodies will lower the perceived activation level slightly, but should do this in a systematic

manner that affects the entire embryo equally. There are limitations in comparing EMMA-

Mmp2 activation maps between embryos, in that the total amount of EMMA-Mmp2 ex-

pressed in response to heat shock is variable. This difference in total protein expression

does not seem to affect patterns of activation. In the rest of this thesis, therefore, I refrain

from comparing differences in activation level between embryos, and instead describe and

compare differences in patterns of activation.
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3.10 Figures

Figure 3.1: EMMA-Mmp2 is predicted to be activated proteolytically to produce a smaller
active protein. Domain structure of EMMA-Mmp2 and predicted proteolytic processing
should produce a protein 12 kDa smaller than the full length secreted protein (A, B). Ho-
mogenates from EMMA-Mmp2 embryos should produce two bands on a GFP immunoblot
and one band on an HA immunoblot (C). When immunostained, the GFP signal (D) and
HA signal (E) are processed to produce a spectral map where high to low activation (H to
L) is indicated by the spectrum between red and blue (F). Cells that are either activating
EMMA-Mmp2 or binding active EMMA-Mmp2 to their surface (I) have a higher ratio of
GFP to HA signal and therefore appear on the warm end of the spectrum, whereas cells
with low activation and/or localization of active EMMA-Mmp2 (II) are on the cooler end
of the spectrum. * Secretory signal removed during translation.
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Figure 3.2: Deyolking before extracting proteins improves band resolution of EMMA-
Mmp2 activation states. This figure shows CBB stain and immunoblot of homogenates
made without deyolking (A) and with deyolking (B). HS indicates the embryos were sub-
jected to a heat shock before collection.

Figure 3.3: EMMA-Mmp2 is processed to produce four detectable bands. Inactive
EMMA-Mmp2 is indicated by (a), runs just over 100 kDa on an SDS-PAGE gel, and
can be detected using an anti-HA antibody and anti-GFP antibody. Two processed forms
of EMMA-Mmp2 can be detected using the GFP antibody at 94 kDa (b) and 85 kDa (c),
the smaller of which is distinct from the 87 kDa band (d) detectable using the anti-HA
antibody.
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Figure 3.4: Conservation of protein sequence at cut sites confirmed in human MMP2.
Blue shading indicates the N-terminus created by removal of the secretory signal dur-
ing translation, green indicates the N-terminus of the intermediate created by MT1-MMP
and red indicates the active MMP-2 terminus thought to be an autocatalytic cleavage site
(STRONGIN et al. 1993). Grey shading indicates the novel cut site by thrombin/factor Xa,
detectable when mutagenesis blocks the recognition of the other two cut sites (KOO et al.
2009). Asterisk marks the cysteine of the cysteine switch. Sequence coordinates marked
are alignment coordinates, not protein coordinates.
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Figure 3.5: Predicted fragment sizes for processing of EMMA-Mmp2 in zebrafish. Do-
main structure of Mmp2 and predicted molecular weight by amino acid sequence (A),
indicating predicted processed N-termini by homology to STRONGIN et al. 1993 (I,II) and
to KOO et al. 2009 (III). Insertion locations of N-terminal HA tag and C-terminal GFP tag
indicated by dotted lines. Domain structures for EMMA-Mmp2 including all proposed
proteolytic processing steps (B), and potential abberant processing of the GFP (C).
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Figure 3.6: EMMA-Mmp2 processing model. Inactive Mmp2 (a) is processed into an
intermediate (b) by the proteolytic removal of the first part of the propeptide (I) and is
then fully processed into a fully active protein (c) by removal of the remainder of the
propeptide (II). The second HA immunoreactive band (d) indicates a cleavage somewhere
in the GFP epitope (III), ablating its immunoreactivity with the GFP antibody. This smaller
but inactive processed product of EMMA-Mmp2 is likely subject to the same initial (I)
and secondary (II) cleavage events, producing undetectable products that correlate to the
intermediate (e) and active (f) forms of the protein.
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Figure 3.7: EMMA-Mmp2 expression peaks at 4 hpHS in 1-day old embryos. Total pro-
tein, as a loading control, is relatively similar across all samples detected for GFP (A).
When these samples are loaded for equal amounts of EMMA-Mmp2 (B), with loadings
calculated from total signal (C), the signal falls below my level of acceptable noise for
quantitation (Methods 2.5.2), but it is clear that the lowest molecular weight band de-
creases over time while the highest increases or stays at a high level as a proportion of
total. This trend is plotted in (D) from the densitometry of the blot in (A).
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Figure 3.8: Abundance of EMMA-Mmp2 has a minor effect on processing. Densitometry
of heat shock length time course shows maximal induction with a 25–30 min heat shock,
and small effects on band proportions. Immunoblot for C-terminal GFP tag (A) and N-
terminal HA tag (B) within EMMA-Mmp2 embryo homogenates prepared from 1 day old
embryos at 4 hpHS. The abundance of EMMA-Mmp2 protein increases with heat shock
length and reaches its maximum at 25 min (C). Total protein remains relatively constant for
all homogenates (A). Band proportions shift slightly in favour of higher signal in the lowest
molecular weight band compared to the highest, with regression p-values significant at the
0.05 level. The regression for the 94 kDa band indicates no significant correlation between
its proportion and the length of the heat shock (D).
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Figure 3.9: Single embryo homogenates exhibit high variation in total induction of
EMMA-Mmp2. Three embryos were selected from 1-day old embryos at 4 hpHS to rep-
resent the weakest expression (L), mid expression (M) and high expression (H). These
single embryo homogenates were loaded onto a single immunoblot, and total protein and
GFP expression were detected.

Figure 3.10: EMMA-Mmp2 induction level affects band proportions. Total protein and
GFP immunoblot (A) of pooled embryo homogenates with adjusted loading volumes to
roughly equalize GFP signal, with the densitometry of each of the three bands plotted as
a percent of total lane signal (B). At the highest levels of induction, active EMMA-Mmp2
makes up a larger proportion of the total EMMA-Mmp2 than at medium and low levels of
induction.
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Figure 3.11: Patterns of activation of EMMA-Mmp2 are consistent between embryos with
high and low expression of the construct. In 30 hpf embryos fixed at 5 hpHS, EMMA-
Mmp2 is consistently the least active in the posterior tip of the tail (I) for embryos with
high levels of induction (A) and low (B). In the head, there are similar hot-spots of acti-
vation in the hindbrain (II), pharyngeal mesenchyme (III) and retina (IV) in both high (C)
and low (D) induction. Similarly, the anterior somite boundaries (V) consistently have a
higher level of EMMA-Mmp2 activation than the posterior somites (VI) for both high (E)
and low (F) induction. Panel B scalebar represents 500 µm, scalebars in panels D and F
represent 200 µm.
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Figure 3.12: Residual signals and signal crosstalk are minimal between channels in the
EMMA assay. EMMA assay single primary and no primary controls in the tailtips of
52 hpf embryos fixed in Dent’s fixative. Frame sequential detection of GFP via alexa 488
(A) and HA via alexa 555 (A′) have slight differences in signal pattern indicated by arrows.
When staining for only HA signal, there is some baseline signal that remains in the GFP
channel (B), and the same is true to a lesser extent when staining for HA (C). The residual
signal in the green remains visible in the no primary control (D), while the residual red
signal does not (D′). Scale bar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 3.13: Longer fixation in Dent’s fixative does not reduce GFP fluorescence. Heat-
shocked 48 hpf EMMA-Mmp2 embryos detected with only anti-GFP (A-B) or only anti-
HA (C-D). Red signal from anti-GFP only embryos is similarly weak for embryos fixed
for 24 h (A′) and 48 (B′) and echoes the signal seen in the green channel (arrows in B,
B′). Green signal in anti-HA only embryos (C,D) is also comparatively weak, but does
not echo the signal seen in the red channel(arrows in D represent signals not comparably
represented in D′). Scale bar represents 200 µm.
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3.11 Tables

Table 3.1: Inheritance of transgene from F2 females outcrossed to Tübingen males (pos)
counted by presence of GFP fluorescence. Counts tested against the hypothesis that the
proportion of positive offspring cannot adequately be explained by F2 females carrying
a single copy of the EMMA-Mmp2 transgene. With no significant p-values, I have to
accept the null hypothesis that the offspring represent the proportion of positives expected
by one parent having a single copy of the transgene, and that therefore the EMMA-Mmp2
construct exists at a single locus in F2.

gen sex fish neg pos expected residual residual2 χ 2 df p-value
F2 F 2 159 173 166.0 7.0 49 0.5904 1 0.442
F2 F 3 152 127 139.5 -12.5 156 2.2401 1 0.134
F2 F 4 59 67 63.0 4.0 16 0.5079 1 0.476
F2 F 5 18 13 15.5 -2.5 6 0.8065 1 0.369
F2 F 6 85 75 80.0 -5.0 25 0.6250 1 0.429
F2 F 7 113 125 119.0 6.0 36 0.6050 1 0.437
F2 F 8 96 101 98.5 2.5 6 0.1269 1 0.722
F2 F 9 11 11 11.0 0.0 0 0.0000 1 1.000
F2 F 10 127 112 119.5 -7.5 56 0.9414 1 0.332
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Chapter 4: Developmental and

Physiological Patterns of Mmp2

Activation in the Tail

4.1 Rationale and Objectives

The expression of mmp2 mRNA is first detected during gastrulation, and increases in later

developmental stages (ZHANG et al. 2003; WHITE et al. 2017). The protein is first de-

tected at 12 hpf during somitogenesis, and persists throughout development (FALLATA et

al. 2019). During early development, Mmp2 accumulates most noticeably in the somite

and developing myotome boundaries, but can also be found in the notochord, the nervous

system of the developing embryo (neural tube, rohon beard cells), retina, developing fins

and the epidermis (HARRIS 2010; JEFFREY 2017). It is likely to be important in morpho-

genesis and cell migration in the developing head and anterior trunk (KALEV-ALTMAN et

al. 2020), not just the tail; however, I have constrained my examination to the tail to both

limit scope and avoid the technical challenges of working with thicker tissue (for a dis-

cussion of this, see Appendix D). Mmp2 expression appears to be essentially ubiquitous,

though the protein becomes concentrated in specific structures in the developing embryo.

The question that I am asking in this chapter is: when and where do endogenous ac-
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tivation mechanisms for Mmp2 function in the embryo during zebrafish development?1 In

brief: activation mechanisms seem to be absent in early stages (3-5 somites), are first de-

tectable in the notochord of segmentation stage embryos, and in later stages I see activation

of EMMA-Mmp2 in the somite boundaries, the notochord, fin folds and the epithelium.

I suspect that activation of Mmp2 is involved in the remodelling of the notochord sheath,

the fin rays, myotome boundaries, and the gut epithelium, and that it may be part of the

migratory program of hematopoeitic stem cell progenitors.

4.2 Early Development

In response to heat shock, 8-cell embryos (1-2 hours old) do not express EMMA-Mmp2,

as would be expected in an embryo loaded with maternal mRNA. Zygotic expression

does not begin until the embryo reaches approximately a thousand cells (WRAGG and

MÜLLER 2016). If I apply a heat shock near the end of epiboly (8-10 hours old), embryos

do express EMMA-Mmp2 (Figure 4.1), as do those heat shocked at 2-5 somites (Figure

4.2). I suspect that embryos just at the onset of somitogenesis may not secrete EMMA-

Mmp2 effectively, as there are gaps between epithelial cells (Figure 4.1). The embryos

do not activate EMMA-Mmp2 until slightly later during somitogenesis (compare Figure

4.1D to Figure 4.3A). In early somitogenesis, the somites, notochord and developing head

tissue all accumulate EMMA-Mmp2 in response to a standard 30 min heat shock (Figure

4.2). In 6-8 somite embryos the strongest activation signal is in the notochord (Figure 4.3).

Activation occurs in the enveloping layer, along with a patchwork pattern of accumulation

which could either be a product of directed localization of EMMA-Mmp2 to specific cells

or stronger heat shock expression of EMMA-Mmp2 in those cells with strong signals.

The neural ectoderm cells between the notochord and the epithelium exhibit the lowest

activation of EMMA-Mmp2.

EMMA-Mmp2 expression is persistent in the epithelia (see Figure 4.4). This expres-
1For details on zebrafish staging and development, see Appendix C.
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sion is strongest at 4 hpHS, and the protein accumulates in a similar patchwork pattern for

several hours. Some of these patchwork cells activate EMMA-Mmp2 to a greater extent

than others, and the activation signal at the shared cell boundaries always seems to be a

little higher than the activation associated with the rest of the cell. The activation pattern

is qualitatively similar between all three time points, though the signal to noise ratio is

highest 4 hpHS. The smallest cells in the EVL tend to have the least accumulation and/or

activation of EMMA-Mmp2, suggesting that there may be cell size dependent processes

of matrix remodelling that could be responding to forces that stretch the EVL, or that cells

that have recently undergone cytokinesis do not immediately begin activating MMPs.

The onset of activation during segmentation is roughly coincident with the onset of

native Mmp2 expression, and is localized most strikingly to the notochord and epithelium.

The notochord sheath is an essential component of the notochord which is known for

its role in vertebrate morphogenesis, and it undergoes changes to its extracellular matrix

structure throughout development (GROTMOL et al. 2006) that would require remodelling

programs that seem to include the activation of Mmp2.

4.3 EMMA-Mmp2 Activation In the Notochord

During late somitogenesis (from about 16 hpf to 28 hpf), the zebrafish embryo extends

along its anterior-posterior axis and the tail unfolds from around the yolk ball (Figure 4.5).

Notochord elongation is considered one of the drivers of body axis extension during this

phase of zebrafish development. The morphogenetic mechanism responsible for this ex-

tension is a sheath of collagen-rich ECM that tightly restricts the cells in the notochord, so

that as they expand their vacuoles, the notochord can only extend in the anterior-posterior

axis. Mutations in laminin and defects in the secretory pathway interfere with proper no-

tochord formation and body axis extension (STEMPLE 2005). The tissues in the rest of the

tail need to respond to this force by lengthening asymmetrically in the dorsal ventral axis,
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and their tissue mechanics and intertissue adhesion are very much defined by the compo-

sition and structure of the ECM. If the fibronectin matrix that couples the notochord to the

surrounding cells is disrupted, the notochord will buckle (DRAY et al. 2013).

The notochord during these stages has a sheath that contains collagen throughout its

length (Figure 4.6), from the anterior-most tip (G) to the proliferating nascent notochord

cells at the posterior tip (I). The collagen in the notochord sheath makes up a tube at this

stage with a wall thickness of 1–2 µm (Figure 4.6D). This layer of collagen is fibrous, as

is most evident in a lateral glancing section through the notochord sheath (Figure 4.6E).

There is denatured collagen in the interior of the notochord, but also in the maturing sheath

anterior to the yolk extension. The denatured collagen associated with the stacked cells of

the notochord may be intracellular, and could indicate that these cells are contributing to

the production of the collagen being laid down in the notochord sheath, but the denatured

collagen in the sheath itself is more likely to indicate actual remodelling processes (Figure

4.6B).

During early embryogenesis (younger than 20 hpf), embryos consistently have the

strongest EMMA-Mmp2 activation signal somewhere along the notochord, with activation

signal diminishing posteriorly (Figure 4.7). There is activation in neural and ventral meso-

derm to varying extents in different embryos, and there are locations along the notochord

that have a higher accumulation of active EMMA-Mmp2 than the rest of the notochord

(in, for example, Figure 4.7H, I and K).

While the tail is uncurling, the anterior and mid notochord may have a lower accu-

mulation of EMMA-Mmp2 associated with the cells of the notochord than in the surround-

ing mesoderm, but that EMMA-Mmp2 is proportionately more active. The high activation

in the anterior notochord persists between 20-24 hpf, and in the 24 hpf embryos the accu-

mulation of EMMA-Mmp2 in the notochord begins to increase. At around 28 hpf, the tail

becomes nearly straight, the relative abundance of EMMA-Mmp2 becomes comparable

with the surrounding mesoderm, posterior activation increases, and overall activation in
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the notochord as compared with the rest of the embryo decreases (Figure 4.7H–M).

The notochord remains a structure that accumulates active EMMA-Mmp2 during the

second day post-fertilization, although the extent of accumulation is less than that during

the elongation of the notochord, and other structures such as the neural tube, fin folds and

epidermal epithelium have more dynamic and striking activation patterns (Figure 4.8).

Cells in the posterior tip of the notochord accumulate differentially activated EMMA-

Mmp2 in bands: some slices through the notochord show accumulation of EMMA-Mmp2

that is active, and others inactive (compare the colour of the notochord in sections 10-14

of Figure 4.8). Cells along the boundary of the anterior notochord have a lower level of

activation than the lateral muscle tissue (Figure 4.8B sections 2–7). Many of the cross

sections show epithelial cells that accumulate and activate EMMA-Mmp2, and in the pos-

terior sections this is the strongest activation signal. In a few locations along the notochord,

there are cells that activate EMMA-Mmp2 as strongly as the epithelium (Figure 4.8B sec-

tions 7 and 12). By three days post-fertilization, the notochord no longer accumulates

EMMA-Mmp2, and has been filled instead with vacuoles (Figure 4.9).

At all the stages of tail uncurling I examined, some embryos have bands of higher

accumulation of activated EMMA-Mmp2 (Figure 4.10). These bands usually occur pos-

terior to the end of the yolk extension, in regions of active uncurling, and in later stages

sometimes several are visible (Figure 4.10E). As EMMA-Mmp2 accumulation in the no-

tochord increases with the straightening of the tail, these bands are harder to distinguish.

In Figure 4.10I, there are several sections along the notochord that have a lower accu-

mulation of EMMA-Mmp2 and as a result the neighbouring bands look like they have a

higher accumulation of EMMA-Mmp2, though the levels of accumulation are comparable

to the rest of the notochord. In this case, I do not consider the accumulation pattern to be

analogous to the other examples of notochord bands. Further to this, the embryos that had

the clearest bands in the notochord generally had lower overall accumulation of EMMA-

Mmp2 in response to heat shock. I have presented an exception to this trend in Figure
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4.10E, in which there are multiple rings of accumulation and activation in an embryo with

a relatively high overall induction of EMMA-Mmp2.

4.4 Activation and Localization of EMMA-Mmp2 in the

Ventral Mesoderm and Gut

When the gut is visible in embryos around one-day old, EMMA-Mmp2 associates with

the developing intestinal epithelium (Figure 4.11). The gut-associated EMMA-Mmp2 is

generally, but not always, more active than the neighbouring stromal tissue. As the embryo

develops, this activation increases as compared with neighbouring stroma, as is evident in

some 2-day old embryos (Figure 4.12). Just posterior to the end of the intestinal tract (and

yolk extension), there are mesenchymal cells present that begin to accumulate a high level

of EMMA-Mmp2 18-30 hpf (Figure 4.13). In most embryos, there are cells amongst this

cell population that activate EMMA-Mmp2. This posterior lateral plate mesoderm is the

origin of hematopoeitic tissue, and at approximately 30 hpf the hematopoeitic stem cells

begin to express stem markers and take on a migratory phenotype to migrate to the kidneys

(JIN et al. 2007). The cells I see with a high level of activation of EMMA-Mmp2 could be

these migratory hematopoeitic stem cell progenitors.

4.5 Somite Maturation

Somite boundaries consist of highly organized extracellular matrix that connects neigh-

bouring somites, and the mature myotomes into which they develop, to control force trans-

mission along the body of the swimming fish. When the assembly and remodelling of the

extracellular matrix in these boundaries is poorly controlled, muscular dystrophies result

(SNOW and HENRY 2009). Many MMPs are found in the somite boundaries, and Mmp2

is amongst them (HARRIS 2010; JEFFREY 2017).
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Somite boundaries contain collagen as part of their extracellular matrix (Figure

4.14), and there is denatured collagen present at all phases of somite maturation, sug-

gesting that these are locations of persistent matrix remodelling during embryonic devel-

opment. Anterior somite boundaries (Figure 4.14A) have more total collagen than nascent

posterior somite boundaries (Figure 4.14B).

In the earliest stages of somitogenesis, EMMA-Mmp2 activation levels in the somite

boundaries are indistinguishable from those in the rest of the embryo. In later stages of

segmentation, once the tail has begun uncurling from the yolk, more mature somite bound-

aries are loci of consistent activation of EMMA-Mmp2. Early in the uncurling process,

at 18 hpf or so, the somite boundaries accumulate EMMA-Mmp2 in most cases (Figure

4.15A-D), and activate the EMMA-Mmp2 in the maturing anterior somite boundaries, as

well as, in some cases, the boundaries between newly formed posterior somites (Figure

4.15A-B). In embryos that are slightly older, with tails that have almost fully uncurled, ac-

cumulation and activation is consistent in anterior myotome boundaries, and in some em-

bryos accumulation occurs in many of the younger posterior somite boundaries as well,

though the activation level is higher anteriorly (Figure 4.15E and F). The more mature

somite boundaries in the anterior of the embryo always have a stronger activation signal

than their posterior counterparts (see also Figure 3.11), as well as an increased amount

of collagen, in both native triple-helical and denatured forms. When I track heat shocked

embryos past the detectable limit of my western blots, the somite boundaries are the last

structures to still have visible accumulation of EMMA-Mmp2, up to 24 hpHS. This sug-

gests to me that there are mechanisms for localization and sequestration of Mmp2 to the

boundaries. These are locations where we know TIMPs are abundant (MATCHETT et al.

2019), so Mmp2 activity is likely to be highly controlled by TIMP inhibition in the somite

boundaries, and this may decrease its turnover rate.
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4.6 Fin Ray Development

Zebrafish begin to develop their fins between their first and second day of age. The fins

of the zebrafish embryo develop collagen-rich actinotrichia, or fin rays, that extend prox-

imodistally to support the epithelial fin folds (Figure 4.16, see also: DURÁN et al. 2011).

This collagen starts to accumulate in the first day post fertilization (Figure 4.6I for total

collagen, and A and C for denatured collagen), and by the second has been organized into

rays. Mmp2 is expressed in the epidermal epithelia of the early fin folds, and persists

throughout embryonic development (JEFFREY 2017).

Two-day old embryos have a population of fibroblast-like mesenchymal cells associ-

ated with the collagenous rays in the fin fold that accumulate EMMA-Mmp2 (Figures 4.18

and 4.12). Most of these cells do not activate EMMA-Mmp2 strongly when compared to

rest of the embryo. The cells in the fin fold accumulate largely inactive EMMA-Mmp2.

Isolated cells in the ventral fin fold activate this accumulated EMMA-Mmp2 more than

their neighbours, and cell processes from a small number of cells in the posterior fin folds

activate EMMA-Mmp2 on what look like podosomes (Figure 4.18). In the ventral fin

fold posterior to the yolk extension, there are three types of cells that accumulate EMMA-

Mmp2. Some epithelial cells are often visible in this location, but there are also large

mesenchymal cells that accumulate inactive EMMA-Mmp2 in what looks like an intracel-

lular space, and smaller round cells that have a high level of accumulation and activation

(Figure 4.17). At three days old, the cells in the fin fold are more varied in their activa-

tion level: compare activation in the dorsal fin fold to the ventral fin fold in section 3 for

example (Figure 4.9D).

4.7 Neural Tube Formation and Epithelial Maturation

In two-day old embryos, there is striking activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in the anterior neu-

ral tube, in the developing gut tissue and in the outer epithelium of the embryo. The same
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patchwork pattern of accumulation that I saw in the enveloping layer during early develop-

ment is apparent also in the epidermis at this stage: a subset of epithelial cells accumulate

EMMA-Mmp2, and of these a smaller subset activate it strongly. These loci of activation

correspond to areas with large amounts of collagen, except in the case of the neural tube.

The second highest levels of activation in the older embryos are found in the outer

epithelial layer of the fin folds. MMP expression and localization is important during

wound healing and regeneration (BAI et al. 2005), as well as in disease contexts (FLEIS-

CHMAJER et al. 2000), but has not been described as having a role during epidermis de-

velopment in the zebrafish, though corneal epithelia in Xenopus also express MMP-2 in a

patchwork expression (WIECHMANN et al. 2014). The patchwork of activation and local-

ization in the outer embryonic epithelium shown here is the first indication that Mmp2 has

a role in epithelial maturation in the zebrafish. The patterning suggests ECM remodelling

is not uniform, and instead is triggered in specific and possibly dynamic sub-locations in

tissues.

4.8 Overview of Developmental Patterns

Developmental activation of EMMA-Mmp2 correlates with biologically relevant exam-

ples of remodelling processes. The ECM-rich notochord sheath during the uncurling and

extension of the body axis is a logical place to look for extracellular matrix remodelling,

and it is no surprise to me that after the body axis has straightened, the high levels of ac-

tive EMMA-Mmp2 drop off. The shifting patterns of slight increases to activation that are

present in the mesoderm during the uncurling of the tail may also be biologically mean-

ingful, but it was difficult to detect patterns by stage in order to describe a chronology.

Lawton et al. (2013) and Dray et al. (2013) provide evidence that suggests that it is not

only the notochord (as described in STEMPLE 2005) that drives tail straightening, but that

the migration patterns and remodelling of the tissues around the notochord are also nec-
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essary for effective straightening. The shifting patterns I described in the posterior of the

tail during the window of the tail beginning to uncurl could represent ECM remodelling

associated with this tissue morphogenesis.

The somite boundaries, rich in highly organized ECM, were one of the developmen-

tal features that I expected to have a dynamic activation pattern. Instead, EMMA-Mmp2

is almost always present in the somite boundaries and is almost always active. This could

mean that the generation of somite boundary ECM requires the persistent remodelling

activity of Mmp2, but I suspect that because of the known importance of TIMPs in the

myotome boundaries, that the remodelling that occurs is more likely to be controlled by

inhibitors than by activation. This might also explain the low turnover rate of EMMA-

Mmp2 in somite boundaries: 24 hours post heat shock most of the EMMA-Mmp2 that

remains is localized to somite boundaries. If Mmp2 is almost always bound up by in-

hibitors, I could imagine there would be less urgency to clear extra Mmp2 from the ECM

of the somite boundaries.

The neural tube has regions of activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in some embryos start-

ing at around 26 hpf that stabilizes into strong activation in 48–72 hpf embryos. MMP-2

has, for example, roles in maintaining the specification of glial cells in the chick retina

(CAMPBELL et al. 2019), and may be a key to unlocking regenerative potential in the ner-

vous system (reviewed in LEMMENS et al. 2016). For a more extensive review of MMPs

in the brain, see Small and Crawford (2016). For the purposes of this thesis, the takeaway

message is that Mmp2 in the developing zebrafish neural tissue in the tail is almost al-

ways active, and therefore either neural tissue requires constitutive activity of Mmp2, or

its regulation is largely carried out by post-activation inhibition via TIMPs or RECK that

are also present in developing neural tissue (WILLSON and DAMJANOVSKI 2019).

The epidermal epithelium has an intriguing patchwork localization and activation

pattern that is evident both in the EVL during early somitogenesis and later in the epider-

mis of the 48 and 72 hpf embryos. It is an important limitation of the EMMA assay, with
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secreted EMMA-Mmp2 protein as the reporter, that I cannot distinguish between cells that

have a higher expression level in response to heat shock (not a biologically relevant piece

of information in relation to Mmp2) and cells that sequester a larger amount of extracel-

lular EMMA-Mmp2 on their surfaces. This patchwork pattern is consistent with work

done to describe expression of MMP-14 and MMP-2 in the desquamation of the corneal

epithelia in Xenopus (WIECHMANN et al. 2014), and we know that there are transcription-

ally distinct populations of cells within the epidermis of zebrafish (EISENHOFFER et al.

2017), so I continue to call this phenomenon ‘accumulation’ while also bearing in mind

that it could be heterogeneous expression. There may be different epithelial cell responses

to particular mechanical contexts which can initiate heterogeneity of expression of, for

instance, myosin at the edge of a wound (FRANCO et al. 2019). Further, activity labelling

of proteases in zebrafish development can result in this same patchwork pattern of la-

belling (KEOW et al. 2012), and MMP activity can also follow similar patterns (KEOW et

al. 2011). Understanding more about the developmental roles of MMP-2 may shed more

light on its pathological roles in carcinoma development and skin disorders.

The activation patterns of EMMA-Mmp2 associated with mesenchymal cells are ar-

guably the most interesting observation in this chapter. The coincidence between hematopoeitic

progenitor migration and the population of cells that activate EMMA-Mmp2 is consistent

with the known roles of MMPs in migratory cells (reviewed in KALEV-ALTMAN et al.

2020). Further, my observation of podosome-like protrusions from cells in the two day

old embryos dovetails nicely with what we know about how some cells carry out matrix

degradation for the purposes of migration and/or invasion. I expected to see more diffuse

active EMMA-Mmp2 in the fin rays at this stage. The pseudopodia-associated activation

suggests to me that either these cells are migrating through the posterior fin fold, or that

the remodelling of ECM during morphogenesis may have mechanisms in common with

podosomes often required for cell migration.
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4.9 Figures

Figure 4.1: EMMA-Mmp2 is expressed but not activated in 1-2 somite embryos fixed at
5 hpHS. Expression is most evident in the anterior (B) of 1-2 somite embryos (A). EMMA-
Mmp2 is expressed in both the ectoderm (C) and enveloping layer (D), but has not been
activated. Expression in the enveloping layer is strong in some cells (II) and weak in
others (III), creating a patchwork pattern. EMMA-Mmp2 does not seem to accumulate in
the spaces between epithelial cells (IV). Scale bar for brightfield (A) and epifluorescence
(B) represents 500 µm, and scale bar for EMMA confocal projections (C-D) represents
200 µm.
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Figure 4.2: EMMA-Mmp2 accumulates throughout the embryo after heat shock in early
somitogenesis embryos. Bright field images (A-C) of embryos with 6-8 somites, and cor-
responding fluorescent microscopy of embryos 4 hpHS (D-F). Expression is strong in the
somites (I), notochord (II) and especially in the developing head (III). Scale bar represents
500 µm.

Figure 4.3: EMMA-Mmp2 is activated in the notochord and enveloping layer of early
segmentation embryos. The enveloping layer expresses EMMA-Mmp2 in a mosaic/patch-
work pattern (A) where some cells express more EMMA-Mmp2 (I) than others (II). Acti-
vation signals are stronger on the boundaries between epithelial cells. Notochord has the
strongest activation signal at this stage (B), and the adjacent ectoderm (III) has the least.
Deeper sections into this dorsal stack (C) show the cylindrical structure of the notochord
(IV). Scale bar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 4.4: EMMA-Mmp2 activation patterns are persistent after heat shock. Epithelial
activation is most striking at 4 hpHS (A). At 5 hpHS (B) and 6 hpHS (C), the activation
of EMMA-Mmp2 maintains similar patterns of activation and accumulation to 4 hpHS.
Overall concentration of EMMA-Mmp2 diminishes over time as does signal to noise ratio.
Scale bar represents 100 µm.

Figure 4.5: Zebrafish notochord straightening from 18 hpf to 28 hpf.
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Figure 4.6: Notochord of 24hpf embryos contains fibrillar collagens. Total collagen (HC)
is found in the notochord sheath and notochord cells (A) from the very anterior-most tip
(G) to the posterior zone of intercalation (I). The notochord sheath at the yolk extension is
1–2 µm thick (D) and fibrous (E). Endogenously denatured collagen is naturally found in
the notochord sheath (B) and cells (B,C) in the middle of the tail, and in the notochord cells
at the anterior and posterior-most extremities (H,J). Scale bars as follows: A-C represents
100 µm, D-F represents 100 µm, G-H represents 50 µm and I-J represents 100 µm.
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Figure 4.7: Activation of EMMA-Mmp2 during tail uncurling between 22 and 28 hpf.
Ages listed along the left margin of the figure. Notochord activation is most evident in 20
(A-D) and 22 hpHS (E-F) embryos. Notochord rings can be seen in select older embryos
(H,I and K). Scale bar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 4.8: Expression and activation in cross sections of the tail of 52 hpf embryos. Ac-
tivation remains in the notochord especially in the posterior of the tail(I, slices 10 and
12). In the anterior segments, the small amount of EMMA-Mmp2 that remains in the
notochord is still active (I, slice 1). Activation in the neural tube (II) is higher than the
surrounding mesoderm even at the posterior-most tip (slice 14), but is not as high as the
activation in the scattered epithelial cells (III) that accumulate EMMA-Mmp2. Activation
in the anterior sections of the neural tube meet and/or exceed the level of activation in the
epithelial cells. The notochord has sections of EMMA-Mmp2 that vary in their level of
activation: discs in slices 10 and 12 have a higher level of activation than discs in slices
11 and 13. Cross sections of mesenchymal cells in the tail fin (slice 15) do not show much
interstitial accumulation or activation. Scale bar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 4.9: Activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in the tailtip of 76 hpf larvae. EMMA-Mmp2
is activated in the neural tube (I) which can be seen in a maximum projection of the tail
(A), but more clearly in individual sections through the tail (B and C). Some cells in the
fin have higher activation than their neighbours (II), but epithelial cells that accumulate
EMMA-Mmp2 generally have a higher level of activation (III). Cross sections of tail fins
show that the neural tube doesn’t activate EMMA-Mmp2 strongly at the posterior tip, but
in the anterior of the tail has the strongest level of activation of EMMA-Mmp2. Scale bars
represent 100 µm.
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Figure 4.10: EMMA-Mmp2 is often activated in bands along the notochord during tail
straightening. These discs can appear at 18 hpf (A), 24 hpf (B-C) and 28 hpf (D-F), but do
not always appear, as can be seen in the examples of 18 (G), 24 (H) and 28 hpf (I) embryos.
Generally, but not always, the discs are most visible in embryos with a low overall expres-
sion signal of EMMA-Mmp2. In embryos where these discs are not as evident, there is
often still high localization of EMMA-Mmp2 in the notochord and sometimes also a high
level of activation. Older embryos sometimes have more than one band of activation (E).
Scale bar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 4.11: Gut epithelia express and activate EMMA-Mmp2 in 1 dpf embryos. Gut
epithelia have, in most cases, higher activation than neighbouring stromal tissue (A-C,
E-G). When the gut is visible, there are few cases where the activation associated with
its epithelia is lower or similar to the surrounding stroma (D and H). Scale bar represents
200 µm.
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Figure 4.12: Activation of EMMA-mmp2 in the tail of 52 hpf embryos. Activation of
EMMA-Mmp2 decreases along the anterior-posterior axis, with the lowest activation in
the fin folds at the tip of the tail. Expression and activation of EMMA-Mmp2 is strongly
evident in the anterior neural tube (I), the developing gut (II) and in a patchwork pattern
of epithelial cells concentrated around the ventral fin (III). EMMA-Mmp2 also localizes
to many mesenchymal cells in the tail fin folds with proximodistal cell projections. Scale
bar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 4.13: Active EMMA-Mmp2 associates with mesenchymal cells in the posterior
lateral plate mesoderm. In most embryos during tail uncurling, cells in the fin fold just
posterior to the yolk extension have a high localization of EMMA-Mmp2 that is active (I).
In a small number of embryos, the EMMA-Mmp2 associated with these cells is not active
(II). Scale bar represents 100 µm.
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Figure 4.14: Collagen makes up part of the myotendinous junction of somite boundaries
at 24 hpf. Somite boundaries are evident in the trunk (A,C) and the tailtip (B) using a col-
lagen hybridizing peptide. In all locations where collagen is present, denatured collagen
can be detected (D-F). Scalebars indicate 200 µm (for A, B, D, and E), and 100 µm (for C
and F).

Figure 4.15: Activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in somite boundaries is strongest anteriorly. At
18 hpf, most anterior somite boundaries (I) accumulate and activate EMMA-Mmp2 (A-C),
but some have low levels of accumulation (B) to no accumulation (D). Posterior somites
are less mature, and therefore harder to distinguish. Some of their boundaries accumu-
late and activate EMMA-Mmp2 (II), others accumulate but do not activate EMMA-Mmp2
(III), and some do not accumulate EMMA-Mmp2 (IV). At 24 hpf to 28 hpf (E-F), ante-
rior somite boundaries (I) always accumulate and activate EMMA-Mmp2, and posterior
somite boundaries (V) accumulate EMMA-Mmp2 almost as soon as they are discernible
in some embryos (F) and not in others (E). Scalebar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 4.16: Collagen is one of the earliest constitutive components of fin rays. As the
tail fin matures, the collagen fin rays become less broken proximally to the embryo tail
muscle, and the fins become longer, with the very posterior end of the tail fin beginning to
take on a paddle shape. Scalebar for tailtip panels (A–C) indicates 100 µm, and scalebar
for ventral fin folds(A′ to ′) indicates 50 µm.
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Figure 4.17: Activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in anterior-most ventral fin of 52 hpf embryos.
Three main cell morphologies are visible in the ventral fin just posterior to the yolk ex-
tension. Round mesenchymal cells with a slightly higher activation level than the average
cell (I) are visible in most embryos (A-C), as well as slightly larger oblong cells with accu-
mulation of minimally active EMMA-Mmp2 that looks intracellular (II, in B-C). In some
embryos epithelial cells (III) are not associated with high activation levels (A), though in
most embryos (B-C) a patchwork of epithelial cells exhibit high activation in this region.
Scale bar represents 50 µm.
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Figure 4.18: Activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in podosome-like protrusions in the fin folds of
52 hpf embryos. A small proportion of cells (I) have higher activation associated with them
in the ventral fin folds (A-C). These mesenchymal cells have morphology that diverges
from their neighbours and cell processes that extend most often proximodistally from the
center of the embryo. In the posterior-most fin folds, both dorsal/ventral to the notochord
(D-E) and posterior to the tip of the notochord (F-G), cell processes from many cells have
a high level of active EMMA-Mmp2. Scale bars represent 50 µm.
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Chapter 5: Screening of Potential

Activators of Mmp2

5.1 Introduction to Protease Inhibitors

The epitope-mediated MMP activation (EMMA) assay is a tool that is suited to not only

ask questions about where and when Mmp2 is activated, but also how it is activated. In the

general introduction, I introduced several candidate proteases responsible for proteolytic

activation of Mmp2 under various in vitro and cell-culture models from the literature (Sec-

tion 1.9). The activation mechanism of Mmp2 relies on extracellular proteases for the

initial cleavage of the pro-peptide, and may be fully activated through either another pro-

tease or through autocatalysis. The most widely referenced model requires dimerization

of MMP-14 and the coordination of TIMP-2 in order to achieve the first cleavage required

for activation. Then the second cleavage is usually assumed to be autocatalytic, though

some argue plasmin is required. The other model that is often mentioned is that serine

proteases, and sometimes also plasmin, are responsible for the first cleavage of activation

instead of MMP-14. The mechanisms of catalysis for the two different first steps of acti-

vation are different: one relies on a serine residue in the active site (hence serine protease)

and the other on a zinc ion cofactor. The inhibitors I have chosen for these experiments

were selected for their abilities to inhibit these two broad classes: metalloproteases and

serine proteases.
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A general metalloprotease inhibitor, phenanthroline, has been used elsewhere to in-

hibit MMPs (DUSZYK et al. 1999), and in our lab has been shown to inhibit the MMP-

mediated migration of neural crest and the invasion of intersomitic vessels between muscle

cells (ELLIS and CRAWFORD 2016), strongly suggesting that it inhibits MMPs required

for migration. Phenanthroline is highly stable and can be applied to zebrafish by bathing,

but may have toxic effects because of its polycyclic aromatic ring structure, may cause

inhibition of other metalloenzymes as well as MMPs, and may have off-target effects on

other cellular processes due to its ability to bind cations (BENCINI and LIPPOLIS 2010).

The other metalloprotease inhibitor I use is GM6001, an inhibitor that is more specific

to the MMP family of proteases. Its Ki values range from 0.1 to 30 nM for tested mam-

malian metalloproteases, inhibiting MMP-2 with a Ki of 0.5 nM and MMP-14 with a Ki

of 13.4 nM. Other tested metalloproteases are inhibited with Ki values of 100–200 nM.

It has a history of clinical trials as an anti-metastatic agent, and has low toxicity, though

poor bioavailability (PETERSON 2004). If activation of Mmp2 is carried out by Mmp14,

then inhibiting metalloproteases should reduce the amount of active EMMA-Mmp2 that

accumulates over time.

To inhibit the serine proteases, I have chosen AEBSF (4-(2-aminoethyl) benzene-

sulfonyl fluoride hydrochloride) as a water-soluble, irreversible serine protease inhibitor.

It is most commonly used in protein extraction buffers to prevent proteolysis during pro-

tein sample preparation and storage. Its aqueous stability is greater than that of PMSF

(phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride), which is also commonly used in the preparation of pro-

tein samples, and AEBSF has also been used to inhibit serine protease activity in vivo (for

examples, see: REECE et al. 2010; SAW et al. 2012; TANAKA et al. 2016).

My hypothesis for this chapter is relatively simple: inhibition of the proteases re-

sponsible for activating Mmp2 should decrease the amount of active EMMA-Mmp2 (as

well as endogenous Mmp2). There may be tissue specific activation mechanisms, and

there may be overlap and/or compensatory mechanisms involved in its activation. I can
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narrow down which mechanisms are worth continued investigation under which contexts

using general protease inhibitors.

5.2 Metalloprotease Inhibition Affects Processing

Surprisingly, the metalloprotease inhibitor phenanthroline increases the active EMMA-

Mmp2 as a proportion of total EMMA-Mmp2. In one day old embryos, phenanthroline

shifts the relative abundance of EMMA-Mmp2 towards intermediate and active forms,

and in two day old embryos there is a decrease in the proportion of both the inactive

and intermediate forms in favour of the active form (Table 5.1). Given MMP-14 as the

enzyme most often indicated as being responsible for Mmp2 activation (Section 1.9), I

would have expected metalloprotease inhibition to decrease activation: as the second step

is often considered autocatalytic, this should affect both processing steps to result in a

reduction of intermediate and/or active EMMA-Mmp2. Phenanthroline affects the pro-

cessing over time of the EMMA-Mmp2 protein (Figure 5.1). As observed previously

(Figure 3.7), the proportion of inactive to total EMMA-Mmp2 increases after heat shock

in the controls, with a coincident decrease in the proportion of active EMMA-Mmp2. To-

tal EMMA-Mmp2 amounts peak at 4 hpHS, consistent with previous figures (Figure 3.7).

The phenanthroline-treated embryos, however, do not exhibit the same dynamic: instead

of a trend over time toward an increase in inactive EMMA-Mmp2 as a proportion of the

total, they have a relatively constant amount of EMMA-Mmp2 in the active and inactive

states over time after the heat shock. Phenanthroline has exactly the opposite effect to

what I had predicted.

Phenanthroline will inhibit general metalloproteases (not just MMPs) and may fur-

ther have three other modes of affecting the biology of the developing embryos. First, it is

a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, and there are pathways through which it may have a

toxic effect. ELLIS and CRAWFORD 2016 showed that its toxic effects occurred at a much
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higher concentration than required for its inhibition of angiogenesis or the migration of

neural crest. Secondly, it will not only inhibit MMPs, but will also inhibit other metal-

loproteases. Metalloproteases (also called metalloproteinases or metallopeptidases), are a

broad class of proteases that use a metal ion as a cofactor in catalysis. This metal ion is

usually zinc (as in the case of MMPs), but may also be cobalt, manganese, nickel or copper

(SALVESEN and RAWLINGS 2012). Other ECM enzymes can also require metal ion cofac-

tors, such as lysyl oxidase which requires copper (GANSNER et al. 2007). Phenanthroline

has different affinities for each of these metal cofactors, but may interfere with a host

of enzymes, and could, further, be inhibiting the protease responsible for the suspected

cleavage of GFP (discussed in Section 3.4). Thirdly, phenanthroline can also chelate other

divalent cations such as iron (BARBOUTI et al. 2001), or calcium and may therefore have

broad and unpredictable effects on cellular signaling and metabolism.

5.3 Dissection of Phenanthroline Phenotype

Are the altered processing dynamics under phenanthroline treatment due to some of the

’off-target’ effects of the drug? First, phenanthroline is inhibiting a whole host of other

proteases, which may impair protein recycling mechanisms. To try and find similar pheno-

types, I treated with MG-132, a proteasome inhibitor that has been used to treat zebrafish

embryos before (DAROCZI et al. 2009; WINDER et al. 2011), EDTA, another ion chelator,

and chloroquine, an autophagy inhibitor (MATHAI et al. 2017). Though the proteasome

is not a direct target of phenanthroline, its inhibition might have a similar effect on intra-

cellular EMMA-Mmp2, and chloroquine should affect protein recycling via the endocytic

pathway. EDTA, an alternative metal ion chelator, might mimic some of the off-target ion

chelation effects.

EDTA had no effect on the processing of EMMA-Mmp2 over time. Just as with the

controls, the proportion of the middle intermediate band stayed relatively constant over
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time and the proportion of active EMMA-Mmp2 decreased over time with a coincident

increase in the proportion of full-length EMMA-Mmp2 (Figures 5.2). Though the treat-

ment did not diverge meaningfully from the control, the controls do behave somewhat

differently to the phenanthroline treatment (Figure 5.1) and the controls in Chapter 3. The

active and inactive bands start at similar proportions to the phenanthroline control and this

remains consistent over time. The intermediate band, however, makes up a much larger

proportion of the total signal, shifting the proportions of the other two bands slightly lower.

In the case of the MG-132 experiment, there is again no treatment effect (Figure

5.3). The band proportions have very similar slopes over time to the controls from Figure

5.1, however the starting proportions are somewhat different. These embryos started with

a higher proportion of active EMMA-Mmp2 than any of the other treatments. Differences

between controls suggest methodological variations.

The divergence of the MG-132 and EDTA controls are likely due to slight differ-

ences in embryo ages or in the collection process. I sort embryos using a dissecting mi-

croscope on the bench after collection, and the time this takes can vary, as does room

temperature (our lab RT varies from 16°C in the winter to, at times, 30°C in the summer).

This results in some unavoidable shifts in developmental age relative to chronological age.

The EDTA treatments were administered by yolk injection, which is a significant differ-

ence from the other two treatments, and were collected slightly later in development (heat

shock at 24 hpf instead of 22 hpf). I suspect that the increase in the proportion of the

intermediate band could be due to a response to injury in these embryos.

The chloroquine experiment yielded a marginal difference between treatments and

controls (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4). Chloroquine causes a slight decrease in the active pro-

portion of EMMA-Mmp2 as a result of treatment. This effect is the opposite of phenan-

throline’s increase in active EMMA-Mmp2, and again opposite to the effect I expected. I

therefore have no additional support for the theory that phenanthroline could be inhibiting

protein turnover, but these three treatments together suggest there are surprising dynam-
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ics of Mmp2 production, activation and recycling that must depend at least in part on

metalloproteases and the endocytic pathway.

5.4 Phenanthroline Affects Activation Patterns

Total protein on a western erases all spatial information about activation, and therefore

may mask meaningful biological effects in specific structures during development. An

increase in one location could be accompanied by a decrease in activation in another loca-

tion such that on a western it looks like Mmp2 activation has not been affected. Looking

instead at the patterns of activation under phenanthroline treatment, I see a mild effect

on activation in the notochord, a dampening of activation in the surrounding mesoderm

and a decrease in the activation in the posterior ventral mesoderm. The EMMA assay im-

munostain is a relative assay, and therefore it does not provide information about absolute

differences in activation, only differences in relative patterning within an embryo.

For a set of whole mount immunostains that describe the response of EMMA-Mmp2

activation to phenanthroline treatment, Table 5.3 summarizes scored features. Based on

Ellis and Crawford (2016), the 100 µM concentration could be having a toxic effect due

to phenanthroline’s polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon structure, whereas the 10 µM con-

centration should have more moderate toxic effects and instead effects related to phenan-

throline’s ability to inhibit metalloproteases should predominate. In all cases, it seems like

they have very similar effects on the activation patterns of EMMA-Mmp2, differing only

in extent. See Figure 5.5 for micrographs that illustrate representative embryos for each

feature. Phenanthroline decreases the activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in the posterior tip of

the notochord (PNA). Almost all of the 100 µM phenanthroline treated embryos do not

have a significant activation signal in the last 100 µm of the notochord (example in Figure

5.5E), while most of the controls do (example in Figure 5.5F). This same phenotype of

a reduction in activation can also be seen in the posterior ventral mesoderm (Figure 5.6).
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The control embryos for this experiment were not entirely consistent with what I am used

to seeing at this age, in that they seemed to have a diffuse activation that extended radially

from the notochord (feature described by Figure 5.5G–I). I would suspect this staining

pattern to be indicative of poor antibody penentration (see appendix E), however the pat-

tern was affected by phenanthroline (Table5.3C). Phenanthroline treated embryos had a

decrease in peri-notochordal activation that resulted in a more distinct contrast between

activation in the notochord and the surrounding tissue . Signal strength was not signif-

icantly associated with treatment (Table 5.3), so the diffuse pattern is unlikely to be an

artifact of EMMA-Mmp2 induction level.

Phenanthroline treatment had a minor effect on the extent of notochord activation,

and a stronger effect on the activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in the peri-notochordal tissue.

These are suggestive effects, but because of the possible multivalent effects of phenan-

throline, it is hard to interpret this data as pointing to a specific activation mechanism.

5.5 MMP Inhibition Does Not Have A Detectable Effect

on EMMA-Mmp2 Processing

I turned to the matrix metalloproteinase inhibitor GM6001 for its ability to inhibit specif-

ically the MMP family of proteases. By inhibiting only the MMP family, I predicted I

would recapitulate some of phenanthroline’s effect on activation of EMMA-Mmp2 to de-

termine if a subset of its effects are due to MMP inhibition. GM6001 is a semi-broad

spectrum MMP inhibitor, with a range of specificities for metalloproteases (see Section

5.1).

Treatment with GM6001 does not produce a consistent effect on the processing of

EMMA-Mmp2 in 1 day old embryos. My first total protein extraction experiments showed

an increase in the amount of active EMMA-Mmp2 with GM6001 treatment, counter to the

expected result but consistent with the phenanthroline results. Anecdotally, GM6001 has
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trouble infiltrating past the enveloping layer (EVL) of early embryos (Bryan D. Crawford,

pers. comm.), and the EVL is present until hatching (in trout: BOUVET 1976). To attempt

to circumvent this problem, I used both bathing experiments and injections of GM6001

into the yolk. I did not find a consistent effect of GM6001 treatment on the activation of

EMMA-Mmp2 using either method. Some experiments yielded an increase in the activa-

tion of EMMA-Mmp2 under GM6001 conditions (indicated by a positive percent differ-

ence), while others resulted in no discernible effect and still others caused a decrease in

activation (Table 5.4). There seems to be a small, but persistent, effect on the proportion

of the intermediate EMMA-Mmp2 for the 1 day old embryos, which would be consistent

with inhibition of the final auto-activation step.

The differences among the 2 day old embryos are not consistent with inhibition of

auto activation, and instead show a decrease in the intermediate and a coincident increase

in the inactive form of EMMA-Mmp2 as a proportion of the total. This is consistent with

the more commonly cited model (Section 1.9) in which the first step of activation (inactive

to intermediate) is the proteolytic cleavage by MMP-14, and so gives an indication that

the metalloprotease-dependent activation mechanism may have a larger role to play at

this later stage of development. In no case, however, do I see a significant difference in

the proportion of active EMMA-Mmp2, which suggests that the first step of activation is

potentially not the rate-limiting driver of activation, even when the canonical mechanism

is in play.

Patterns of activation are not affected by GM6001 treatment (Table 5.5). Examples

of scored features are presented in Figure 5.7. There is variation in the notochord activa-

tion, but a statistically significant effect of GM6001 only on signal strength. The lack of

effect is consistent with the total protein data (Table 5.5) from 1 day old embryos.
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5.6 Serine Protease Inhibition Reduces Activation of EMMA-

Mmp2 in the Notochord

Serine proteases are found both intracellularly and extracellularly. They are best known

as digestive enzymes, with trypsin and chymotrypsin as the archetypes. Serine proteases

are also required for blood coagulation and during an immune response, where they par-

ticipate in a proteolytic cascade of zymogen activation. Serine protease inhibition causes

defects in tail development (DI CERA 2009). They have roles in protein recycling intra-

cellularly, and they are mobilized by pathogens to degrade host tissue as part of invasion.

The roles of serine proteases are most commonly associated with clotting or digestion (as

in YOUSEF et al. 2003), or associated with cancer such as with prostate-specific antigen

(CATALONA 2014), but also have roles in tissue homeostasis and development (Section

1.3.1.1). Because in HT-1080 fibrosarcoma cells, the serine protease plasmin is involved

in the activation of MMP-2 (MAZZIERI et al. 1997; MONEA et al. 2002) and a suite of

serine proteases are capable of activating MMP-2 in HUVEC cells (SHAMAMIAN et al.

2001), I treated the EMMA-Mmp2 fish with AEBSF, a serine protease inhibitor.

There is considerable variation in the severity of the response to AEBSF within a

given treatment, and replication of treatment conditions was problematic due to the effect

of pH on the short half-life of AEBSF. At high concentrations, AEBSF can cause severe

necrosis in the tail that results in almost no discernible normal tail anatomy, while treat-

ment at moderate concentrations causes a variation in defects that range from mild bends

to more severe tail kinks (Figure 5.8). The severity of tail defects increases in response

to increasing concentration of AEBSF (Figure 5.8). Treatment with AEBSF has a statis-

tically significant effect on the straightening of the tail as measured by the radius of tail

curvature (Figure 5.9).

The effect that AEBSF has on tail anatomy is accompanied by a reduction in the

activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in the tail. In severe phenotype responses, the notochord is
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hard to distinguish from the rest of the tail because the tails are so twisted and this makes

it difficult to mount these embryos on a slide (Figure 5.10), but I see no evidence at any

focal planes of the characteristic activation of EMMA-Mmp2 found at this stage in any of

the three treatment examples (D–F).

AEBSF affects total signal intensity (Table 5.6). As indicated in the last chapter, this

does not generally change the patterns of activation, but it does mean that when scoring

I had to be very careful to score within-embryo differences in activation intensity, and

not between-embryo variation. In embryos with low signal it is harder to distinguish

some activation patterns, so my scoring of the activation patterns in the highest treatment

concentrations has a higher error rate.

During my scoring process, some of the the set of initial features of EMMA-Mmp2

activation I selected were only found in one embryo (Figure 5.11), while others ended up

being invariant across all embryos. Notochord feature archetypes are described in Figure

5.12. Summarizing the characteristics that varied amongst the embryos, the most promis-

ing character was reduced activation in the notochord with AEBSF treatment (NCA, Ta-

ble 5.7A). I abandoned scoring the notochord line (NCL) and notochord boundary (NBA)

activation because they were much more difficult characters to score consistently from

embryo to embryo. The notochord line followed a similar trend to the overall activation

of the notochord, while the notochord boundary did not have an early indication of an

effect and was particularly difficult to distinguish in embryos with low overall signal. I

increased resolution along the notochord to catch more subtle phenotypes, as the distance

at which EMMA-Mmp2 activation dropped off along the posterior notochord seemed to

vary. Notochord activation does not extend as far along the posterior notochord in AEBSF

treated embryos (Table 5.7B and C). The number of embryos with a reduction in notochord

EMMA-Mmp2 activation increases with increasing concentration of AEBSF.

As I mentioned earlier, AEBSF has a relatively short half-life that is affected by pH.

When we make up our embryo rearing media, its pH ranges between 7.2 and 7.5. AEBSF
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has a half-life of 6 hours under cell culture conditions (pH 7.0, 37°C), that decreases with

increasing temperature and/or pH (HUANG et al. 2018). The actual half-life under my

experimental conditions will be slightly longer because of the lower temperature, but our

ERM often has a pH as high as 7.5, which at 37°C reduces half-life to 2.5 hours. I add

the AEBSF just before heat shock, and then collect and fix embryos four hours after heat

shock, so by the experimental endpoint of the experiment, the concentration of AEBSF

could have dropped by as much as half. In Table 5.7, I did not control for pH in sub-

tables A and B. Data for 5.7A were collected without a record of pH, but in Table 5.7B

embryos were treated in ERM with a pH of 7.4. This is likely to explain why the higher

concentrations of Table 5.7B have a similar effect size to those from Table 5.7C, where

the pH of the ERM was specifically adjusted to 7.0 to account for the short half-life of the

drug. Speculatively, the ERM used for the experiment in Table 5.7A was likely close to 7.

Ultimately, concentration is not comparable between different experiments.

The other possible confounding factor is the age at which the embryos were treated.

The process of tail uncurling is incredibly dynamic over a very small time scale: it oc-

curs over 6-8 hours during normal zebrafish development at standard raising temperatures.

Time post fertilization is not a good metric to use to attempt to stage-match embryos, as

can be seen by the effect size difference between Table 5.7A and C. They were treated

and heat-shocked at the same time ’post-fertilization’, however the developmental stage

of the embryos differed at the experimental endpoint. The fish spawn for up to an hour

after the lights come on, which can introduce an initial difference in actual fertilization

time, and our fish system water is generally cooler than standard embryo raising temper-

atures. Therefore, depending on when I was able to collect embryos, and also how long

they were at lab room temperature for sorting and counting, developmental delays can

easily be introduced.

Serine protease inhibition causes a persistent reduction in the activation of EMMA-

Mmp2 in the notochord, and a coincident disruption of the proper extension of the tail.
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Several experiments I carried out had no phenotypic effect (data not collected), but due

to AEBSF’s short half life and the effect on it of pH, as well as the highly time-sensitive

response of tail curvature, I feel justified in ignoring experiments where I did not control

pH or adjust concentrations accordingly. The differences between tail curvature effects

in Figure 5.9A and B (associated with the scored sets in Table 5.7B and C respectively),

cannot be reliably explained by concentrations of inhibitor because of the variation in pH

and thus the half-life of AEBSF. A delay of a couple of hours in development, however,

could explain why one experiment might show a much larger effect than another. The third

treatment (Table 5.7C, Figure 5.9B) was treated too late for the inhibitor to have the same

effect on tail curvature as the previous treatment even though the activation of EMMA-

Mmp2 was affected to a similar extent. The remodelling of the notochord is happening

before as well as during the uncurling of the tail, and the critical remodelling in the tail

that is required for proper elongation must be happening between 18 and 22 hpHS.

5.7 Summary of Results

Notochord elongation requires the regulated restriction of notochord expansion by a collagen-

rich extracellular matrix sheath, which constrains the force generated by the inflating vac-

uoles to extend the notochord only in the anterior to posterior axis. The establishment

and straightening of the notochord happen from gastrulation until approximately 28 hpf in

zebrafish. The role that MMPs may play in the maturation of the notochord sheath is as

yet unknown.

I proposed in the last chapter that Mmp2 is involved in this process, and in this

chapter I have strengthened and added to that assertion. The inhibition of serine proteases

diminishes the activation of EMMA-Mmp2, and also has a severe effect on the develop-

ment of tail curvature, often resulting in kinked notochords. I propose that active Mmp2

is required for proper notochord elongation. There are limitations on how direct this ef-
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fect could be: the serine protease involved could be activating a host of other proteases,

and the activation of Mmp2 is a small part of this. The serine protease (or proteases) in

question may also not be directly activating Mmp2, but instead controlling a proteolytic

cascade that ends up activating Mmp2. Morpholino knock-downs of Mmp2 in zebrafish

resulted in severely disrupted body-axis elongation but also widespread necrosis and mor-

phological defects (ZHANG et al. 2003), such that Mmp2’s role in specific developmental

processes was difficult to interpret.

In the introduction (Section 1.5.1), I introduced the importance of LOX to noto-

chord elongation, as well as the requirement for its proteolytic activation. Importantly,

the sequestration of its cofactor, copper, and/or inhibition of LOX itself can cause noto-

chord undulations (TILTON et al. 2006; ANDERSON et al. 2007; GANSNER et al. 2007)

not unlike what I see with AEBSF treatment. There are two important but divergent inter-

pretations of my data in this light. First, the serine protease inhibitor may be inhibiting the

activator of LOX directly, in which case the notochord phenotype is connected to a loss

of LOX activity, and the reduction in Mmp2 activation is a separate effect. This would

be most consistent with the work from Lopez-Jimenez et al. (2017) that also shows an

effect of serine protease inhibitors on the processing of LOX in a cull culture model. Al-

ternatively, LOX processing, attributed to ADAMs in an overexpression cell culture model

(ROSELL-GARCÍA et al. 2019), can be carried out by MMP-2 or other metalloproteases

in MMP-2’s activation cascade and the notochord effect is therefore a downstream effect

of the inhibition of Mmp2 activation in the zebrafish notochord. In this latter case, the

data from Lopez-Jimenez et al. can be explained similarly as an indirect inhibition of the

activation of LOX.

Chloroquine, used here for its ability to inhibit autophagy, reduced the proportion

of active Mmp2 in younger embryos. This means that chloroquine induces an increase

in the amount of EMMA-Mmp2 in the inactive and intermediate forms and/or a decrease

in active EMMA-Mmp2. Chloroquine inhibits the turnover of other extracellular proteins
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such as fibronectin (SOTTILE and CHANDLER 2005), and lysosomal vesicles are increas-

ingly implicated as signalling hubs that coordinate extracellular signals and metabolites

(reviewed in TRIVEDI et al. 2020). This suggests that inhibition of lysosomes may signal

for a decrease in the activation of Mmp2, potentially as a mechanism for sensing the rate

of ECM degradation via a build up of ECM metabolites.

I further propose that the most commonly cited activation mechanism of MMP-2,

involving cleavage by MMP-14, is not as critical to the activation of MMP-2 as serine

proteases at this stage of development. The phenotypes caused by phenanthroline are

not recapitulated by GM6001: either GM6001 treatment is not penetrating or the effect of

phenanthroline is not due to its ability to inhibit metalloproteases. Serine proteases are im-

plicated in the activation of MMP-2 in cell culture (MAZZIERI et al. 1997; SHAMAMIAN

et al. 2001; MONEA et al. 2002), and Thrombin and factor Xa, both serine proteases, have

cleavage recognition sites in the propeptide of MMP-2 (Figure 3.4, KOO et al. 2009). It

is time that screens for MMP activation stop using only the correlation between MMP-14

and TIMP-2 protein levels as a proxy for MMP-2 activation.
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5.8 Figures and Tables

Table 5.1: Treatment with phenanthroline increases activation level of EMMA-Mmp2.
Each row represents the western with the lowest standard error between replicate load-
ings for a given experiment. Percentages indicate percent change between phenanthroline
treated samples and control samples, with propagated standard errors from the original
blots. Estimates are coded in red when the difference between treatment was smaller than
the sum of the standard errors of the measurements of the two percentages. Averages
are presented with their 95% confidence interval to represent variation between experi-
ments. Entries that have a larger treatment difference than their 95% confidence interval
are bolded.

Percentages
Age hpHS Inactive Intermed. Active

1d 4.5 −10.6± 5.0 4.3± 2.1 6.3± 4.9
1d 4.5 −8.5± 4.5 5.6± 2.0 3.0± 4.8
1d 4.5 −12.0± 8.4 1.5± 1.5 10.6± 7.3
1d 5.5 −25.6± 4.1 3.7± 2.4 21.8± 4.5
1d 5.5 −13.3± 5.5 9.2± 1.0 4.0± 5.2
1d 5.5 −0.5± 7.1 5.5± 2.2 −5.0± 5.7

averages −11.7± 6.5 5.0± 2.1 6.8± 7.2

2d 4.5 −18.8± 4.8 −8.4± 3.7 27.2± 2.8
2d 4.5 −13.9± 4.9 −10.2± 2.6 24.2± 3.2
2d 4.5 −30.3± 2.5 −14.2± 2.1 44.5± 3.0
2d 5.5 −4.6± 6.6 −1.4± 3.1 6.0± 3.6
2d 5.5 −21.1± 7.4 −12.1± 1.8 33.2± 7.1
2d 5.5 −25.8± 3.5 −12.6± 4.1 38.4± 5.6

averages −19.1± 7.3 −9.8± 3.7 28.9± 10.8
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Figure 5.1: Phenanthroline affects EMMA-Mmp2 processing. Total protein and western
blot for time course comparing the processing of EMMA-Mmp2 over time between con-
trols and embryos treated with 100 µM phenanthroline (A). First lane on western consists
of embryos without a heat shock. Control embryos accumulate a higher proportion of in-
active Mmp2 over time than do phenanthroline treated embryos (B). Total EMMA-Mmp2
detected does not vary meaningfully between control and phenanthroline treatment. Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals on the mean from four replicate westerns of the
same experiment.
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Figure 5.2: EDTA does not affect EMMA-Mmp2 processing. Total protein and western
blot (A) for a time course comparing the processing of EMMA-Mmp2 in vehicle controls
and embryos treated with EDTA. Band proportions plotted by treatment (B).
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Figure 5.3: MG-132 does not affect EMMA-Mmp2 processing. Total protein and western
blot (A) for a time course comparing the processing of EMMA-Mmp2 in vehicle controls
and embryos treated with a proteasome inhibitor (10 µM MG-132).
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Table 5.2: Inhibition of autophagy using 50 µM chloroquine slightly reduces active
EMMA-Mmp2 in 1 day old embryos, but has no meaningful effect on 2 day old embryos.
Each row represents the western with the lowest standard error between replicate loadings
from a different experiment. Percentages indicate percent change between chloroquine
treated samples and control samples, with propagated standard errors from the original
blots. Estimates are coded in red when the difference between treatment was smaller than
the sum of the standard errors of the measurements of the two percentages. Averages
are presented with their 95% confidence interval to represent variation between experi-
ments. Entries that have a larger treatment difference than their 95% confidence interval
are bolded.

Percentages
Age hpHS Inactive Intermed. Active

1d 4.5 6.0± 3.6 2.7± 2.2 −8.7± 3.3
1d 4.5 −5.5± 3.9 0.8± 1.8 4.7± 4.9
1d 4.5 7.5± 8.0 6.8± 1.5 −14.3± 6.9
1d 5.5 −1.5± 5.1 1.2± 2.1 0.3± 5.3
1d 5.5 3.1± 5.6 7.3± 1.5 −10.4± 4.8
1d 5.5 10.5± 4.0 5.1± 3.1 −15.7± 3.8

3.4± 4.8 4.0± 2.3 −7.4± 6.5

2d 4.5 1.4± 5.4 0.8± 3.5 −2.2± 2.6
2d 4.5 0.8± 5.0 −0.6± 2.7 −0.2± 2.5
2d 4.5 0.0± 3.3 −2.2± 2.8 2.2± 4.8
2d 5.5 1.6± 5.6 −1.6± 2.4 0.1± 3.3
2d 5.5 4.2± 7.3 −0.5± 2.4 −3.7± 5.7
2d 5.5 3.6± 4.2 1.7± 4.3 −5.2± 6.2

1.9± 1.3 −0.4± 1.2 −1.5± 2.2
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Figure 5.4: Chloroquine does not affect EMMA-Mmp2 processing. Total protein and
EMMA-Mmp2 westerns (A) of samples collected from embryos heat shocked at 24 and
48 hpf with and without treatment of 50 µM chloroquine. Band proportions plotted by
treatment (B). Error bars represent 95% confidence interval of measurement calculated
from the variation of signal amongst three blots of the same samples.
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Table 5.3: Notochord and surrounding activation of EMMA-Mmp2 are affected by treat-
ment with phenanthroline. Activation does not extend as far into the posterior end of the
tail (PNA) in phenanthroline treated embryos as controls (28 hpf, A). Abbreviations of fea-
tures as follows: EMMA-Mmp2 activation in the anterior tail notochord (ANA), notochord
activation posterior to the end of the notochord extension (MNA), notochord activation in
the posterior tip of the notochord (PNA) and discs of EMMA-Mmp2 accumulation in
the notochord (NCR). Diffuse activation patterns were found disproportionately in control
embryos (B), and signal strength was not affected by treatments (C).

A: Notochord Activation n ANA MNA PNA NCR

Vehicle 18 18 18 16 0
10 µM 14 14 13 7 0
100 µM 13 12 12 1 3

p-value 0.2840 0.4966 <0.0001 0.0191

B: Diffuse Signal n mild moderate severe

Vehicle 18 4 5 9
10 µM 14 8 4 2
100 µM 13 11 2 0

p-value 0.0045

C: Signal Strength n very low low normal high

Vehicle 18 0 5 11 2
10 µM 14 3 3 8 0
100 µM 13 3 3 7 0

p-value 0.3003
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Figure 5.5: Representative features for phenanthroline dose response EMMA-Mmp2 acti-
vation patterns. Comparison of signal strength range (A–D), embryo with no posterior no-
tochord activation (E) and one with posterior notochord activation (F). Notochord was not
always distinct from the surrounding mesoderm: this diffuse activation was also scored,
with representative samples (G–I). Notochord for mild diffuse activation has a colour dis-
tinct from the nearby mesoderm, but the mesoderm has a clear overarching gradient of
activation that decreases radially (H). Scalebar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 5.6: EMMA-Mmp2 activation associated with hematopoetic cells is reduced by
treatment with phenanthroline. Diffuse activation in the mesoderm is visible in the controls
(A), especially A4–A6, and it slightly obscures the cells in this region. Activation pattern
in A2 is represented in several embryos from the 10 µM treatment (B), but none of the
100 µM treatment (C). Scalebar represents 100 µm.
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Table 5.4: Inhibition of matrix metalloproteases using GM6001 has no consistent effect
on total activation of EMMA-Mmp2. Each row represents the western with the lowest
standard error between replicate loadings from a given experiment. Percentages indicate
percent change between GM6001 treated samples and control samples, with propagated
standard errors from the original blots, and n indicates the number of times the sample
was loaded on the western. Estimates are coded in red when the difference between treat-
ment was smaller than the sum of the standard errors of the measurements of the two
percentages. Averages are presented with their 95% confidence interval to represent vari-
ation between experiments. Entries that have a larger treatment difference than their 95%
confidence interval are bolded.

Percentages
Method n Age Inactive Intermed. Active

injection 6 MS −2.7± 3.3 2.0± 2.0 0.7± 2.3

injection 4 1d −3.0± 2.2 −7.1± 0.8 10.2± 2.7
injection 3 1d 3.8± 2.6 1.8± 0.6 −5.5± 2.6
injection 4 1d −5.4± 2.4 −2.4± 0.7 7.7± 2.7
injection 6 1d 12.1± 2.8 6.3± 0.9 −18.4± 2.9

averages 1.9± 7.7 −0.4± 5.6 −1.5± 12.9

bathing 3 1d −2.0± 2.6 0.7± 1.6 1.3± 2.8
bathing 3 1d −6.4± 3.1 −0.5± 1.4 6.9± 2.4
bathing 3 1d 1.7± 3.2 2.9± 1.8 −4.6± 3.5
bathing 3 1d −7.6± 3.3 1.6± 1.5 6.0± 4.1
bathing 3 1d −5.1± 4.2 1.7± 0.7 3.4± 4.1
bathing 3 1d 7.2± 5.8 4.0± 1.3 −11.2± 4.6
bathing 3 1d 15.5± 3.0 2.7± 1.7 −18.2± 2.1

averages 0.5± 6.2 1.9± 1.1 −2.3± 7.0

injection 6 2d −0.7± 1.1 1.1± 1.1 −0.4± 0.7

bathing 3 2d 6.4± 4.7 −5.6± 3.1 −0.8± 2.3
bathing 3 2d 5.3± 4.6 −5.4± 2.0 0.1± 2.7
bathing 3 2d 12.2± 4.2 −7.7± 2.2 −4.4± 2.2
bathing 3 2d 15.0± 5.7 −7.6± 1.4 −7.5± 5.0
bathing 3 2d −3.6± 1.5 0.6± 0.9 3.0± 2.3
bathing 3 2d 2.3± 2.1 −0.2± 3.2 −2.1± 5.1

averages 6.3± 5.4 −4.3± 2.9 −1.9± 2.9
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Table 5.5: GM6001 treatment does not have the same effect as phenanthroline. Notochord
activation (NCA) is reduced by treatment of phenanthroline in young embryos and unaf-
fected by GM6001 treatment (20 hpf). There is no significance to the effect that GM6001
has on the notochord boundary activation (NBA). In these younger embryos, none of them
had activation in the posterior notochord (PNA), unlike in the phenanthroline treatment
described in Table 5.3. A larger sample size experiment still has no detectable effect on
activation patterns (B), but GM6001 does affect signal strength (C). Embryos for larger
sample size experiment were slightly older (28 hpf).

A: Pilot Features n NCA PNA NBA

Vehicle 6 6 0 6
50 µM GM6 6 6 0 3
100 µM PHN 6 2 0 2

p-value 0.0058 – 0.0479

B: Notochord features n MNA PNA NCR

Vehicle 18 16 13 1
50 µM GM6 17 17 16 0

p-value 0.1569 0.0858 0.3241

C: Signal Strength n very low low mid high

Vehicle 18 3 9 5 1
50 µM GM6 17 0 2 6 9

p-value 0.0030
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Figure 5.7: Representative features for GM6001’s effect on EMMA-Mmp2 activation pat-
terns. Comparison of signal strength range (A–D), embryo with no posterior notochord
activation (E) and one with posterior notochord activation (F). Scalebar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 5.8: AEBSF disrupts tail straightening. Vehicle control embryos sometimes have
defects in tail uncurling (A1), but most often exhibit a notochord that is straight with a
gentle curve at the end (A2, A3) at 28 hpf. Small doses of AEBSF (B–C) cause minor de-
fects in the bend at the tip of the tail, and larger doses cause increased twists and defects in
the tails (D–E). Embryos imaged are EMMA-Mmp2 negative embryos from the treatment
scored and summarized in 5.7C. Scalebar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 5.9: AEBSF affects tail curvature. Left plot indicates tail curvatures measured from
endpoint embryos treated at 20–22 hpHS (scored in Table 5.7B), and right plot indicates
embryos treated at 22–24 hpHS (scored in Table 5.7C).
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Figure 5.10: Kinked notochord morphology obscures EMMA-Mmp2 signal. Embryos at
28 hpf treated with a vehicle control (A–C) or with 1 mM AEBSF (D–F). Prime symbols
indicate different focal planes from a stack of the same embryo. Arrows indicate notochord
activation of EMMA-Mmp2 (I) and locations where notochord is evident but activation is
not (II). Scale bar indicates 200 µm.
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Table 5.6: Signal strength is affected by serine protease inhibition. Tallies of embryos
with normal, low and very low signal strength by treatment concentration. Scored blindly
from the same set as Table 5.7C.

C n very low low normal

Vehicle 24 1 10 13
0.1 mM 24 3 18 3
0.5 mM 23 6 13 4
1.0 mM 24 7 13 4

p-value 0.005

Figure 5.11: Activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in the floor plate cells of a single embryo. Floor
plate cells are often visible (A), but were only activating EMMA-Mmp2 in one case (B).
Scalebar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 5.12: Examples of notochord features scored in Table 5.7A. Activation in the tail
notochord (NCA) is similar to or weaker than activation in the surrounding mesoderm (A-
C) or stronger than the surrounding mesoderm (D-F). Other features that vary are increased
activation at the outer boundaries of the notochord (NBA, indicated by I) or increased
activation in the very centre of the notochord (NCL, indicated by II) as compared with the
rest of the notochord. Notochord boundaries and notochord centre line are often present
in the same embryos, but not always. Scale bar indicates 100 µm.
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Table 5.7: Serine protease inhibition consistently affects activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in
the notochord. Tallies of embryos presenting positive features from a dose response curve
of the serine protease inhibitor AEBSF. Feature abbreviations are as follows: notochord
activation stronger than surrounding mesoderm (NCA), activation down the central line
of the notochord (NCL), notochord boundary activation stronger than notochord inter-
nal (NBA), and floorplate cell activation stronger than surrounding mesoderm (FCA) for
the pilot (A). For the second two experiments (B,C), only notochord features were docu-
mented: anterior tail notochord activation (ANA), mid tail notochord activation (MNA),
posterior notochord activation (PNA) and notochord ring or disc presence (NCR). Embryo
rearing medium pH was adjusted down to 7.0 for C, from the usual 7.2-7.5 to increase
AEBSF longevity. All sets were scored blindly. P values presented are from chi square
tests, alpha significance level was adjusted with a Bonferroni adjustment, and the Cramer’s
V statistic to measure effect size is included.

A n NCA NCL NBA FCA

Vehicle 8 7 7 3 1
0.1 mM 6 1 2 3 0
0.5 mM 4 2 3 2 0
1.0 mM 5 1 2 2 0

p-value 0.03001 0.9574 0.1362 0.5807
V 0.62 0.53 0.13 0.31

B n ANA MNA PNA NCR

Vehicle 24 23 20 12 4
1.2 mM 24 22 19 8 3
1.5 mM 24 24 18 11 4
2.0 mM 24 23 13 2 4
3.0 mM 24 21 7 2 0

p-value 0.0996 <0.0001 0.0003 0.1967
V 0.23 0.50 0.40 0.20

C n ANA MNA PNA NCR

Vehicle 24 18 17 15 1
0.1 mM 24 15 15 11 4
0.5 mM 23 8 4 2 6
1.0 mM 24 12 8 4 7

p-value 0.0372 0.0005 0.0002 0.1170
V 0.30 0.44 0.47 0.25
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Conclusion

In this thesis I have shown that Mmp2 is activated by serine proteases, and to a lesser extent

metalloproteases, in morphogenetically relevant structures in the developing zebrafish.

My work in this thesis is the first description of patterns of activation of an MMP in a

vertebrate developmental model, and one of few studies to examine activation mechanisms

in the complex in vivo extracellular matrix of a whole organism. I have established the

inducible EMMA-Mmp2 transgenic as a tool to examine the proteolytic processing of

Mmp2 in response to a discrete pulse of expression, and as a descriptive force to guide

further questions about the mechanisms of Mmp2 activation and Mmp2’s role in zebrafish

morphogenesis during development.

6.1 EMMA-Mmp2 is Processed by Several Different En-

dogenous Mechanisms

My work has placed the cell-culture models of MMP-2 activation in a whole organism

context, suggesting that serine protease-reliant mechanisms and metalloprotease-reliant

mechanisms activate Mmp2 differentially with respect to structure and developmental age.

Directly contradictory cell culture and in vitro results in the literature have claimed that

MMP-2 can be activated by plasmin (MONEA et al. 2002) and that plasmin cleavage can-

not activate MMP-2 (BROWN et al. 1993). Similarly, some studies claim MMP-14 activity

is not required for the activation of MMP-2 (MONEA et al. 2002), whereas others claim it
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is the protease directly responsible for cleavage of MMP-2 (STRONGIN et al. 1995). By

studying Mmp2 activation during zebrafish development, I have contributed support for

both sides, and suggest that Mmp2 activation can be carried out by different mechanisms

in different biological contexts. Different cell culture models are likely to, therefore, use

cell-type specific mechanisms to process MMP-2.

My findings in reference to activation mechanisms can be summarized as follows

(Figure 6.1): 1) Inhibition of metalloproteases via GM6001 can inhibit Mmp2 activation

in two day old embryos but not in younger embryos. 2) Inhibition of serine proteases

via AEBSF treatment reduces Mmp2 activation in the notochord during the process of

tail uncurling, and finally, 3) I have shown that Mmp2 activation is affected in a counter-

intuitive manner by the inhibition of autophagy. Chloroquine causes a slight decrease to

the total proportion of EMMA-Mmp2 in the active form, which could indicate feedback

mechanisms that sense MMP activity through metabolites taken up during the process of

autophagy. In this thesis, I provide the first evidence that serine proteases are required for

activation in vivo during early development, and add existing data to the field to support the

requirement of the proteolytic activity of membrane-type MMPs during later development.

6.2 Mmp2 is Activated in Tissues with Dynamic Extra-

cellular Matrix

In this thesis I have also described the structures in which Mmp2 is activated during the

embryonic development of the zebrafish tail. Mmp2 is activated in tissues with complex

and dynamic extracellular matrices, such as somites, notochord, fin fold and epithelium,

as well as associated with specific cells in the caudal hematopoietic tissue. A summary of

activation patterns is provided in Figure 6.2.

I have shown that a direct effect of serine protease inhibition is to cause defects in

tail straightening often accompanied by bending and/or twisted notochords. This pheno-
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typic effect is accompanied by a reduction in the activation of Mmp2 in the notochord,

especially in the posterior end where uncurling is actively happening. I have proposed

that Mmp2 is one of the proteins required for remodelling the notochord sheath during tail

uncurling, and that its function is critical between 18 and 22 hpf. This activation in the

notochord can also be diminished to a lesser extent with the use of the metal ion chelator

phenanthroline, but not with an MMP inhibitor. The strongest evidence I present is for the

requirement of serine proteases for the morphogenetically relevant activation of Mmp2 in

the notochord, which may also be important in either directly or indirectly activating LOX.

The other structures in which Mmp2 is activated are also locations of dynamic ECM

remodelling and growth. The epidermal epithelium of the zebrafish is its first line of de-

fense against pathogens and other irritants, and must therefore successfully create a barrier

consisting of specialized ECM and epithelial cells. Mmp2’s patchwork pattern of local-

ization and activation in the epidermis may be responding to specific forces on cells from

the extracellular matrix in locations where it requires remodelling. Mechanical forces are

known to have outside-in signalling capability likely mediated through integrins, cadherins

and intracellular proteins that link these extracellular receptors with the cytoskeleton such

as vinculin (good review of mechanical forces in development found in: MILLER and

DAVIDSON 2013). In fact, the differentiation of osteoblasts can be induced by mechani-

cal forces that increase the activation of a number of MMPs (BARTHELEMI et al. 2012).

Somite boundaries, sometimes also called myotendinous junctions for their homology to

the ECM rich junctions between muscles and tendons, are made up of two specialized

basement membranes that interact with the muscle cells, and a connective ECM between

them. They exhibit persistent localization and activation of EMMA-Mmp2 that increases

as they mature. The EMMA-Mmp2 transgenic has given us the first confirmation that

Mmp2 in the somite boundaries is also indicative of active protein (see also JEFFREY and

CRAWFORD 2018).

I was not able with any of my data to convince myself that any of my treatments
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had any effect on the activation of Mmp2 in the somite boundaries. The previous work

done to establish this transgenic in our lab showed phenanthroline reduces muscle cell and

somite-boundary activation, but a more specific MMP inhibitor does not (JEFFREY and

CRAWFORD 2018). This is consistent with the reduction of activation in the notochord that

I describe here, though phenanthroline had a less clear effect and I did not see any change

in the somite boundaries. The somite boundary is a location where many MMPs and

TIMPs are found, and its development is known to require cell-matrix adhesion molecules

(GOODY et al. 2015), collagen (CHARVET et al. 2013) and Mmp11 (JENKINS et al. 2016).

Native Mmp2 is present in the somites and somite boundaries at many stages (FALLATA et

al. 2019), and I have shown that it is activated in older somite boundaries. The mechanism

of activation in the somite boundaries remains, however, an open question.

I have demonstrated that in the developing fin folds of the later embryos imaged

in this thesis, there are podosome-like protrusions that are associated with strongly acti-

vated Mmp2. Podosomes share characteristics with invadopodia, and may therefore rep-

resent the non-pathogenic process that cancers co-opt during tissue invasion. Invadopodia

have been reviewed extensively (WEAVER 2006; SALTEL 2011; PAZ et al. 2014), and are

increasingly described as responding to physical stresses (JERRELL and PAREKH 2014;

PAREKH and WEAVER 2016). Invadopodia-like protrusions have also been described in an

in vivo zebrafish model where they are induced by tension from smooth muscles (SEILER

et al. 2012). I suspect that matrix remodelling shares characteristics with invasive cells

and these fin-fold cells are perfectly situated to address that question.

6.3 Limitations

The EMMA assay is limited by our ability to detect the two epitopes. Unfortunately one of

the side effects of using a fluorophore for one of the epitopes is that antibody penetration

can now have a misleading effect on the patterns of activation. The GFP will continue to
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fluoresce in formaldehyde-fixed tissue and, to a lesser extent, even in denaturing fixative.

Therefore if there are any impediments to antibody penetration, this will skew the EMMA

activation map towards a signal that looks active in deeper tissues. For this reason, most

of my work in this thesis is restricted to the tail where the tissues are thinner. This is

something that could be ameliorated by altering fixation and staining methods or through

tissue processing. As a side note, JEFFREY and CRAWFORD 2018 also tried a version of

the epitope mediated tag with two fluorescent epitopes (to enable live as well as in vivo

imaging of Mmp2 activation); however, this version of EMMA-Mmp2 was resistant to

activation likely due to steric hindrance of the large N-terminal addition.

6.4 Future Work

To expand the ability of the EMMA-Mmp2 transgenic to describe the activation patterns

in the deeper tissues of the anterior portion of the embryo, it will be necessary to confirm

that antibody diffusion is not a problem for deeper tissues. To test this definitively, tissue

sections should be compared to whole mount immunostaining to get an accurate diagno-

sis of the extent to which this is a problem. As tissue sections are more difficult to work

with and often have poorer tissue preservation, it would be preferable to return to working

with whole-mount immunostaining. To ameliorate an identified problem with antibody

diffusion, several strategies could be employed: 1) selection of a different secondary an-

tibody against GFP, which unfortunately reduces the flexibility of multichannel detection;

2) dissection of zebrafish before staining to increase surface area to volume ratio and de-

crease tissue thickness; 3) use of nanobodies, popular for their smaller size, instead of

traditional antibodies; or 4) processing of fixed tissues to increase their penetrability with,

for instance, proteinase K antigen retrieval.

Two experiments would directly complement the work in this thesis. Firstly, the

effect that AEBSF has on the processing of EMMA-Mmp2 needs to be described by pro-
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tein extraction and western techniques. The response of the proportion of the intermediate

band to this treatment can tell us more about whether the first and/or second steps rely on

serine proteases. Secondly, a more targeted approach to reducing Mmp14 activity would

ascertain when during development Mmp14 is required for Mmp2 activation. Morpholi-

nos are problematic for their toxic effects, and they are dose dependent. A better solution

would be CRISPR knockouts which could have the flexibility to remove only the catalytic

activity of each of the Mmp14 paralogues in zebrafish. Alternatives would be to use a fu-

rin inhibitor to reduce the activation of all the membrane-type MMPs, but this is likely to

have extensive off-target effects and we know little about the turnover of membrane-type

MMPs, or use more specific inhibitors in concert with genetic modification.

If penetration issues are properly controlled for and/or removed, there is a wealth

of information in the EMMA-Mmp2 transgenic on the roles of Mmp2 in the head of the

developing embryo. MMP-2 is known to be upregulated in the rat and chicken retina

(WANG et al. 2013b; CAMPBELL et al. 2019), and Mmp-14 may have roles in zebrafish

eye development (JANSSENS et al. 2013). There is also the matter of the strong activation

signal that I see in the anterior neural tube and brain (see Appendix D), that I would very

much like to confirm is not an antibody artifact. As the embryo develops, the complexity

of the nervous tissue increases, and if Mmp2 is highly active, this may suggest roles for

Mmp2 in the establishment and maintenance of neural ECM.

The cells in the caudal hematopoietic tissue are a further point of interest in that

they may represent cells on the cusp of invasion and migration. The presumptive stem

cells for hematopoietic tissue in the adult migrate from the caudal hematopoietic tissue to

the posterior blood island beginning from 30 hpf (JIN et al. 2007), just at the time point

at which I see round mesenchymal cells that have begun to activate Mmp2. Confirming

the identity of these cells was not within the scope of my thesis, but one future project

should be to examine the behaviour and expression profiles of these cells to answer the

question of whether they are the same migratory population of cells. These cells would
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offer a beautifully accessible model for migratory mechanisms in development.

I have suggested that the patchwork pattern of activation I see in both the EVL and

the later epidermal epithelium of 2–3 day old embryos could be a response of specific

epithelial cells to stretching and sheer forces. The link between the patchwork pattern

and molecular forces could be tested by inhibiting the coherence of the epithelial sheet

by reducing calcium, which would interfere with cadherins that mediate cell-cell con-

tacts, and/or disrupting the cell-ECM contacts by blocking adhesion to and/or assembly

of laminin. I would expect interference with epithelial sheet cohesion and adherence to

diminish the variation between cells in terms of their activation of Mmp2.

Another question that would be high on my list to answer: is Mmp14 activity re-

quired for the activation of Mmp2 that I see in the podosome-like structures in the tail?

I suspect Mmp14 is important in activating Mmp2 at this stage both because of the work

in Bai et al. (2005) that links Mmp14 activity to Mmp2 activation and wound healing in

the larval tail, and because of the evidence I presented in this thesis that EMMA-Mmp2

processing in two day old embryos is affected by GM6001. Firstly, the homology of these

protrusions to known podosome phenotypes should be confirmed with cytoskeletal imag-

ing (characteristics of podosomes and invadopodia reviewed nicely here: MURPHY and

COURTNEIDGE 2011). I focused my energy on the notochord earlier in development, but

I think perturbing the activation mechanisms of the Mmp2 associated with these cells be-

tween 30 and 50 hpf could determine whether or not the Mmp2 activity associated with the

podosome-like protrusions is involved in the establishment of the actinotrichia. I would

predict that metalloprotease inhibitors will be able to reduce the activation of Mmp2 asso-

ciated with the podosome-like protrusions from mesenchymal fin fold cells. The EMMA-

Mmp2 model could then be used to examine the activation of Mmp2 in a regeneration

model to further support the mechanisms of fin regeneration presented in BAI et al. 2005.

Actinotrichia are the first structures to form at the regenerating edge of a wound, and these

are thought to be part of the guiding signal for where the lepidotrichia, the calcified and
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segmented bone-like rays in adult fins, will form. Understanding more about how the

actinotrichia are remodelled during development may have direct implications for regen-

erative processes.

My exploration of the activation of Mmp2 during zebrafish development has raised

many more questions about both Mmp2 mechanisms of activation and the biological roles

of Mmp2 matrix remodelling required for normal development. I hope that further re-

search using this tool will allow a more nuanced understanding of the basic roles that

Mmp2 plays during development and normal tissue homeostasis. Zebrafish are an ideal

model in which to study the role of this protease, both because of their utility in whole-

mount imaging and their simpler suite of secreted MMPs as compared to mammalian

systems. Knowledge about the roles of MMPs in zebrafish may translate as a general

template for the roles of secreted MMPs, allowing translation into models with a larger

complement, such as humans and mice, where research into specific roles is challenged

by many compensatory mechanisms.
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6.5 Figures

Figure 6.1: Mmp2 is activated by different mechanisms in vivo. In later stages, Mmp2 ac-
tivation is reduced by inhibiting metalloproteases (A), whereas during tail uncurling serine
proteases are required for activation of Mmp2 in the notochord (B). Chloroquine decreases
the proportion of active Mmp2 (C) which could indicate that build up of extracellular de-
bris inhibits the last activation step of Mmp2.
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Figure 6.2: EMMA-Mmp2 is activated in developmentally dynamic structures in the ze-
brafish embryo. Notochord activation is strong during tail uncurling, and is accompanied
by shifting activation patterns in the surrounding mesoderm and early neural tube tissue in
some embryos. Activation is also prominent in maturing somite boundaries, round mes-
enchymal cells in the hematopoeitic tissue and in the neural tube of embryos at 48 hpf and
72 hpf. Notochord localization of EMMA-Mmp2 is reduced in all but the posterior end
at 48 hpf, and is completed abrogated by 72 hpf. Activation is also prominent for isolated
cells in the epidermal epithelium in later stages, and in podosomes protruding from mes-
enchymal cells in the posterior tail fins. Anatomical drawings based on KIMMEL et al.
1990.
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Appendix A

Image Analysis

Intensity-Masked Ratio Script

1 /* Intensity Masked Ratio, Rachael A. Wyatt 2019
2

3 This script is built to process Epitope-Mediated MMP
4 Activation assay data. Two channels, from signals on
5 the N- and C-terminus, can be compared to represent a
6 heat-map of where morphologically proteolytic activation
7 has happened.
8

9 The script processes an RGB Image. The ratio of the
10 green channel to the sum of both signals (red and green)
11 is mapped to a custom spectrum lookup table, and then
12 brightness is adjusted by multiplying the original green
13 signal by the resulting RGB image. This means that

colour↪→

14 is an indication of the ratio (and proteolytic
processing)↪→

15 and the brightness is representative of the total
construct↪→

16 in that area, which gives a rough proxy for strength
17 of support for that assertion.
18

19 */
20

21 setBatchMode(true);
22 version = "IntensityMaskRatio_v5.2.1";
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23 FolderStart = getTime();
24 name=getTitle();
25 // Store scale to re-add after processing
26 getVoxelSize(vx,vy,vz,U);
27 g = name+" (green)";
28 r = name+" (red)";
29 b = name+" (blue)";
30 mask = "mask";
31

32 run("Split Channels");
33

34 current = getTitle();
35 if(current != b){
36 print(version+", Parsing composite image");
37 g = "C2-"+name;
38 r = "C1-"+name;
39 b = "C3-"+name;
40 } else { print(version+", Parsing RGB image");}
41

42 close(b);
43 run("Image Expression Parser (Macro)", "expression=A/(A+B)

a=["+g+"] b=["+r+"] c=None");↪→

44 close(r);
45 rename("ratio");
46 run("Multiply...", "value=0.8"); // Truncates before red at

bottom of spectrum↪→

47 run("EMMA-Spectrum"); // Apply custom LUT
48 run("RGB Color", "slices");
49 rename("ratio");
50 run("Split Channels");
51

52 // Store the original ranges of the red green blue
channels:↪→

53 selectWindow("ratio (red)");
54 getMinAndMax(rmin,rmax);
55 selectWindow("ratio (green)");
56 getMinAndMax(gmin, gmax);
57 selectWindow("ratio (blue)");
58 getMinAndMax(bmin, bmax);
59

60 selectWindow(g);
61 run("Duplicate...", "duplicate");
62 run("32-bit");
63 run("Divide...", "value=255.000 stack");
64 setMinAndMax(0, 1);
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65 run("Square Root", "stack");
66 rename(mask);
67 close(g);
68

69 imageCalculator("Multiply create 32-bit stack", mask,"ratio
(red)");↪→

70 rename("dimred");
71 setMinAndMax(rmin,rmax);
72 close("ratio (red)");
73 //run("8-bit");
74 imageCalculator("Multiply create 32-bit stack", mask,"ratio

(green)");↪→

75 rename("dimgreen");
76 setMinAndMax(gmin,gmax);
77 close("ratio (green)");
78 //run("8-bit");
79 imageCalculator("Multiply create 32-bit stack", mask,"ratio

(blue)");↪→

80 rename("dimblue");
81 setMinAndMax(bmin,bmax);
82 close("ratio (blue)");
83 //run("8-bit");
84 close(mask);
85

86 run("Merge Channels...", "c1=[dimred] c2=[dimgreen]
c3=[dimblue]");↪→

87 selectWindow("RGB");
88 rename("Result_"+name);
89 setVoxelSize(vx,vy,vz,U);
90

91 selectWindow("Result_"+name);
92 print(version,"Time to process file:",

(getTime()-FolderStart)*0.001, "sec");↪→

93 setBatchMode("exit and display");

Custom LUT
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Figure A.1: Custom LUT Figure. Shown are RGB values in red, green and blue lines
respectively. I needed a LUT that spanned most of the spectrum, but did not start and end
in red (making the lowest level of activation confusing with the highest for, especially,
summed projections).
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Table A.1: Custom LUT part I. RGB values for 256 colour lookup table.

Index Red Green Blue

0 255 0 255
1 250 0 255
2 245 0 255
3 240 0 255
4 235 0 255
5 230 0 255
6 225 0 255
7 220 0 255
8 215 0 255
9 210 0 255

10 205 0 255
11 200 0 255
12 195 0 255
13 190 0 255
14 185 0 255
15 179 0 254
16 175 0 255
17 170 0 255
18 165 0 255
19 160 0 255
20 155 0 255
21 150 0 255
22 145 0 255
23 140 0 255
24 135 0 255
25 130 0 255
26 125 0 255
27 120 0 255
28 114 0 255
29 110 0 255
30 105 0 255
31 100 0 255
32 95 0 255
33 89 0 255
34 85 0 255
35 80 0 255
36 75 0 255
37 70 0 255
38 65 0 255
39 60 0 255

...
...

...
...

Index Red Green Blue
...

...
...

...
40 55 0 255
41 49 0 255
42 45 0 255
43 40 0 255
44 34 0 255
45 30 0 255
46 24 0 255
47 20 0 255
48 15 0 255
49 9 0 255
50 5 0 255
51 0 0 255
52 0 4 255
53 0 10 255
54 0 15 255
55 0 19 255
56 0 25 255
57 0 30 255
58 0 34 255
59 0 39 255
60 0 45 255
61 0 49 255
62 0 54 255
63 0 60 255
64 0 65 255
65 0 69 255
66 0 75 255
67 0 80 255
68 0 84 255
69 0 90 255
70 0 95 255
71 0 99 255
72 0 104 255
73 0 110 255
74 0 114 255
75 0 119 255
76 0 125 255
77 0 130 255
78 0 134 255
79 0 140 255
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Table A.2: Custom LUT part II. RGB values for 256 colour lookup table.

Index Red Green Blue

80 0 145 255
81 0 149 255
82 0 155 255
83 0 160 255
84 0 164 255
85 0 170 255
86 0 175 255
87 0 179 255
88 0 185 255
89 0 190 255
90 0 195 255
91 0 199 255
92 0 205 255
93 0 210 255
94 0 214 255
95 0 220 255
96 0 225 255
97 0 229 255
98 0 235 255
99 0 240 255

100 0 244 255
101 0 250 255
102 0 255 255
103 0 255 250
104 0 255 245
105 0 255 240
106 0 255 234
107 0 255 229
108 0 255 225
109 0 255 220
110 0 255 215
111 0 255 210
112 0 255 204
113 0 255 199
114 0 255 195
115 0 255 190
116 0 255 185
117 0 255 180
118 0 255 175
119 0 255 169

...
...

...
...

Index Red Green Blue
...

...
...

...
120 0 255 164
121 0 255 160
122 0 255 155
123 0 255 150
124 0 255 145
125 0 255 139
126 0 255 134
127 0 255 130
128 0 255 125
129 0 255 120
130 0 255 115
131 0 255 110
132 0 255 104
133 0 255 99
134 0 255 95
135 0 255 90
136 0 255 85
137 0 255 80
138 0 255 74
139 0 255 69
140 0 255 65
141 0 255 60
142 0 255 55
143 0 255 50
144 0 255 45
145 0 255 39
146 0 255 34
147 0 255 30
148 0 255 25
149 0 255 20
150 0 255 15
151 0 255 9
152 0 255 4
153 0 255 0
154 4 255 0
155 9 255 0
156 14 255 0
157 20 255 0
158 25 255 0
159 30 255 0
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Table A.3: Custom LUT part III. RGB values for 256 colour lookup table.

Index Red Green Blue

160 34 255 0
161 39 255 0
162 44 255 0
163 49 255 0
164 55 255 0
165 60 255 0
166 65 255 0
167 69 255 0
168 74 255 0
169 79 255 0
170 85 255 0
171 90 255 0
172 95 255 0
173 99 255 0
174 104 255 0
175 109 255 0
176 115 255 0
177 120 255 0
178 125 255 0
179 130 255 0
180 134 255 0
181 139 255 0
182 144 255 0
183 150 255 0
184 155 255 0
185 160 255 0
186 164 255 0
187 169 255 0
188 174 255 0
189 180 255 0
190 185 255 0
191 190 255 0
192 195 255 0
193 199 255 0
194 204 255 0
195 209 255 0
196 215 255 0
197 220 255 0
198 225 255 0
199 229 255 0

...
...

...
...

Index Red Green Blue
...

...
...

...
200 234 255 0
201 239 255 0
202 245 255 0
203 250 255 0
204 255 255 0
205 255 250 0
206 255 245 0
207 255 240 0
208 255 235 0
209 255 230 0
210 255 225 0
211 255 220 0
212 255 214 0
213 255 209 0
214 255 204 0
215 255 199 0
216 255 195 0
217 255 190 0
218 255 185 0
219 255 180 0
220 255 175 0
221 255 170 0
222 255 165 0
223 255 160 0
224 255 154 0
225 255 149 0
226 255 144 0
227 255 139 0
228 255 134 0
229 255 130 0
230 255 125 0
231 255 120 0
232 255 115 0
233 255 110 0
234 255 105 0
235 255 100 0
236 255 95 0
237 255 89 0
238 255 84 0
239 255 79 0
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Table A.4: Custom LUT part IV. RGB values for 256 colour lookup table.

Index Red Green Blue

240 255 74 0
241 255 69 0
242 255 65 0
243 255 60 0
244 255 55 0
245 255 50 0
246 255 45 0
247 255 40 0

...
...

...
...

Index Red Green Blue
...

...
...

...
248 255 35 0
249 255 30 0
250 255 24 0
251 255 19 0
252 255 14 0
253 255 9 0
254 255 4 0
255 255 0 0
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Appendix B

Conservation of Other Predicted

Post-Translational Modifications

Figures B.3 and B.2 of this appendix have been previously published as part of: FAL-
LATA, A. M., WYATT, R. A., LEVESQUE, J. M., DUFOUR, A., OVERALL, C. M., and
CRAWFORD, B. D. (2019). “Intracellular localization in zebrafish muscle and con-
served sequence features suggest roles for gelatinase A moonlighting in sarcomere
maintenance.” Biomedicines 7.4, 93. DOI: 10.3390/biomedicines7040093

Proteolytic cleavage is not the only post translational modification that can be made to

proteins. Other post translational modifications may also have roles to play in controlling

MMP activity, localization and clearance. For extracellular proteins, glycosylation is a

very common modification made during the process of secretion. MMP-9 has confirmed

glycosylation sites that may modulate its activity and binding (VAN DEN STEEN et al.

2006), though MMP-2 glycosylation is not described in the literature. This process is

highly variable and hard to predict, but there are some bioinformatic tools that attempt to

make predictions from a database of known glycosylation sites. It is likely that glycosy-

lation is highly tissue and cell-type specific, and therefore could form another important

level of modulation over MMP activity. There are confirmed glycosylation sites for some

MMPs, but MMP-2 is not among them (BOON et al. 2016).

Phosphorylation is more commonly found as a modification to intracellular proteins,
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but there are a few extracellular or secretory pathway kinases (BORDOLI et al. 2014). Hu-

man MMP-2 is also known to be found inside cells, and can be phosphorylated (SARIAH-

METOGLU et al. 2007).

Methods

Glycosylation analysis

O-glycosylation scores of MMP2 sequences were predicted using the NetOGlyc 4.0 pre-

diction tool (STEENTOFT et al. 2013). These scores were sorted by their position in the

multiple protein alignment of all sequences (MUSCLE 3.8.31, EDGAR 2004), then plotted

by score.

Secretory Signal Analysis

Protein sequences were collected using keyword searches of NCBI Genbank for the pro-

teins of interest. Results of keyword searches were trimmed by hand to only include re-

sults where gene symbol matched the protein in question. The longest protein record was

retrieved for each of these gene IDs. Sequences were trimmed from the corresponding

protein alignments (aligned using MUSCLE 3.8.31, EDGAR 2004) if the starting methio-

nine seemed significantly out of frame from consensus, or if there was a gap of more than

5 amino acids within the first 30 amino acids as compared to consensus sequence (to con-

trol for inappropriate starts due to sequence prediction errors). Some MMPs had more

divergent starting alignments, so trimming was adjusted to best describe the consensus.

SignalP 4.1 scores calculated from models for eukaryotes using the SignalP-noTM neural

networks (NIELSEN 2017).

Statistical differences between groups were assessed using an ANOVA and post-

hoc TukeyHSD test in R. Plots were generated using R. Packages used in this analysis:

agricolae, vioplot (R CORE TEAM 2018; DE MENDIBURU 2019; ADLER 2005).
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Phosphorylation Score Analysis

Phosphorylation scores of MMP2 were predicted using NetPhos (BLOM et al. 2004). A

multiple sequence alignment calculated using MUSCLE (EDGAR 2004) was used to cre-

ate a gap-map to translate the locations of possible phosphorylation sites (exported with

the position in the amino acid sequence) from sequence coordinates into alignment coor-

dinates and then back into the coordinates of a reference sequence (in this case the Danio

rerio sequence). Sites were then restricted to those with scores higher than 0.65 and con-

servation in at least 97% of sequences (202 sequences out of 208). Line segment plot

and domain map with secondary structure were drawn in R (R CORE TEAM 2018), with

aesthetics as used elsewhere for human MMP2 analysis (SARIAHMETOGLU et al. 2007).

Summary

Bioinformatic predictions for O-glycosylation are conserved across many species (Figure

B.1). There are several sites in the propeptide of MMP-2 that have predictions in more than

half of the sequences analyzed, and several less conserved sites in the catalytic domain

that fall roughly aligned with the fibronectin-II repeats. Glycosylation sites in the linker

between the catalytic domain and the hemopexin domain were the most conserved and

also had the highest prediction values overall.

Figures B.3 and B.2 previously appeared in FALLATA et al. 2019. MMP-2 is known

to be present intracellularly in muscle cells, and speculated to have roles related to protein

clearance, especially during exercise (SARIAHMETOGLU et al. 2007). The secretory sig-

nal for MMP-2 is more variable and less confidently predicted by SignalP analysis (Figure

B.2), which could suggest inefficient secretion. Human MMP-2 is phosphorylated (SARI-

AHMETOGLU et al. 2007), and there are several highly conserved phosphorylation sites in

the zebrafish protein (Figure B.2).
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Figure B.1: Several highly conserved glycosylation sites are present in MMP-2. Predicted
glycosylation sites from 181 species are plotted by alignment position and NetOGlyc score
(cut-off of 0.5 for a predicted site). Rough domain structure indicated along the x-axis:
orange for the signal peptide/secretory signal, grey for the propeptide, green for the cat-
alytic domain, and purple for the hemopexin repeats. Conservation indicated along the top
of plot by number of species out of total that have at least one predicted glycosylation site
within the indicated range.
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Figure B.2: Secretory Signal of Mmp2 is Less Recognizable than Secretory Signals of
Other Mmps. SignalP D and S scores of the N-terminal secretory signals from orthologues
of vitronectin (Vtn) and all secreted MMPs. MMPs with scores statistically indistinguish-
able from vitronectin are shown in light blue, and those indistinguishable from Mmp2
(red) are shown in pink. Statistically indistinguishable groups are indicated with letters at
the top of the plot, and the number of orthologues of each protein analyzed is indicated
along the x-axis.
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Figure B.3: Several Phosphorylation Sites are Conserved in Mmp2. Predicted serine
(solid lines), threonine (dashed lines), and tyrosine (dotted lines) phosphorylation sites
conserved in 100% (black), 99% (dark grey), or 97% (light grey) of included Mmp2 or-
thologues are shown with respect to a structural schematic of the gelatinase A protein, il-
lustrating the signal sequence (1–29, orange), propeptide (30–107, grey), catalytic domain
(118–446, green) with fibronectin-like repeats (light green), and hemopexin-like domain
(463–657, purple). Cysteines are indicated with yellow spots, connected by horizontal
lines if they are predicted to participate in intramolecular disulfide bonds. Asterisk indi-
cates residues conserved with the confirmed phosphorylation site from human MMP2.
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Appendix C

Developmental Stages

For quick reference, I’ve included a table of zebrafish developmental stages, duplicated
from the ZFIN website (https://zfin.org). For more detailed drawings of de-
velopmental stages of the zebrafish, see KIMMEL et al. 1990. I generally use hours post
fertilization, but for earlier stages I use stage names. Hopefully this table will prove useful
in connecting the two, as well as connecting my terminology to what may be used in other
contexts.

Period Stage Begins Developmental Landmarks

Zygote 1-cell 0.00 h Cytoplasm streams toward
(0 - 0.75h) animal pole to form blastodisc
Cleavage 2-cell 0.75 h Partial cleavage
(0.75 - 2.25 h) 4-cell 1.00 h 2 X 2 array of blastomeres

8-cell 1.25 h 2 X 4 array of blastomeres
16-cell 1.50 h 4 X 4 array of blastomeres
32-cell 1.75 h 4 X 8 array of blastomeres
64-cell 2.00 h 3 regular tiers of blastomeres

Blastula 128-cell 2.25 h 5 blastomere tiers;
cleavage planes irregular

(2.25 - 5.25 h) 256-cell 2.50 h 7 blastomere tiers
512-cell 2.75 h 9 blastomere tiers; YSL forms
1k-cell 3.00 h 11 blastomere tiers;

single row of YSL nuclei;
asynchronous cell cycle

High 3.33 h >11 blastomere tiers;
blastodisc flattening begins;
YSL nuclei in two

Oblong 3.66 h Blastodisc flattening;
multiple rows of YSL nuclei

Sphere 4.00 h Spherical shape; flat border
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between blastodisc and yolk
Dome 4.33 h Yolk cell bulging toward animal

pole as epiboly begins
30%-epiboly 4.66 h Blastoderm an inverted cup

of uniform thickness
Gastrula 50%-epiboly 5.25 h Blastoderm remains of uniform

thickness
(5.25 - 10.33 h) Germ-ring 5.66 h Germ ring visible from animal

pole; 50%-epiboly
Shield 6.00 h Embryonic shield visible from

animal pole; 50%-epiboly
75%-epiboly 8.00 h Dorsal side distinctly thicker;

epiblast, hypoblast, evacuation
zone visible

90%-epiboly 9.00 h Axis and neural plate;
brain and notochord rudiments

Bud 10.00 h Tail bud prominent; early polster;
100%-epiboly

Segmentation
(somitogenesis)

1-4 somites 10.33 h First somite furrow

(10.33 - 24 h) 5-9 somites 11.66 h Polster prominent; optic vesicle,
Kupffer’s vesicle, neural keel

10-13 somites 14 h Pronephros forms
14-19 somites 16 h EL (embryo length) = 0.9 mm;

otic placode, brain neuromeres
20-25 somites 19 h EL = 1.4 mm; lens, otic vesicle,

hindbrain neuromeres
26+ somites 22 h EL = 1.6 mm; blood islands,

otoliths,
midbrain-hindbrain
boundary

Pharyngula Prim-5 24 h EL = 1.9 mm; early pigmenta-
tion, heartbeat

(24 - 48 h) Prim-15 30 h EL = 2.5 mm; early touch reflex,
retina pigmented

Prim-25 36 h EL = 2.7 mm; early motility,
tail pigmentation

High-pec 42 h EL = 2.9 mm; rudiments of
pectoral fins

Hatching Long-pec 48 h EL = 3.1 mm; elongated pectoral
fin buds

(48 - 72 h) Pec-fin 60 h EL = 3.3 mm; pectoral fin blades
Larval Protruding-

mouth
72 h 3.5 mm total body length

Day 4 96 h 3.7 mm total body length
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Day 5 120 h 3.9 mm total body length; 6 teeth
Day 6 144 h 4.2 mm total body length
Days 7-13 168 h 4.5 mm total body length; 8 teeth
Days 14-20 14 d 6.2 mm total body length;

10 teeth
Days 21-29 21 d 7.8 mm total body length
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Appendix D

Penetration of EMMA Stain

The EMMA-Mmp2 signal in the head is often problematic, and as a result wasn’t included

in my descriptions of development even though there is collagen in the basement mem-

branes between the brain folds and in the developing eyes, nose and ears even in early

stages, and in later stages the jaw and gill structure is initially laid down with collagen. I

am not confident that penetration of the antibodies is not an issue in the head, and because

the GFP has residual fluorescence, there will always be some signal of ’active’ Mmp2

regardless of how well the antibodies penetrate. Penetration problems would therefore

manifest as an increase in activation with tissue depth. The head is one location where ac-

tivation seems to be prevalent (Figures D.1 and D.2). Either EMMA-Mmp2 in the brain is

always active, or the antibodies do not penetrate well, and the resulting signal is an artifact

due to GFP fluorescence.

There were occasionally other datasets that seemed like they might have problems

with the penetration of the antibody. For an example of how this manifests, see Figure D.3.

These datasets were discarded when possible, but in some cases still showed an effect due

to treatment (as in Section 5.4).
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Figure D.1: Activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in the head of 24 hpf embryos. Sections deeper
in the brain always have a higher activation signal than superficial sections. Embryos with
strong expression (A) and medium expression (B) from this sample set had very little to
no inactive EMMA-Mmp2 deep in the brain, while the embryo with a weaker signal (C)
had some detectable HA signal deeper in the brain, and therefore some locations of less
active EMMA-Mmp2. Scale bar represents 100 µm.
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Figure D.2: Activation of EMMA-Mmp2 in the head of 48 hpf embryos is nearly all in
deep tissue. Total EMMA-Mmp2 signal remains relatively constant throughout each sec-
tion for some embryos (A), but for others it drops off internally (B). The HA signal is
simply not detectable in the brain tissue at this stage, so all signal reads as active EMMA-
Mmp2. Superficial EMMA-Mmp2 is less active. Scale bar represents 100 µm.

Figure D.3: Diffuse activation in the body of the embryo can be caused by poor HA
antibody penetration or a lack of deep HA signal. Scalebar represents 200 µm
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Appendix E

Paper Trail for uPA Activation of

MMP-2: A Game of Telephone

This recent paper takes as its central premise that uPA activates MMP-2 in a cascade of
proteolytic activity:

ZHAN, R., LI, X., ZANG, L., and XU, K. (2020). “An Au–Se nanoprobe for the evaluation
of the invasive potential of breast cancer cells via imaging the sequential activation of uPA
and MMP-2.” Analyst 145.3, 1008–1013. DOI: 10.1039/C9AN01830A: “Currently,
there are several studies supporting the urokinase type plasminogen activator (uPA)
and its downstream effectors-matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2) play vital roles in
cancer metastasis.” (TANG and HAN 2013; ARONER et al. 2015; KESSENBROCK et al.
2010). “The mechanism research has indicated that the high expression of uPA in
breast cancer cells can catalyze the inactive plasminogen to active plasmin, which
then promotes the creation and activation of MMP-2, leading to the degradation and
regeneration of the basement membrane and extracellular matrix (ECM), ultimately
resulting in cancer metastasis.” (MALI et al. 2017; HAN et al. 2005)

TANG, L. and HAN, X. (2013). “The urokinase plasminogen activator system in
breast cancer invasion and metastasis.” Biomed Pharmacother 67.2, 179–182. DOI:
10.1016/j.biopha.2012.10.003: “uPA and uPAR initiate the activation
of MMPs as well as the conversion of plasminogen to plasmin” (HUANG et al.
2000)

HUANG, S., NEW, L., PAN, Z., HAN, J., and NEMEROW, G. R. (2000). “Uroki-
nase plasminogen activator/urokinase-specific surface receptor expression and
matrix invasion by breast cancer cells requires constitutive p38α mitogen-
activated protein kinase activity.” J Biol Chem 275.16, 12266–12272. DOI:
10.1074/jbc.275.16.12266: “uPA is a serine protease and, when
bound to its receptor, uPAR, initiates the activation of MMPs as well as
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the conversion of plasminogen to plasmin” (MUSTJOKI et al. 1999; DANO

et al. 1999)

MUSTJOKI, S., ALITALO, R., STEPHENS, R. W., and VAHERI, A. (1999).
“Plasminogen activation in human leukemia and in normal hematopoietic
cells.” APMIS 107.1, 144–149. DOI: 10.1111/j.1699- 0463.
1999.tb01537.x: No mention of MMPs.
DANO, K., ROMER, J., NIELSEN, B. S., BJORN, S., PYKE, C., RYGAARD,
J., and LUND, L. R. (1999). “Cancer invasion and tissue remodeling–
cooperation of protease systems and cell types.” APMIS 107.1, 120–127.
DOI: 10.1111/j.1699-0463.1999.tb01534.x: “Best known
are the plasminogen (Plg) activation system that leads to the forma-
tion of the serine protease plasmin, and a number of matrix metallo-
proteases (MMPs), including collagenases, gelatinases and stromelysins.”
(uncited) “It [plasmin] can also indirectly promote matrix degrada-
tion through an activation of some but not all pro-MMPs” (WERB et
al. 1977; MIGNATTI et al. 1986; MURPHY et al. 1992a)

WERB, Z., MAINARDI, C. L., VATER, C. A., and HARRIS, E. D.
(1977). “Endogenous activation of latent collagenase by rheumatoid
synovial cells.” N Engl J Med 296.18, 1017–1023. DOI: 10.1056/
NEJM197705052961801: Data support activation of collagenase
by plasmin, no mention of gelatinase A
MIGNATTI, P., ROBBINS, E., and RIFKIN, D. B. (1986). “Tumor
invasion through the human amniotic membrane: Requirement for a
proteinase cascade.” Cell 47.4, 487–498. DOI: 10.1016/0092-
8674(86)90613-6: Collagenase and plasmin inhibitors prevent
cell invasion
MURPHY, G., ATKINSON, S. J., WARD, R. V., GAVRILOVIC, J.,
and REYNOLDS, J. J. (1992b). “The role of plasminogen activators
in the regulation of connective tissue metalloproteinases.” Ann NY
Acad Sci 667.1, 1–12. DOI: 10.1111/j.1749-6632.1992.
tb51590.x: “Plasmin failed to activate Mr 72 000 fibroblast
progelatinase even at a concentration of 40 µg mL−1 (equimolar
plasmin:gelatinase)”

ARONER, S. A., ROSNER, B. A., TAMIMI, R. M., TWOROGER, S. S., BAUR, N.,
JOOS, T. O., and HANKINSON, S. E. (2015). “Plasma matrix metalloproteinase 2
levels and breast cancer risk.” Cancer Epidemiol 39.3, 321–327. DOI: 10.1016/
j.canep.2015.02.010: MMP-2 is important in cancer progression (no info
re activation)

KESSENBROCK, K., PLAKS, V., and WERB, Z. (2010). “Matrix Metalloproteinases:
Regulators of the Tumor Microenvironment.” Cell 141.1, 52–67. DOI: 10.1016/
j.cell.2010.03.015: “There are several proteinases that mediate MMP
activation, such as plasmin, furin, or active MMPs” (STERNLICHT and WERB

2001) “Indeed, activation of MMP-2 requires TIMP-2 that is bound to one
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molecule of MMP-14 via its catalytic domain and also is bound to pro-MMP-2
via its hemopexin domain. A second molecule of MMP-14 then catalytically
activates MMP-2” (STRONGIN et al. 1995)

STERNLICHT, M. and WERB, Z. (2001). “How matrix metalloproteinases
regulate cell behavior.” Annu Rev Cell Dev Bi 17, 463. DOI: 10.1146/
annurev.cellbio.17.1.463: Lots about other MMPs that are acti-
vated by plasmin, not MMP-2

STRONGIN, A., COLLIER, I., BANNIKOV, G., MARMER, B., GRANT, G., and
GOLDBERG, G. (1995). “Mechanism of cell surface activation of 72-kDa type
IV collagenase. Isolation of the activated form of the membrane metallopro-
tease.” J Biol Chem 270.10, 5331–5338. DOI: 10.1074/jbc.270.10.
5331: Data support the MMP-14 mediated mechanism

MALI, A., JOSHI, A., HEGDE, M., and KADAM, S. (2017). “Enterolactone sup-
presses proliferation, migration and metastasis of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells
through inhibition of uPA induced plasmin activation and MMPs-mediated ECM
remodeling.” Asian Pac J Cancer P 18.4, 905–915. DOI: 10.22034/APJCP.
2017.18.4.905: “Briefly, uPA system catalyzes plasmin production which
further mediates activation of MMPs and plays an important role in breast
cancer invasion and metastasis” (DIDIASOVA et al. 2014; SHIMIZU et al. 2011)

DIDIASOVA, M., WUJAK, L., WYGRECKA, M., and ZAKRZEWICZ, D. (2014).
“From plasminogen to plasmin: role of plasminogen receptors in human can-
cer.” Int J Mol Sci 15.11, 21229–21252. DOI: 10.3390/ijms151121229:
“However, PLA may also activate matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs) such
as MMP-1, MMP-3, and MMP-9 and growth factors including transform-
ing growth factor beta (TGF-b), basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)” (RIFKIN et al. 1999)

RIFKIN, D. B., MAZZIERI, R., MUNGER, J. S., NOGUERA, I., and SUNG,
J. (1999). “Proteolytic control of growth factor availability.” APMIS 107
(1-6), 80–85. DOI: 10.1111/j.1699-0463.1999.tb01529.x:
Does not mention MMP activation

SHIMIZU, M., COHEN, B., GOLDVASSER, P., BERMAN, H., VIRTANEN, C.,
and REEDIJK, M. (2011). “Plasminogen Activator uPA Is a Direct Transcrip-
tional Target of the JAG1-Notch Receptor Signaling Pathway in Breast Can-
cer.” Cancer Res 71.1, 277. DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-10-
2523: “Plasmin, either directly or indirectly through metalloproteinases
(MMP), can degrade components of the extracellular matrix contributing
to cancer cell invasion and metastases.” No citation or data to support this
claim.

HAN, B., NAKAMURA, M., MORI, I., NAKAMURA, Y., and KAKUDO, K. (2005).
“Urokinase-type plasminogen activator system and breast cancer (Review).” On-
col Rep 14.1, 105–112: “The resulting plasmin can directly or indirectly acti-
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vate certain matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) and degrade most components
in ECM, such as laminin, fibronectin and fibrin.” (DANØ et al. 1985)

DANØ, K., ANDREASEN, P., GRØNDAHL-HANSEN, J., KRISTENSEN, P., NIELSEN,
L., and SKRIVER, L. (1985). “Plasminogen Activators, Tissue Degradation,
and Cancer.” Advances in Cancer Research. Ed. by KLEIN, G. and WEIN-
HOUSE, S. Vol. 44. Academic Press, 139–266. DOI: 10.1016/S0065-
230X(08)60028-7: “The major and possibly only proteins in the ex-
tracellular matrix resistant to plasmin degradation are native collagens
(types I-III), but plasminogen activator could play a role in the degrada-
tion of these types of collagen via a plasmin-mediated activation of latent
collagenases” (Stricklin et al., 1977; Werb et al., 1977; Danø et al., 1978;
Paranjpe et al., 1980; O’Grady et al., 1981) “It has also been reported that
in vitro degradation of elastin and collagen in the extracellular matrix by
elastase and collagenase, respectively, is facilitated by plasmin-mediated
removal of other glycoproteins”(Jones and DeClerk, 1980; Chapman et al.,
1984)

None of the papers in the citation train I followed supported the activation of MMP-

2 by plasmin, and instead, if they provide any evidence at all, describe the activation of

MMP-1.
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Glossary

Term Definition

Immunoblot Also called western: a technique for analyzing or identifying

proteins, that separates them by electrophoresis before staining

with antibodies.

Immunofluorescence Also called immunostaining: staining, either of tissue sections

or whole mount specimens, mediated through a primary anti-

body (immuno-) specific to a given antigen of interest. Detec-

tion is carried out through the vector of a secondary antibody

that recognizes the primary antibody as its antigen and is also

conjugated to a fluorophore (-fluorescence).

Immunostain see immunofluorescence

Morpholino Synthetic nucleic acid used most often as an antisense RNA

translation blocker.

Nanobody Antibodies raised in a camelid host that lack light chains, and

are therefore smaller than cognate antibodies from other mam-

mals. For more information, see: MUYLDERMANS, S. et al.

(2009). “Camelid immunoglobulins and nanobody technol-

ogy.” Vet Immunol Immunop 128.1, 178–183. DOI: 10 .

1016/j.vetimm.2008.10.299
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pH Potential hydrogen: a logarithmic measure of acidity/alkalinity

based on the concentration or activity of hydrogen ions.

Western See immunoblot.
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